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Cabinet puts oft decision

’s price

»r Sinai

*>nj ^

''•‘Ww-,.

Jerusalem Poet Reporter

rv/
h
t ^Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan

'jit the cabinet yesterday that the
which Israel was

ting in Sinai under the peace
it Saty.with Egypt should be put at

iKg dispose of tiie air forces of the
Egypt and Israel, to facilitate

,,

vWw? common strategic interests In
- '• S^Middle East.

' l&sysn made this comment after
Minister Menahem Begin

t on bis talks with Egyptian
Anwar Sadat in Alexan-

last week, and in particular an
" joint survey of Middle East

ents Involving Iran, the
states, Syria and Jordan,
foreign minister said that
could have foreseen, when

..’’Xtrtuir peace was hammered out at
L'"

ci iJWmB David, just what would
in Iran. The American side,

p David, did not expect Jor-

ahd Saudi Arabia to be sotoflexl-

witfc regard to the.Israel-Egypt
treaty. The U.S., Egypt and
needed new ideas now to cope

anew situation, he said, and the
airfields could be valuable in

respect.
of the ministers, approached
Post for a comment on the

after Israel Radio reported It In

afternoon, said that public dis-

couid cause great harm. A
minister, who agreed that the

airfields proposal '"made a
sense after the setback inIran,

that American vigilance has
stressed, that public

could merely embarrass
E.

' -

minister said that "Sadat
,w. got Sinai safely back into
‘

:fiorptian possession and here the

,,7*^Waelis are talking about
’

."vV^ttemselves and the Americans
, ,

r ' ' ,,n ‘ IIB^nr«|imingto Sinai by the back door.”
“ Enap. ^ said that the UJ3. andnot Israel

: SBVI
toold lobby for the idea of using the

*rp.*adiaiafrri fields on behalf of a common
East strategic design. The

- ifiki,he noted, had been mootedhere
! r'M-icftjg year, and been turned down by

,J* Wk&at.
w Dayan's spokesman said yester-

he bad no notion that his
;r bwri raised the proposal in

i cabinetand be could not Imagine
our the media heard about ft,. . . .

'

---—-— —

-

:;a MtscLpfij* vowed to Quit
3

^{^^uring Saudis’
em Post Correspondent

UJ5. has' promised to- refrain

all attempts to win Saudi Ara-
support for the Israel-Egypt
s agreement, "The Washington
*" Riyadh correspondent

d yesterday.

h exchange, he reported, Saudi
" Ua agreed to charge a relatively

price for Its oil and to increase

notion. The U.S. also agreed to

arms to the Saudis,

. .take jptr-wB Star” said.
r
',‘ aJJ.’jBw paper quoted an American

,i; In the Sa“di capital as

. ajtag: "We are going to lay offthe
N<,“ ‘rw?

kadis on that peace treaty. It was a
’egative policy. It fouled up our

relations. It was a lost

*Mae and a lousy policy. The CIA
'jad Washington misread just bow
Wh the* Saudis are against the

:»i:

holds: no rises yet
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

Premier Menahem Begin’* wishes
again triumphed over other
pressures yesterday when the
cabinet decidednot to go back oh the
decision: taken recently to freeze

prices on government-controlled
basic commodities, including fuel

and Imported frozen meat. Further
discussion on prices win take place
soon, perhaps even this week.

Next Sunday, finance Minister
Simha Ehrlich will present the
cabinet with the plan how being
worked out by his ministry. This wfll

cancel subsidies and instead com-
pensate "eligible breadwinners" far
the consequent price rises. Treasury
circles are said to be well aware of

the impossibility of raising prices

without offering compensation for

these rises because of the social un-
rest tWs would cause.

As was expected, Energy Minister
Tltshak Modal did raise the ques-
tion of the price freeze on fuel prices
at yesterday's meeting. He asked the
government, to exempt the
Ministerial Committee on Fuel
Prices from the freeze requirement.
But again, at Begin ’a request, the

matter was not discussed and there
was no vote. Modal acceded to

Begin's request that the freeze
package not be broken up on this

issue.

Despite the High Court's ruling

last Thursday that the government
raise the price of imported frozen

meat within a fortnight, and despite

Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon's
demand that this be done im-
mediately, the meat subsidy too was
left unchanged.
Cabinet secretary Arye Naor said

yesterday that within less than a
fortnight a. government represen-

tative will appear before the court to

explain why Imparted meat prices

are not being raised. Clearly, if a
decision to raise prices Is taken
earlier, the government will not
•maltp Airy court appearance.
Leaving the meeting yesterday.

Moda'i said that in addition to the

fuel price rise he is now seeking,

other increases inthe cost offuel can

be expected before the end of the

year.
Moda’i also said that he will ask

' the Treasury to lower tax rates cm
petrol since “it is inconceivable that
the consumer should suffer both for

price rises, deriving from OPEC
hikes and for those due to Ugh tax-

ation."

Moda'i would like to see tax rates

on petrol held steady, so that in

future the tax bite on this item within

the consumer price will lessen.

The -minister's statement may
have been a bint that his ministry
will try to hike the price of fuel

products now sold below cost more
than the price of petrol.

. During the cabinet discussion,
number of ministers brought up the
energy plan put forward by U.S.
President Jimmy Carter, suggesting
that Israel draw from it lessons ap-
propriate to the country's economy.
Naor yesterday attacked the com-

munications media for their
forecasts of fuel and other price

rises. They have all been wrong, so

far, he pointed out, and this reflects

on the reliability of the Information
leakers, he said.

The government will meet soon to

discuss the whole matter of sub-

.

sidles, said Industry, Trade and
Tourism Minister Gideon Patt, as he
left yesterday 'b meeting.

If frozen meat subsidies are
removed, he said, he will immediate-
ly seek removal of subsidies now
given to fodder, oil-seed cake, and
soya. He also saidhe would personal-

ly ask for the removal of subsidies on
frozen chicken. Patt claims that at

the TT.ib- spent in subsidies on this

item, some IL600m. needlessly sub-

sidize weddings and bar mitzva par-

ties held in caterers' halls.

Other ministers; too, said prices of
' fuel A-nri other goods should" not be
raised until some ” comprehensive
Treasury policy emerges.
Despite Naor *b denial that

special cabinet meeting is scheduled

this week. The Jerusalem Post
ljAAmA th«t the cabinet will meeton
Thursday, this time to discuss the

Negev troop redeployment following

the Sinai pullback. But economic af-

fairs may well be brought up for dis-

cussion then, too.

Suspect’s girlfriend arrested

conspiracyin
By YOBAM BAR

- Jerusalem Post Reporter -

TEL AVIV. — The 33-year-old air

hostess from Ra’auana, in whose
home El A1 CaptainAMvaPressman
was arrested last week an suspicion:

of smugglings was herself arrested

yesterday. She was picked up on

suspicion of hiding smuggled gold in

her flat and foreign currency
offences, a senior police source told

The Jerusalem Post yesterday.

In an Interview with “Yediot
Aharonot,"- Pressman's girlfriend

said she knew nothing of the pilot’s

involvement in criminal acts.

But a source in .the police fraud'

department said the police do not

accept the hostess' story. "We find it

hard to believe that, during the

years, large quantities of gold were

hidden In her apartment and people

came and went without her
knowledge,” said the source.

The source said the air hostess and
part-time model was not arrested

with Pressman but was interrogated

briefly on Thursday because of

medical documents proving she was
ID. "We took her condition into con-

sideration and decided to wait until

she felt better (before arresting

her)," said the source.

On Friday morning. Pressman's
46-year-old wife Doha was brought

to Tel Aviv Magistrates Courtwhere
she was remanded to custody forfive

days.
Police representative Rav-Pakad

B. Astel claimed in court that police

believe Dalia Pressman was in-

volved in & conspiracy to smuggle

gold bricks out of the country.

Yesterday's arrest brings the total to

six people held lor questioning. On
Thursday the court ordered the

detention of Pressman; Shalom
Baruch, director of the Arida ter-

minal at Ben-Gurion Airport, who is

suspected of buying smuggled gold;

and two residents of Jerusalem's
ultra-orthodox Mea She’arim
quarter, in whose possession police

found 29 kg. of gold.

(tine index up 3.5%— but looks can fool

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Peat Economic Reporter

! The consumer price Index rose by
£ per cent in June, the lowest in-

terne since February'* 2.4 P** cent
$zt much greater June 1978*s 2

fareent. •

Ow. last two month's relatively

[Jo* increase in the cost of living Is

[Rfibutatde to seasonal drops In

induce prices and to the
tent's delaying of rises con-

inevitable. These are ex-

isted to occur soon, and July's

fore will also include updated
Kstngcost figures, calculated only
•toy three month*,
ipfurthor acceleration in Inflation is

to result from the eomple-
of end-of-season sales next

"bit the Treasury Is thought
the Interested In keeping prices
pwn as much as possible through
“

t, when October's cost-of-

_ . increase to salaried workers
® be calculated.

jjfc.price Index now stands at
«*. based on the 1978 average as

“Prices have risen by 6$ per cent

in the last 12 months, and by 162 per

cent In 24 months. If Inflation con-

tinues at the rate of 1979’s first half,

it will total 80 per cent for the year.

So far, prices have risen by 88.8 per

cent for the year, or M*8 “
adjusted for produce price drops. .

June’s 12.'8 per cent drop in

produce prices kept the month's

overall increase mere than 1 per

cent lower than the average of other

items. Otherwise, the rise would

have been 4.8 per cent, to 8».0

P
*Thi wholesale price index for local

production rose in June by 4.6 per

cent; and by 85.9 per cent for the

year's first half. But the moat spec-

tacular rise was registered in the

residential construction input Index,

which was up 10.3 per cent in June,

for a total rise of 48.9 per cent so far

this year. Adjusting for shorter

summer hours by construction

workers, this represents an annual

rate of HI per cent.

The Treasury yesterdayreacted to

the Index figures by attributing the

Egypt blames Syria for terror

raid on its Ankara embassy

the first effects of the government's

restraining measures. Their in-

fluence will be felt more in coming

months, the ministry predicted. Past

devaluation of the Israel pound and

the resulting rise in postage rates ac-

counted for much of the month s in-

flation, It explained.
pood prices were up 3.7 per cent in

June, apartment maintenance costs

4.3 per cent, furniture and
houBewareB 3.4 per cent, and

clothing and shoes 2.0 per cent.

Health expenses were up 5.9 per

cent, education, culture arid enter-

tainment 4.6 per cent, transportation

and postage 4.6 per cent, and

newspaper advertisements 9.5 per

cent.

Three executed for

Iran mosque attack
TEHERAN (Reuter).— Three men,

two of them with Arab surnames,

were executed In Iran's gulf port of

Khorramshahr last night after bring

blamed for a grenade attack on a

which six government

riower rlBe*to seasonal factors and . supporters (See earlier story, p.4)

Dogfight with Syrians shortest in Ivri s memory

IAF using new sophisticated weaponryO .. « -v-»* Tiaal'B Tiwwft>ll» 1

Jerusalem Post Staff
Bund.Agyndoft

Egypt yesterday warned Syria

that it would not escape punish-

ment for Uie 45-hour seizure of

the Egyptian embassy In

Ankara; Turkey, by four
gunmen belonging 4o the
“Eagles of the Palestinian
Revolution.” Egypt blamed
Syria for the attack as t*he

-Eagles are part of the Syrian-

controlled Saeka terror group. *

Masseur Hassan, who Is minister

of state for presidential affairs, said

in Cairo that reprisals were being
planned for the weekend drama in

which an Egyptian diplomat was one
of three persons killed. Hassan was
speaking to newsmen after a four-

hour cabinet meeting at' which the
outcome of the Ankara raid was
reviewed — the terrorists sur-

rendered under pressure from the
Turkish government . and represen-

tatives of the Palestine Liberation
Organization.
Cairo's semi-official “Al-Ahram"

newspaper declared in an editorial

that “the entire world knows that the
Eagles of the Palestinian
Revolution are agents of the Syrian

government. The dirty hand that
hatched this conspiracy shall not es-

cape punishment and the coming
days will prove this."

The editor of the man circulation
"Al-Akhbar”. described all .Palesti-

nian organizations as aftehoots Of

Syria, Iraq or “whatever devils."
Claiming that “they are responsible
for this heinous crime." Mousse
Safari declared, “All must pay for
this cowardice." In Ms front-page
warning, he maintained that'
"terrorism shall not rule Egypt" and
“the vengeance shall be great."

The warnings were believed to in-

dicate the possibility of stirring
further troubles against the Ba'ath
government inside Syria, as well as
in Lebanon where the Syrians main-
tain mare than 20,000 troops.

Asked by newsmen whether
reprisals were planned against
thousands of Palestinians living in

Egypt, Hasssti answered: "No. We
never thought of taking any
measures against Innocent civilians

of any nationality.”
But Hassan added: “When we

speak of measures, there are many
mere effective measures that one
can take ttw" attaching innocent In-

dividuals."

According to Prime Minister
Mustapha Khalil, Egypt made no
concessions in return for yesterday's
surrender by the Eagles. Khalil is

scheduled to report to parliament to-

day on what happened at Ankara.

'“There never been any doubt
in the government's mind that it

should refuse to meet the terrorists'

demands in releasing the two
prisoners serving life sentences,"

Khalil told newsmen. He was referr-

ing to one of the demands of the

terrorists, for the release of two men
arrested last April for attempting to

carry out sabotage operations inside

Egypt.
The two prisoners, Ibrahim al-

Dayah and Selim Abdullah, said they

were members of the Eagles.

Khalil pointed out that “Egypt la

opposed to terrorism in principle and
cannot afford to be weak in giving In

totheir demands and setting a prece- 1

dent that could only stimulate more
terrorism."

added that while Egypt ap-

preciated the role of the FLO leaders

who cooperated with Turkey in en-

ding the seizure of the embassy, "the

incident definitely has been influenc-

ed by the atmosphere of dissension

and misunderstanding*' of the
Egypt-Israel peace treaty.

"We hope, therefore, that all the
f

parties that have contributed to

Arab dissension and misunderstan-

ding so far will realize the danger of

this atmosphere, because it not only

threatens Egypt alone but threatens

all parties,** said Hassan.

The success of the PLO mediation

in Ankara was Been by observers as

indicating the movement's authority

over the Eagles. There seemed to be
no doubt left about the group's af-

filiation with the FLO, which has

often dissociated Itself from foreign

terrorist operations In an obvious bid

to preserve legitimacy In the inter-

national arena.

The Egyptian cabinet yesterday

insisted that the Ankara incident

should not have any affect on the

commitment to a comprehensive

peace, based on the restoration of

full Arab rights and the security of

all nations. The cabinet said the

masterminds of the attack possibly

aimed at deterring Egypt from the

"pursuit of Its main objective, which

is the achievement of a comprehen-

sive peace."

Turks and PLO claim

victory at Ankara

The four PslesUniaa gunmen wko tinned the Egyptiaa embassy in

Ankara wave the victory sign yesterday as they are led away by

Turkish officials aftertheir surrender. (UPi telephoto)

Indian premier resigns

as party deserts
NEW. DELHI. —.

Indian. Prime
Minister Morarjt Desai resigned

yesterday as support for his govern-

ment collapsed in the middle of the

bloodiest year Indiahas experienced
since independence.
Bowing to a week-long revolt

against Ms leadership. 83-year-old

Desai handed Ms resignation to

President Sanjiva Reddy.

Desai, crippledby mass defections

from Ms dividedgovernment and the
ruling Janata Party, had been In of-

fice since defeating former Premier
Indira GandM in general elections in

1977.He said the president had asked
Mm to remain as prime un-

til a new government is formed.

BBs likeliest successor is Deputy
Premier and Defence Minister Jag-

jhran Ram, 71, leader of India's 100
pflHnn Hsrljans or Untouchables.
Desai’s 27-month-old administra-

tion began to crumble early last

week. More than 100 members of Ms
Janata Party defected in an attempt

to bring down the government that

'has been described by politicians of

all
.

parties as "impotent" and
“lacklustre.*1

. ,,
Labour unrest, a major police

nutiny that Desai put down with with

the Army, and racial violence made
tWs year the bloodiest slnce^India

achieved independence from Britain

in 1947.

Desal's Janata government, on
alliance of many factions wMch
formed to topple GandM, tost its

majority In Parliament last week
and faced a censure motion within a
few days. Thirteen of the 48 govern-

ment ministers resigned as the cam-

paign for Desal's departure grew. •

The internal tensions which
destroyed his administration includ-

ed political and economic policy

differences within tike government,
accusations of . corruption against

Desal's son Kanti, and the controver-

sial links of one cabinet faction with

Hindu extremists.

The extremists were accused ©6

sowing communal hatred and were

blamed for EELndu-Moslem riots in

which 180 people died this year.

An ascetic and deeply religious

Hindu, Desai started Ms political

career in the early days of India’s

* struggle for independence from Bri-

tain.

After holding high office in the ear-

Morarjl Desai

ly years of sett-rule, he spent eight

years in the political wilderness, in-

cluding two in solitary confinement
whOe Indira GandM ruled the coun-

try under emergency decree. Be was
released in early 1977. .a few hours

before GandM called a general elec-

tion, a»d quickly emerged as the

of the anti-Gandhi groups

wMch sank their many differences to

form the Janata Party. (Reuter,

UPI)

Ethiopia resumes

war in Eritrea
NAKFA, Northern Eritrea (Reuter)

— Soviet-backed Ethiopian troops on

Saturday launched a major offensive

on three fronts against secessionist

guerrillas.

About 50.000 Ethiopian troops, sup-

ported by heavy artillery and Mig-23

took part in a dawn assault

on guerrilla positions in the northern

province of Eritrea.

In the biggest attack, SO.OOO EtMo-
pian soldiers tried to drive inland

from the Red Sea coast on the

guerrma-held town of Nakfa. But

guerrillas of the Eritrean People's

Liberation Front, one of the two ma-

jor groups fighting for independence

from Ethiopia, drove back two
assaults.

U By HIRSH GOODMAN
1 Hit Military Correspondent

1KJ»e Israel Air Force yesterday of-

revealed tor the first time
the Hawkeye E-2C early-

, and electronic warfare air-

•

*
‘iSf “d the Huey Cobra AH-1
Superpose- attack helicopter-are

:
i

I
Jjtb In active service with the IAF.^ in active,service la the General

VX?*”*16* shoulder-fired Redeye
*®«-«trcraft missile.

* o^^^elations were made on the
* ::****»» of. Air Force Day.

* Meeting with military cor-

•

-TrJ^deMa at a base somewhere In

'i

the commander of the Air
Alnf -DavM Ivri confirmed

•(25*^hi in the final,stages of a
to purchase some Arava

ttreraft fronv the Israel
-

Aircraft

Industries, and that negotiations are

under way which would make the F-

18 the IAF*s next fttUn*. A decWon
on wMch model of theM - Jhf

"A" naval version or Q1 land-

based version — wiU k* made at

year's end.

Ivri would not elaborate on last

month's air battle with the Syrians to

which six Syrian Mig* were doomed.

He said that it was <me of the shortest

air battles In his memory and could

not serve as a basis to draw con-

clusions about Syria's capabilities.

bSi the Air Force did use the

dogfight to learn much about itself,

hC
/S^

d
totroduction of anti-Mrcraft

missiles into Lebanon by Syria, he

Mid would constitute a serious es-

calation of the situation, and he

warned the Syrians to think long and

hard about Israel’s possible reaction

before taking such a step- Tte ong
anti-aircraft miaaflra in I^baam althfa

stage, hp said, are shoulder-toad

Strellas, which should not be dis-

regarded and are potentially

dangerous to the unaware pilot

Israel's aerial activity litLebanon

has been slightly reduced these past

few weeks, he said, but this is more

the result of operational need than

anything else. He also claimed that

the Syrians have been careful to

avoid a clash with the Israelis, thus

behaving far less agressiyely.

Ivri told the newsmen that the

Israel Air Force,has vastly improved

the quality of its equipment by

replacing old systems with new. He

said that for the past nine Months

there has been a significant rise to

(Continued os |W S, eeL t)

The Redeye shoulder-fired, anti-aircraft missile system, manufac-

tured by General Dynamics, VJ&., Is designed to give combat units

an effective defence against low-flying aircraft.

ANKARA. — Turkey and the
Palestine Liberation Organization

(PLO) yesterday claimed a Joint vic-

tory to forcing Palestinian terrorists

to surrender and release their

hostages after killing three people
«MMi holding the Egyptian embassy
for 45 hours.
The .siege. wMch at one time look-

ed like erupting into a bloody battle,

ended shortly after 8 a.m. when the

four gunmen threw down their

weapons, embraced the last six

hostages. Including ambassador
Ahmed Kamal Ama, and sur-
rendered.
They gave up under pressure from

the PLO and in face of a massive
show of force by Turkish authorities,

who surrounded the building with ar-

moured cars and 500 troops. The end
came after a final bargaining ses-

sion with two officials from the PLO
who Intervened at Turkey’s request.

The terrorists, from a breakaway
group called the “Eagles of the

Palestine Revolution,'' shot dead
two Turkish police guards when they

stormed the embassy on Friday and
seized 14 hostages.

One Egyptian diplomat was killed

and another seriously inured when
they jumped from the top floor of the

embassy to an attempt to escape

daring the siege.

Officials said the gunmen grabbed

only 14 hostages, not 20 as originally

thought, when theystormed the em-
bassy with guns blazing and killed

the two guards. A woman was freed

a few hours later and three more
were released on Saturday night.

Two other hostages escaped un-

harmed by scrambling out of a
ground-floor window.
Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit.

clearly strengthened by the
government's firm handling of the

siege, emphasized at a press con-

ference afterwards that Turkey had
made no concessions to the
terrorists. "They will face the full

consequences of Turkish Justice," he
said.

He praised the PLO, saying its

leader Tasser Arafat and his

representatives, who flew here on

Saturday, had made extraordinary

efforts to prevent a catastrophe.

“The PLO made a great contribu-

tion to the waynf avoiding bloodsh-

ed. The young men surrendered
because of the unshakable deter-

mination of the government and the

influence of the PLO," the weary
premier said.

The head of the four-man PLO
team, Mustafa Issa, known as Abu
Fires, said the gunmen, who had
repeatedly threatened to blow up the

embassy and kill their hostagea, had
backed down because they respected

the organisation's authority. He told

a press conference the PLO was not

involved in the attack and would
never have mounted such an opera-

tion.
. ,

Issa said the terrorists had made
an unconditional surrender, and add-

ed that the intervention of the PLO
had improved its relations, with
Turkey..

He announced the PLO would soon
open a bureau In Ankara, but stress-

ed agreement to do so had been
reached before the embassy attack.

Asked what effect the opening of a
PLO bureau In Ankara would have
on Turkbh-Israeli relations, Ecevit

told reporters they could Judge by
looking at other countries which had
done the same.
The terrorists were also given a

chance to talk to the press when they
were brought before television
cameramen at police headquarters.
Journalists were shown the three

Soviet-built Kalashnikov assault

rifles and seven hand grenades they

carried when they stormed the em-
bassy.

In a prepared atatement. the

terrorists apologized far killing the

two Turkish policemen but said they

had been forced Into taking action to

defend the Palestinian cause. The
terrorists are expected to be tried

under the martial law In force in

Ankara and other provinces since

December.
Two Palestinian terrorists were

sentenced to hang, following an at-

tack on passengers of an Israeli air-

liner in Istanbul in 1978 when four

people were killed. But the death

sentences were later commuted, and
the terrorists escaped from a
Turkish jail last December.
The four gunmen held yesterday

could also face the death penalty , but
observers here said the sentences
would almost certainly he com-
muted.
The terrorists had demanded

Turkish recognition of the "Palesti-

nian state." severance of diplomatic
relations between Ankara and Cairo,

the release oftwo jailed comrades in

Cairo and safe conduct out of

Turkey.
They got none of these demands,

hut surrendered after gaining per-

mission for an extraordinary
propaganda act on the balcony of the
embassy building. As Turkish troops

and sharpshooters watched in dis-

belief. the four men appeared on the

embassy's central balcony with a
PLO representative and took turns
shouting slogans through a bull horn
supplied by the Turkish government.
Smiling broadly and jubilant, they

shouted: “Long Uve Palestine, Long
live the Palestinian revolution," and
"Long live Turkey."
Then they called Turkish Interior

Minister Hasan Fehmi Gunea to the

balcony and each gunman in turn
shook his hand. One of them kissed

and hugged Gunes. “You have to

love everybody," the minister said.

The terrorists even brought out

Egyptian Ambassador Ama, their

prize hostage, and held his hand
aloft. Ama, who has heart trouble,

smiled meekly.
After their balcony "victory

celebration,” as one Turkish
newspaper called it, the terrorists,

three swarthy men with moustaches
and one with fair hair, walked out of

_
the front door of the sun-baked em-

" bassy and were escorted into a
waiting limousine.

Carter ready to stake all

in speech to the nation
WASHINGTON (AP). — Beginning
what may be the most fateful day of

his presidency with prayer, U.S.

President Jimmy Carter yesterday
pronounced himself satisfied that he
was ready to rally the nation behind

a new blueprint for national
leadership.'

Greeting: three reporters after he

participated in an adult Bible class

at the First Baptist Church here.

Carter was asked about his progress

in fashioning a much-awaited ad-

dress to the nation, to be broadcast

by major networks at 10 p.m. last

night (4 a.m. Israeli time).

“I've got it,” the president
responded with a smile, and held up
Ms right hand in an “A-OK" gesture

— thumb and forefinger joined to

form a circle.

Accompanied .by bis wife,
Rosalyim, and daughter, Amy. 11.

Carter heard laymen and clerics

offer half a dozen prayers for his

a national leadership vacuum.
Deeply troubled by a lack of con-

fidence to Ms leadersMp, Carter end-

ed his Camp David summit on Satur-

day evening and returned to the

White House for the speech he con-

cedes may be Ms last chance to rally

the nation.

Journalists who met with Carter

on Friday afternoon said he con-

veyed the impression ofa man deter-

mined to change the direction of his

presidency. The president has been
pictured as feeling that fuel shor-

tages. inflation, a looming recession

and a sour national mood have made
the country hungry for leadership

and ready to -listen to what he
“proposes.

success d
the regular

luring the Bible class and at
lar Sunday services' tnat

followed. Carter's pastor here, the

Rev. Charles Trentham. said in

praying for the president that this

could be "one of the great epochal

days Of our country."
Convinced his administration

faces a leadersMp crisis, Carter

cloistered himself at Camp David,
Maryland, for 12 days to conduct a
“domestic policy summit" and draft

a once-postponed speech he hopes
will overcome what he sees as a
nagging national spirit.

Although Ms major purpose is to

discuss problems of energy and in-

flation, the president planned to

range beyond such specific worries
And convince voters he Is ready to fill
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Jerusalem Post International
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ninety countries.
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THE WEATHER

Forecast: Humidity will rise slightly In the
mountains.

Yesterday’s Today's
Min-Max Max

SOCIAL & PERSONAL

President Yitzhak Navon yesterday
presented 35 students from develop-
ment towns in the North with
scholarships to further their studies

at the Tel Hai regional college. The
ceremony took place at Beit
Hanassi.

The French ambassador and Mrs.
Marc Bonnefous yesterday held a
reception to mark July 14, Bastille

Day, attended by Premier Menahem
Begin, Deputy Premier Yigael
Yadin, Defence Minister Bzer Weiz-
man. Labour Party chairman
Shimon Peres, and members of the
diplomatic corps.

Fay Schenk, former national presi-

dent of Hadassah and member of the
Jewish Agency Executive, yester-

day presented Hadassah life

memberships to the daughters and
daughters-in-law of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Topf of North Miami, Florida,
at a ceremony in the Hadassah
University Hospital on Mount
SCOPU5.

State ceremony
for Herzl’s death
The .75Lh anniversary of the death

of Theodor
.
Herzl was com-

memorated yesterday in a state

ceremony or. Mount Herzl in
Jerusalem.
The ceremony was attended by

President Yitzhak N&von, Prime
Minister Menahem Begin. Knesset
Speaker Yitzhak Shamir. Zionist

Council chairman Arye Zimuki.
Raphael Kotlowitz of the Zionist Ex-
ecutive. members of the Jewish
Agency Executive, members of

Herd's family, and new immigrants.

HOME NEWS

Shabbat closing of gas

stations up to cabinet

Monday, July 16. 1979 The Jerusalem Post Page Two

Special bill will expedite

seizure of land in Negev

By AARON SXTTNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Ministerial Economic Com-
mittee yesterday referred to the
cabinet a- proposal to close petrol

stations from 4 p.ra. Friday until

Saturday night.

The ministers were exploring
various ideas aimed at reducing fuel
consumption by Israelis.

The decision to let the cabinet
make the final decision came after a
united phalanx of Liberal Party
politicians, backed by Bank of Israel
Governor Arnon Gaily, voiced Op-
position to the closure proposal. Op-
position came from Minister of In-
dustry. Trade and Tourism Gideon
Patt, Finance Minister Simha
Ehrlich and Yehezkel Flomin, the
deputy minister of finance.

Patt insisted that closing the
stations would not reduce fuel
purchases, and would cause long
queues at the pumps on Fridays,
with people bearing jerrycans. Such
jamming would be a hazard, he
claimed.
The ministers did take some

“firm" moves on* energy conserva-
tion yesterday. They empowered the
ministers of energy and transport
“to make all necessary preparations
for the possibility that this com-
mittee, at some future time, should
decide to prohibit the use of trucks

weighing more than 2.2 tons to ply
the roads on Saturdays and other
son-working days/*
The aim is to discourage truck

drivers from using their vehicles as
family pleasure cars.

The two ministers were asked to

come up with detailed recommen-
dations for reducing.street lighting

and illumination in public buildings

— especially after working hours.
Energy Minister Yitzhak Moda’J

was also given another Job— to help
Ms fellow ministers devise plans for

uniform opening hours for various
types of establishments.
Among the suggestions are that all

factories begin work at 7 rum., all

schools open at 8 a_m., all offices,

banks and service industries open at
9 a.m„ and all retail shops raise

their shutters at 10 a_m. The general
aim is to reduce traffic congestion,

said to be one of the main factors hi

petrol waste.
As for late opening of shops, this

would he accompanied by a ban on
the traditional midday Shutdowns.
The economic planners say this

would allow for earlier evening
closings and a commensurate
savings In electricity far lighting the
shop and the display windows.
But retailer organizationshave ex-

pressed doubt that shopping habits
that have evolved over generations
could be changed by fiat.

5*

A 2,700-year-oU wood and bronze sculpture of an Ibis, a gift from
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat to Deputy Premier Yigael Yadin
during the latter’s recent visit to Egypt, baa now gone on display at
the Israel Museum. The sculpture contains a mummified bird and
represents the ancient god Xhoth, veneratedas the divine scribe who
Invented speech and writing.

’*• •

Terrorists clash with militias

By DAVID LANDAU
Post Diplomatic Correspondent

• The special bill drawn up by the

government to expedite the seizure

of lands in the Negev needed for

building the new airfields 'is to be
tabled in the Knesset within the next
few days.
An ad hoc ministerial committee

under Prime Minister Menahem
Begin will hold a final review of the
bm in Begin'a office this morning.
The Mil Is intended to enable the

government to take over lands at all

three sites for the airfields which are
presently occupied by Negev Beditin

tribes.

Usually land seizure is & drawn cut
process, since the occupier can
appeal the government's eviction

order to the courts before the order
is applied. But under this bill, the Be-
dtdn would have 90 days in which to

vacate the seized land — and any
appeal they might have against the

amount of compensation they were
offered would be heard only after
they had left, the land.

The bill 'sets up an appeal board
comprising senior civil servant,
from a number of ministries,

the possibility of further appeal to
the courts.

Government officials say Bg p^.
cent of the land concerned is itate
land, with the Bedtdn having onh
possessors' rights but no title. Tig
officials say the level of compensa-
tion to be offered — whether la cash
or In the form of alternative tracts
elsewhere — will be higher than the

usual level.

.

Taking part in today's final revise
will be Begin, Defence Minister
Welzman, Agriculture Minister Artel
Sharon, Finance Minister stav.
Ehrlich (whose office is the on#
responsible for applying the fajm
and Justice Minister Shmuel Taxnte
(who oversaw its drafting).

Sadat wants early return of St Katarina

10 to receive Wolf Prizes

at Knesset on September 12
By BENNY MORRIS

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Education Ministry yesterday
named the 10 recipients of the Wolf
Foundation Frizes for 1979. The five
prizes, of 9100,000 each, will be
awarded on September 12 in the
Knesset in the presence of President
Yitzhak Navon, Prime Minister
Menahem Begin, Knesset Speaker
Yitzhak Shamir and Education
Minister Zevulun Hammer.
The prize for agriculture will be

shared by Prof. Jay Lush of Iowa'
State University, Ames, Iowa, and
Dr. Sir Kenneth Blaxter of Rowett
Research Institute. Aberdeen,
Scotland.
The prize for mathematics will be

'divided between Prof. Emeritus

Jean Leray of the College de France,
Paris, »«ii Prof. Emeritus Andre
Weil of toe Institute for Advanced
Study. Princeton, U.B.
The chemistry prize will be award-

ed to Prof. Emeritus Herman Fran-
cis Mark of the Polytechnic Institute
of New York.
The physics prize will be shared by

Prof. George Uhlenbeck of
Rockefeller University, New York,
and Prof. Guiseppe Occhtallni of the
University of Milan, Italy.

The prize for medicine will be
shared by Dr. RogerW. Sperry of toe
California Institute of Technology,
Dr. Arvid Carlason of Gothenburg
University, Sweden, and Dr. Oleh
Horaykiewicz of the University of

Vienna. Austria.

Jerusalem Post Reporter
METULLA. — A battle between
terroristswho had crossed the LHanl
River and Infiltrated DNTFIL hues,
and Major Sa'ad Haddad's militia
forces, took place yesterday near
Haddad’s Tel Lubiya stronghold,
three kilometres north of Metulla.
The terrorists attacked the fort

with RPG fire and light weapons,
and bombarded It with mortars. The
defenders returned * fire and the
terrorists retreated via UN lines.

The terrorists, who hold Beaufort
Castle across the Litani, fired
recolUess and heavy mxi-biwognTm
on Tel Lubiya awd on Deir Mimas
and Klea. The Church of St. George
In Klea was shelled during Sunday

prayers, and afterwards during a
marriage ceremony uniting* two
militia fighters.

On Saturday night, terrorists lobb-
ed several shells at'Marjayotin.
Haddad’s spokesman yesterday

expressed support of SMa Moslpm
organizations which last week
prevented a visit to Lebanon by Li-
byan ruler Muammar Gaddafi. The
Shies claim tbs*’ their leader. Imam
Mnsaa Sadr, was kidnapped and
murdered last year in 'Libya.

The spokesman saidthat contacts
with Shias in northern Lebanon are
strengthening and that cooperation
in various areas can be expected in
the future, near Tyre and in the
UNXFTL area as well.

Customs men keep export in airport
TEL AVIV. — Some 2,000 customs
and excise department workers in-

tensified their sanctions last night by
refusing to allow exports to leave the
country from Ben-Gurian Airport.
This follows the Finance Ministry’s
failure tomeet theirdemands , works
committee spokesman Yitzhak
Mann told The Jerusalem Post
yesterday. -

The workers, who began sanctions
last Thursday, are demanding

larger Incentives or additional per-

sonnel to deal with the Increasing
raids and campaigns carried out by
the customs and excise department,
a works committee spokesman said.

He said the sanctions mean that no
exports will be shipped out7that VAT
returns win not be collected and that
there will be no raids or. in-
vestigations. In addition, toe office

will be open to the public fewer
hours.

.
Post Diplomatic Correspondent

' .The cabinetwillhave to decide in a
few weeks whether Israel will

accede to Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat’s request that It withdraw
from the Santa Katerina monastery
in advance of toe withdrawal laid

down In the peace treaty.

Israel sources said -yesterday that

Santa Katarina, in Sinai, where
Sadat intends to bufida synagogue, a
mosque and a church In a unique
ecumenical votive to peace, has
assumed symbolic significance for

toe Egyptian leader. Under toe
peace treaty schedule, it Is one of the
last areas to be returned to Egyptian
rule. Sadat would like to see it

returned sooner.
(He apparently wants it back

together with the oil fields on toe
west Sinai coast at the end of
November — one month ahead of

schedule.)'
•

Prime Minister Menahem Begin
reported yesterday for IS minutes to

toe cabinet on his summit with Sadat
in Alexandria last week. He ap.
parently was cagey about the
specific strategic Issues that he had
discussed with Sadat.

Begin mentioned that Sadat was
hoping that Israel would release

more security detainees as a way of

softening West Bank opposition - to

the autonomy process. This is

another issue confronting the
cabinet.

Cabinet supporters of West Bank
Jewish settlements were pleased to

hear from Begin that his frank dis-

pute with Sadat over the settlements

had not sullied the atmosphere of

their summit. One cabinet source

said: “The settlement Issue was put

In proper perspective at Alexandria.

It proved not to be the ’obstacle to

peace/ Sadat did not say — as some
Israeli doves would have Mm say

—

that unless toe settlements stopped,

the negotiations would fail." _

.

Aslan gets 3 years for cocaine
TEL AVIV (Itim). — Alleged crime
kingpin Yehezkel Aslan and two
others were sentenced yesterday to

three years in prison for conspiracy
to dangerous drugs.

The others sentenced in the
"Cocaine Trial" were Flnhas Golds-
tein and David Afialo. Amos Barzllai

and Iris Nlsanovich-Zahavl received
one-year suspended sentences and
fines of IL25.000 and IL10,000 respec-

tively.

District Court Judge Hadassa Ben-

ito, in passing sentence, called the

drug dangerousand destructive both

to its user and to his environment

.

Kreisky: Israel can’t be ‘Crosader state’ Dental nurses to take the bite out of dentist’s bill
HAMBURG (Reuter). — Austrian
Chancellor Bruno Kreisky was
yesterday quoted as saying that
Israel has to understand that it can-
not behave indefinitely like a
“Crusader state."

Kreisky, who has often voiced
criticism of toe Israeli government,
told the news magazine “Der
Spiegel" he acknowledged Israel has
a legitimate need for security.

"But Israel mustjmderstand that
It'cannot behave permanently like a
Crusader state. It will not get away
from the need to define its role iuthis

part of the world," he said. -

"It will not be able to get rid of the

Arabs. It has not even been able to
get rid of the Palestinians in its own
country."

Kreisky said the aim of his recent
meeting in Vienna with Palestine
Liberation Organization chief
Yasser Arafat was to find out Ms
conditions for a Middle East peace.

He said he had told Egyptian.
President Anwar Sddat and the U.S.
ambassador in Vienna, but not the
Israelis, that he planned to meet
Arafat. Former West German
chancellor Willy Brandt also took
part in toe talks, which drew sharp
protests from Israel.

Beached whales dying on
south Newfoundland shore
POINT AU GAUL, Canada (AP). —
Dead and dying whales Uttered the
beach near this tiny Newfoundland
community, and dozens more of the
mammals continued to swim ashore
yesterday despite efforts of
fishermen to drive them into the
safety of deep water.
An estimated 175 of the potheads,

which are up to 7.5 metres long, were
dead or dying Sunday; and rocks in
the area where the whales had
battered themselves were reported
crimson with blood.

As many as 250 of the whales were
spotted early Saturday in shallow
water off this south copst coxnmuni-

Eitan attending

6th Fleet ceremony
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Chief ot Staff Rafael Eltan left

-

yesterday for a visit to the U.S. 6th
Fleet in the Mediterranean. He will

attend a ceremony marking the
transfer of the 6th Fleet command to

be held aboard the flag sMp Albany
in Gaeta. Italy.

Accompanying Eltan will be OC
Navy Zc’ev Almog and Eitan’s
bureau chief, Sgon-Aluf Han Biran.

VISITING AMERICAN
and
CANADIAN RABBIS
who are currently engaged in

Congregational Leadership

are cordially invited by the

IsraelBond Organization

To be their guests for a

SPECIAL DAY'S BRIEFING

Monday, July 30, 1979— 7.30 a.m.
Agenda

Leave Jerusalem — 7.30 a.m.
1 . Visit and lunch at Israel Defence Force Base
2. Seminar at Ben-Gurion University, Beersheba
3. Briefing and dinner with leading Government officials

To register!

Please telephone the Israel Bond Office any weekday
from 8.30 a.m. to 2-00 p.m. (Friday — to 12 noon)

14 Rehov HiUel, Jerusalem
Tel. 02-223381

ty. 35 kilometres south of Grand
Bank.
Heavy seas and surf frustrated

first attempts by fishermen and
federal fisheries’ officials to drive
the floundering mammals into
deeper water. But latermen in boats
managed to force-some ofthe whales
away from shore.

fisheries' officials said they were
unable to explain the apparently
suicidal action of the creatures. But
some fishermen speculated the
mammals may have had their vision
blurred or their breathing spouts
blocked by oil.

Last week fishermen reported
under-surface concentrations of
heavy oil off Newfoundland’s south
coast. Dead seabirds were found,
and oil coated fishermen’s nets.
On March 15, toe tanker Kurdistan

broke In half off the coast.
Hundreds of spectators from

larger nearby communities such as
Grand Bank and Maryslowa lined
the shore to watch the death swim of
toe whales and the efforts to save
them.

Navon, Peres greet

Eshed’s new book
Jerusalem Post Reporter

President Yitzhak Navon, Labour
Party- chairman Shimon Peres, and
two former heads of the "Mossed"
(Israel’s central intelligence
organization). Metr Amlt and Zvi
Zamir, were among the dozens of
guests Saturday night who gathered
at the home of Hagai Eshed on the
occasion of the publication of Ms
book "Who Gave toe Order."
Both Navon and Peres recalled the

chain of apparent errors which even-
tually erupted Into toe Lavon Affair,

Israel's major political conflict In
the early 60s, that eventually
brought about David Ben-Gurlon’s
resignation from toe post of prime
minister in June 1963 and two years
later caused a split in the Labour
Party — then still called Mapai.
Peres, although praising Eshed's

book for Its factual presentation of

events, disagreed with toe author’s
theory that there was a major
political plot against Ben-Gurion at

the outset of the Lavon Affair. "It

was Ben-Gurlon’s single-minded in-

sistence on carrying out the princi-

ple of justice against all odds which
toe majority of theparty leadersdid
not accept.'* Peres held. "Ben-
Gurion acted most of the time on his

own and often in an unpredictable

manner/’ Peres recalled, stating

that he had been against Lavon’s
ouster in 1901 from the post of
Hlstadrut secretary-general. The
issues connected with the 1954
"security mishap" and Lavan’s
current post at the time should have
been kept separate. Feres said..

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TELAVIV.— The most painful thing
about a toothache is often the den-
tist’s bill. Prof. Max Welxxreb, head
of the dental school at Tel Aviv
University, hopes to reduce this bill

by about one-third when toe school
begins graduating “dental nurses."
At present. Dr. Weimgb points out,

most dentists practise alone, doing
all the work ."inside toe patient’s

mouth, ms well as preparing - toe
equipment necessary for each
specific job.”
Dr. Weinreb persuaded toe univer-

sity 10 years ago to start a one-year
course of "dental assistants.” These
graduates, mainly young women,
were taught to help toe dentist
prepare material for each patient.

"Surveys have shown that they im-
proved a dentist’s efficiency by
about 40 percent," he says.

.
It is Ms hope that toe dental

.

nurses, who will receive two years of
intensive training, will improve a
dentist’s efficiency by another 100
per cent. The first course, for about
20 young women — or young men if

they can be found — will start this
fall.

"The dentist will continue to do the
diagnosing the highly skilled

work, such as drilling a hole in the
tooth/’ Dr. Weinreb says. “But then-

he will let the dental nurse put in the
filling, polish it, and so on." She will

also clean teeth and palish them, he
adds.

AaFWeinreb sees It, the dmtist wilL
' head a .team, consisting af a dental
assistant and a ' dental nrase. This
means that most dental offices with
one chair will be enlarged to two or
three chairs. The dentistwillgofrom
one chair to another, drilling teeth,

while' the dental assistant will
prepare the needed instruments.The
dental nurse will follow one .chair

behind, filling the drilled holes and
polishing the filling.

This team, although able to handle
three times as many patients, will

reduce the cost by only one-third, he
reports. "First, the overhead
remains just as high. Until we find

.

cheap substitutes, we will have to fill .

teeth with gold or other expensive
substances.
"Moreover, the dental nurse will

probably earn about half the pay ofa

salaried dentist," he adds. The
system will not reduce the waiting
time -required to see a dentist
because "the number of bad teeth
and infected gums is Increasing
fatter than the supply of dentists.

Today, according to the profeasor,
/about 80per cent of all Israelis suffer

; from gum diseases, in Vr mild or

;
severe- manlier. Moreover, it toe

* averager-inductee into tb*3Efcrkel
Defence Forces in 1951 had three
teeth which needed care, today the
number of the soldier’s had teeth has
risen to six.

"The reason is that we are eating
more soft and sweet foods. The latter

especially provide a wonderful
breeding ground for bacteria which

- causes food in themouth to ferment,
creating an acid which eats away at
toe enamel of the teeth." be < ex-
plains.

Dental manpower is not keeping
pace with needs. At present, there

are about 2,000 dentitts (who have

finished a medical school) and
another 000 dental practitioners.

Israel graduates only 66 new den-

tists a year. 44 af the Hebrew Univer-

sity. and 24 at T6I Aviv University.

Prof. Weinreb says that "today, only

about 25 per cent of Israelis get

proper dental treatment. The rest ig-

nore their., teeth untfia tootfcicbe

drives them to ^the .dentist for

.emergency treatn^t’/* ^ ^ -

The solution. Prof- Weinreb
believes, should be alongseveral dis-

tinct lines. First, toe water in Israel

should be fluoridated (amove which

toe Health Ministry supports bat has

had little success in Jmplementiiv)-
Second, toe individual should he

taught from the earliest age how to

take care of Ms teeth, including

brushing themproperty after eating,

especially eating sweets.
The third step is the new dental

nurses course which he worked oat

with the help of Dr. Ze’ev Hindexasd
Dr. Moshe Kellennon, both of the

Health Ministry.
.

The World Sephardi Federation

announces with sorrow and deep p&ln the passing of

.

Adv. ANDRE JOSEPH NARB0BNI
Member of the Executive of toe World Zionist Organization and
Head of the Department of the.World Sephardi and Oriental
Communities, Member of the Presidium of the World Sephardi
Federation.

The funeral will leave today, Monday, July 16. 1979 at 3 pm.,
from the Jewish Agency .building, 17 Rehov Kaplan. Tel Aviv,
for the Kiryat Shaul cemetery.

Our sincere condolences to the bereaved family.

Bar-Ilan University

- deeply mourns the passing of its beloved

’ Chancellor

Rabbi Dr. JOSEPH H. L00KSTEIN y*

and extends sincere condolences

to the bereaved family.

We mourn the loss of ourTrustee

ZIP F. SZ0LD
and extend our condolences to the family.

P.BJ. Israel Endowment Funds, Inc.

The staff of Israel Bonds

extends sincere condolences to

Sylvia Rrown
on the passing of her mother

ANNA WEINBERG

With deep sorrow we announce the death of our beloved

ZE'EV COHEN > t

The funeral took place in Netanya on Friday. 13. 1979.

Hie bereaved family:
Chaya, Meyer and. Dvorak (Jacksonville),
Sam and Lila, Solly (Yehezkel) and Fhyge,
Eli and Kitty, Butbfe, and
giaadehDdnn

On July-10, in Jerusalem . ]

MORTON AARON BARGTEIL w
in his 44th year.

Beloved second son of Meyer and Hannah Bargteil

Further details for time of funeral will appear In tomorrow’s paper.
“Mourn not Ms death for now he knows no pain."
Family wilJ appreciate contfbutiozu to the Morton A. Bargteil MszoofIbI
Endowment of toe AACI Scholarship Fund.

• ' HtoFurtri*

AMERICAN M2ZRACHIWOMEN
express deep sorrow upon toe death of

Robbi JOSEPH H. L00KSTEIN ^
a great friend and a true leader in Israel.

We express sincere condolences to the bereaved family.

AMERICAN BHZBAC3U WOMEN
U-SjA. and Israel

In. deep sorrow we announce the passing of
my beloved husband, and our beloved father/,

grandfather and unde

ZIATK0 G0LDNER w
(Zagbreb— Yugoslavia)

.who passed away after a protracted and difficult Illness.

For time of funeral please call, Tel. 02-225W3-

Ireno, GoMner and FamUS
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TA slum dwellers warn:
Integration or uprisings

1 By M1CHAL YVDElMAS
V' Jerusalem Post Reporter

V^-TEL AVIV. — Continued neglect of
llp

iTeI ‘Aviv slums will lead to violent
.social prising and riots, and will

: /Vdeepen the chasm already dividing
*i. Tel Aviv Into* rich north and a poor
• V south, representatives of the city’s 17
,

'

poverty-stricken quarters warned
* ’yesterday.

Representing some 50,000 slum
1 i/'-Vrertdents, the Organization of Slum

’ ^Quarters threatened not to cooperate
'

igith any rehabilitation authority ex-

eept the Joint xnunlclpal-
'^governmental housing company

. v^gnlamiah, which is scheduled to
</ ‘

iTflUnquiah its public housing respon-

....'ll Demanding the elimination of
> instead of.their rehabilitation,

:% L.
^ organization chairman EUmelech
‘’Vjton called for social Integration in

lfel Aviv.
' Balamish is now involved in
jAegotlationa to relocate faming to

"^orth Tel Aviv, an operation which
t : '‘'•s would achieve Integration if the com-

•»: ^'«any could continue to operate, Ron
*(.. t&id. The plan to transfer

,

r
^^HRlamish’s construction function to

:

"~t- £iiier companies indicates that the
authorities are not interested in ln-

ivtegration, he charged.

.. ^R°n said the government's
'^i;. vmrioaaJ rehabilitation programme

’"i sfcicludea only three relatively new
:

''/tfelAviv slums, completely Ignoring
"

•.Old. entrenched poverty quarters.

Hatikva Quarter, which was added
asan afterthoughtto theprogramme
because of its large population, la an
exception, Ron said. -

The-three neighbourhoods includ-
ed in the government's current plan
were built 15 to 30 years ago to
rehabilitate poor people. But they
are now again In need of rehabilita-
tion, because their social and
cultural needs were neglected, Rem
said.

Meanwhile the situation In Tel
Aviv’s slums is deteriorating con-
tinuously. as thousands of famines
living in dangerous crumbling struc-
tures. grow larger, more youths turn
to delinquency and more women
turn to prostitution to make ends
meet. Ron said.

Ron cited cases in which families
who were relocated in new
apartments had to return to their old
homes because they could not pay
the meagre mortgage. Others refuse
to leave the slums, he said, for fear
they would not be able to afford thp
expenses In die new apartments.
Other representatives of the poor

quarters told reporters of their dire
conditions.
One woman, blind, deaf and aban-

doned by her husband, is living with
her two children on LL2.100 a month
following the local welfare station's
refusal to help her. She decided to

become a prostitute to support them
and is afraid her 17-year-old
daughter will go the same way.
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Labour laws won’t apply to

|oreigners at Negev bases
' it

*T#
By ASHER WALLFISH
and AARON BITTNER

’ Jerusalem Post Reporters
'

' Israeli labour laws will not apply
the foreign workers hired and

.'^brought here by the contractors

_
~ ^.building Che two Negev airfields in

. ‘’-'Nthe wake of the withdrawal from

*;wne
1

. Their exclusion is provided for in a
v . special government bill approved

‘"’ yesterday by the cabinet for lm-
mediate tabling in the Knesset. The

‘ ' ^
' MU suspends the application of12 ex-

• , . toting labour laws. «•

-
-.fc-n. ipj,e explanation to the Mil noted,

. ../• -toter alia, that the contractors are
’ v'-‘

committed to takingoutfall accident
insurance and ensuring full work

> safety precautions. The labour con-
tracts with the foreign workers will

be drawn up and signed abroad, the
explanation said.
Among the Israel statutes in-

validated are such keystone labour
legislation as the Work Hours and
Rest Law, the Employment Service
Law, the Lav of Work Safety and
Hygiene and the Youth Law.
Until the advent of yesterday’s

bill, the 12 basic labour laws applied
to all workers — foreign or Israeli —
employed in Israel.

The Ministry of Labour and Social

Affairs, meanwhile, is more con-

cerned about the side effects of the

presence of so many foreign workers
than the applicability of the labour

laws to them.

The employees of the American
contractors will certainly be paid
many times in excess ofthe $S.40-an-

hour U.S. minimum wage. After
working 10-hour shifts, these
workers will earn so much more
than Israeli workers that envy and
jarring of the government’s wage
guideline can he expected.

Police deny brutality in Mi’ilya clash

Jeriaalem Foot Reporter

. ; ACRE. — Police unconditionally re-

flect Ml'Ilya residents' accusations at
-brutality during lastMonday’s clash
xfter bulldozers tried to pave-a rpag
anew lookingsettlement. r.'

*

Village representatives asserted
’ vat a Tel Aviv press conference last

. /.^Wednesday, and in statements to

;-lparter8, that a policewoman threw
-iiyear-old baby out of his bed and

-.^-that the police beat innocent
. -.-bystanders. They also alleged that

.
,
price had stolen IL2.000 and three

.... witches.

Northern district commander Nit-

.. ,-uv Halm Avino&m told reporters

here yesterday that no official com-

, .jflaint had been filed thus far. Police

\ I fiay they are considering libel

.
.
^proceedings against those who made

charges publicly.

Ml 'Ilya's local council head and Its

members were called to a nearby
police station an hour before theinci-
dent, Avinoam said, and asked, to

only,ojanwti police force.antmqBd.thft
village. Only, later were rein-

forcements brought lnvMost of Che

police were unarmed, he added, and
only unit commanders carried
pistols.

...

Galilee districtpolice commander
Nitzav-Mishne David Franko
reported that two hours after .the

clash began, one shot was fired in the
air by a border police member. He
used his weapon, Franko said, only
after villagers surrounded him and
tried to take his weapon.
A total of 51 villagers have been

arrested, Si ofthem released on bail.

——first Samaritan elections
By S*RAH HONIG

: ; \ Jerusalem Peat Reporter

HOLON — The first Samaritan elec-

boos in the 8 ,000-year-old history of

We of the world's tiniest ethnic com-
munities are to be held here soon.

S‘i The 260 Samaritans of Holon will

go to the polls to elect a five-member
representative' committee to tackle

the community's problems. A
similar community exists in Nablus,
sear the Samaritan holiest of holies

v
' —Mount Gerlzim. Together the two

/lark told Carter:

3PEC pressure

:ept embassy in TA

SQTEil

Canadian Prime Minister Joe
Jark admitted to U.S. President
timmy Carter that direct threats by
?PEC states and Canadian
Justnesses caused him to go back on

Conservative Party's campaign
demise to move Canada's embassy
W® Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.
,

The conversation with Carter,
rtdeh took place during last month's
ScoQomlc summit conference In

fokyo, was revealed by "The
Washington Post” after a

W&ground briefing given to jour-

wlBta by Carter at Camp David last

ftttay.

^Tbe newspaper reported that, in

’itlon to threats from OPEC
.firms such as Canada Bell,

eh recently signed a $lb. contract

a telephone system in Saudi
w&bla, applied pressure to keep the

snbassy in Tel Aviv.

(Leader^- backpage)

communities account for all

Samaritans. For the time being only
Israeli Samaritans are to hold elec-

tions.

The community opted for a,

representative committee after,

abandoning its-aearch fora ‘ ‘patron"

to fill the role of former president

Tr.hak Ben-ZvL
The Samaritans are most concern-

ed that any future political settle-

ment would not cut Holon off from
Nablus, as was the case prior to the
Six Day War. The Samaritans would
also like to set up a new community
centre in Holon and to insure bousing
for young couples within the com-
munity.
The Samaritans consider

themselves Israelites, direct,
dependents of the tribes of Menashe
and Ephraim, and see the Jews as
descendents of the tribe of Judah.

Ministry can’t confirm

report of papal visit
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Foreign Ministry yesterday

could not confirm a report in the

French daily "France Solr" that

Pope John Paul H is planning a visit

to Israel.

•We haven’t heard anything about

this," a spokesman for the ministry

told The Jerusalem Post "But it the

pope plans a visit, we will be

delighted to receive him."

According to the Paris newspaper,

the pope will tour Israel and Jordan

in December, and then Ireland, on

the way to attend the opening of the

UN General Assembly.The pope has

received Invitations to visit 77 coun-

tries. said the paper,

Ike Hawkeye E-2C early-warning aircraft, now in active service In the Israel Air Force,
Is manufactured by the Grumman Corp., U.S. It has a cruising speed of 268 knots and a
search radius of approximately 400 km. In addition to its main task as an early-warning
aircraft, the plane's radar can track ships and major ground forces. The radar system is

housed In a saucer-shaped rotodome mounted above the rear fuselage.

New foreign currency

rules limit credit cards
By SHLOMO MAOZ - .

Post Economic Reporter

Israelis credit cards abroad
will be subject to new restrictions on
purchases under regulations, now
issued by the Bank of Israel which
Impose a celling of $3,000 on each in-

dividual purchase or service paid
with the cards.
The new rule Is designed to halt the

acquisition by credit card of large
Items such as cars. From now on,

each large purchase over $3,000 will

have to be paid for through the banks
on presentation of the necessary im-
port papers.
In another regulation issued by the

central bank's controller of foreign
currency, Yosef Sarlg, a similar $3,-

000 ceding will be imposed on cash
withdrawals per trip made abroad
with the cards. If the card holder has
withdrawn foreign currency in some
other way, total withdrawals may
not exceed $3,000.
. The new move is to be seen as an
official surrender to the credit card
fashion, for, while up to now Israelis

have been permitted to go abroad
with $8,000! they were forbidden to

withdraw cash abroadon their credit

cards. But in fact, they could cir-

cumvent the law, since it was im-
possible to make exceptions for

Israelis within an international
system.

The controller's new regulations

give no indication of how the hanks
concerned will be able to check on

how many trips abroad each In-

dividual has made, whether the

customer perhaps left the coun-

try, returned and again left, or not

yet returned— forthe claim of$8,000

can be made for each trip.

Also included in the new
regulations is one forbidding Israelis

abroad, to draw cheques on their

Israeli accounts. Israeli banka may
l"-i-

not honour such cheques directed to
them - for payment from banks
abroad, or presented by foreign
residents.
The upshot of the regulations

would seem to be that while goods
over $3,000 can be acquired by mak-
ing multiple credit card payments
for one or more items, cash
withdrawals will be rigidly limited
by law to this sum.
Foreign residents wanting to cash

government bonds In Israel will now
be permitted to cash up to $2,500 for

each calendar month they spend in

Israel. (The previous law limited

bond cashing on similar sums to a 80-

day period.) Theoretically, this

regulation means that a visitor can
now cash up to $5,000 in as little as
two days If he chqoses to make his

transactions on the last day of one
month and the first day of the next.

In what appears to be other moves
that reverse this government's
economic liberalization policy, the
controller of foreign currency has
also begun to determine different ex-

change rates for different purposes,

as was customary previously.

South African and Rhodesian new
immigrants to Israel now acquiring
apartments here will in effect be
able to receive cheap loans in foreign

currency from the banks, fllnce the

banks will be. exempted from the 12

per cent deposit they are required to

make when granting other foreign

currency loans.

The exemption from the deposit
will be on loans up toa celling of $50,-

000 for immigrants from South
Africa and up to $25,000 for those
from Rhodesia, with repayments on
the loan to be only from income,
deriving from the immigrant's coun-
try of origin. Loan recipients will

need authorization from the South
African Zionist Federation.

Commute Ukrainian
death sentences.

Amnesty appeals
LONDON <JTAi. — Amnesty Inter-
nationa] has cabled Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev, appealing to him
to commute the death sentences
passed against four Jews in the
Ukraine.
Two weeks ago the Ukranian

Republic's supreme court upherd the
death sentences passed on August 28,

1978, by the Donetsk regional court
against Rafael Adjiashvili. Elia
Mlkhatlishvili, Gabriel Spiashvili
and a Mr. Abassov. They were
among 50 people convicted of steal-
ing surplus textiles from a factory
and selling them for private gain.
Amnesty International said the

case highlighted the fact that Soviet
citizens can be sentenced to death
for crimes not Involving violence.
Under Soviet law the death penalty
may be imposed for is different
offences including counterfeiting
money, violating the rules for
currency transactions, taking a
bribe and stealing state property on
a large scale.

Soviet human rights activitists

have recently come out strongly
against the continued use of the
death penalty. Academician Andrei
Sakharov has described it as “a
savage and immoral institution
which undermines the moral and
legal foundations of the world."

Molotov cocktail burns
15 West Bank workers
JENIN. — Fifteen workers from
Burkin on the West Bank were burn-
ed here yesterday when a Molotov
cocktail was thrown Into the back of
a truck takingthem towork In Afula.
The IDF spokesman said that

several suspects were arrested after
a curfew was declared In Jenin.
The wounded were taken to the

local hospital, where eight were kept
for treatment. (Itim. UPI)

Worker* and fire fighter* extinguish a Wane which broke out yesterday on the roof of the

third storey of Jerusalem’s partly built GLal Centre. The blase, which officials believe

was Ignited by a spark from a welding torch, was confined to a pile of rubbish and wood.
There was no damage. istevcNeiaon)

Media ignore Sephardic taster-musicologist
By BENNY MORRIS

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Israeli radio and television do not
broadcast music "to the liking of

Sephardim,” according to
musicologist Gabbi Ben-Simhon. In

consequence, 80 per cent of the coun-

try's population belong to a
"cassette subculture" which relies
on the tape recorder for Its favoured
melodies, he said.
His remarks came at yesterday's

meeting of the Arts Council chaired
by Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer and Leah Porat.

‘Lucky
5 youth defuses Jerusalem bomb

By BENNY MORRIS
Jerusalem Post Reporter

A 15-year-old youth on Saturday
stymied a terrorist attack by defus-

ing a small bomb in the capital's

Ramat Eahkol quarter. But police

said he was lucky to remain unharm-
ed.

The youth, who lives in Rehov
Hayel Adam in the city centre, dis-

covered a suspicious-looking cocoa

tin In Ramat Eshkol’s shopping cen-

tre while out walking on Saturday

evening. Opening the lid. he dis-

covered an explosive charge with a

timing device inside. He pulled 'out

some wires and then took the bomb
home.
At about midnight be shewed the

explosive to his older brother, who
had just returned from a late film
performance. The brother called In

police, whose sappers dismantled
the bomb completely.
- A police spokesman yesterday
warned that "a fatal accident" could
have occurred because of the youth's

actions. He called on the public not to

touch suspicions -objects but to call

and wait for the police.

Haim Shiran, a senior producer of

educational television, said that for

the past 30 years the country's

Sephardim have been "culturally
oppressed" and have been "en-
couraged to lose their Belf-reBpcct.”

Nissim Yosha of the Education
Ministry attacked those who believ-

ed there Ls no "Oriental culture,"

only "Oriental folklore/'

Dr. Yohanan Peres of Tel Aviv
University gave in optimistic note to

the meeting when he declared that

recent studies prove that the coun-
try's cultural gap la closing.

Perefl • pointed out that mixed
marriages between Ashkenazim and
Sephardim had risen from 9 per cent

in 1952 to 20 per cent in recent years.

He warned, however, that “cultural

differences" between Ashkenazim

and Sephardim would remain for

another two or three generations.

"Anyone trying to accelerate the

process and to 'skip' a generation

will only cause perpetuation of the

cultural gap.” he added.
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01#: V Amcor — the largest company in Israel

engaged in the planning and manufacture of solar energy water heaters.

1 Solon AMCOR
the revolutionary

water heater
Distributors; Ampa and authorised dealers-

NEW WEAPONR
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the number of volunteer* for the
standing army, alleviating the
chronic labour shortage In the IA7.
Typical of the new systems, the

commander said, is the Hawkeye
which is now in service only with the
U.S, Air -Force and the Zsrael Air
Farce. Other improvements are the
introduction In the operational
sphere of the McDonnell Douglas F-
15; improved Hawk anti-aircraft
systems which first became
operational in 1972; the Huey Cobra
AH-l. armed with eight Tow anti-

tank missiles, a six-barrel 7.82 can-
non and a 40mm grenade launcher
which is a highly potent anti-tank

and reconnaisance platform, and the
Redeye lightweight shoulder-held

‘ anti-aircraft missile with a range of
over 4.5 km.

Ivri noted, however, the growing
Arab military strength, particularly

onthe eastern front The Syrian anti-

aircraft systems, he said, have more
than doubled since 1973, while the

. number of aircraft is up one-third.

The Jordanians have purchased 14
improved Hawk anti-aircraft
systems, F-5 fighters and have an
option for the Mirage F-l. The Iraqis
have doubled the number of planes
in service. Including a sizable
number which can reach Israel
without refuelling.

The Air Force's task, Ivri said, has
been complicated by the pullback
from Sinai and the building of the
alternate infrastructure in the
Negev.
He admitted that the two airfields

being built in the Negev for Israel by
the U.S. will be smaller than those
being given back — causing
problems in terms of dispersing air-

craft- Israel will be building a third
base at Tel Malhata at a slower rate
than the two American bases. It la

planned to allow Tel Malhata to be
used for civilian purposes as well.

The two American bases, he said,
will not be fully completed In three
years, but will have to be operational
several months before the end of the
three-year limit. It ls hard to im-
agine, Ivri concluded. Just how com-
plicated it ls to move a base. Israel Is
learning it now In the pullback from
Refidlm, he Bald, pointing out the
logistics are incredible. Another
problem is personnel — finding the
right jobs for the right people, so as
not to lose them.

Dayan at first

cabinet session

, since surgery
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
attended yesterday's weekly cabinet

session for the first time since his

surgery last month.
Dayan took an active part In the

discussion, cabinet secretary Arye

Naor told reporters. HU voice was a
little hoarse. Naor added.
The foreign minister had several

comments on the strategic Issues

mentioned by Prime Minister
Menahem Begin in hls report on the

Alexandria talks with Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat.
At the cabinet session. Begin

greeted Dayan from the chair to

mark hls return to work.
Dayan left the session before it

ended and hurried over to hls
ministry to handle urgent matters.
A localized malignant polyp was

removed from the foreign minister's

large intestine on June 24.

Suspect held for

aiding jail break
TEL AVTV (Itim). — A Bat Yam
man suspected of abetting the es-

cape of eight convicts from Ramie
Prison In January has been arrested.

The 28-year-old suspect was
spotted by a police patrol at 4 a.m.
Friday, sorting through stolen
property on the roof of a Holon
house. He was with another man who
escaped.
The suspect was arrested shortly

before the Ramie breakout and a
plan of the prison was discovered in

hls possession. After the escape the
police put two and two together and
launched a search. All eight es-

capees have since been recaptured.

Kollek: Sports stadium

will go up in Shuafat
By ABRAHAM RABINOVICH
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Mayor Teddy Kollek last night
reiterated the municipality's inten-

tion to build Jerusalem's controver-
sial sports stadium at Shuafat in the
absence of any other feasible loca-

tion. .

Kollek told the City Council that he
was open to any reasonable sugges-
tion of an alternative site. "If we got
a serious offer from the government
of another' site 'and money and com-
pensation, we would weigh It. Till

now. there has been no such sugges-
tion. Hie'work at Shuafat will go on,
and I know that that’s where the
stadium will rise."
The mayor's remarks followed a

statement by the head of the Agudat
YIsrael faction, Rabbi Shmuel
Shaulson, that the Aguda was
“attentively following the efforts of

various parties to find a new site for
the stadium* away from residential
areas."

That statement was regarded by
City Hall observers as Aguda's way
of staying in the municipal coalition
from which it had threatened to

break because of the stadium In

Shuafat.
Both Kollek azM Likud faction

leader Yehoshua Matza said they
had no knowledge of any such efforts

to find a new site and didn't know
what "parties" Shaulson may have
been referring to.

The Jerusalem Post has learned
that the municipality recently ex-
amined a site southeast of Mar
Ellas, on the southern edge of the ci-

ty. as a possible alternative to

Shuafat. The conclusion of municipal
engineers was that the cost of a
stadium there would be IL400m.-
500m. — more than twice the cost of

the Shuafat stadium. The difference

would be primarily in the creation of

a road network to serve the remote
site. “Ifthe government were willing

to put up the money for this, we’d
consider it," said a senior municipal
official. "So far it hasn't said a
word."
Prime Minister Menahem Begin,

prompted by national coalition
politics, invited Kollek, Matza and
other officials to a meeting last

month at the behest ofAguda leader
Rabbi Menahem Porush to discuss

possible alternative sites. The Prime
Minister's Office attempted, before
the meeting, to secure Matza '

b

as-

sent to the search for an alternate

site. The local Likud leader refused
to go along with the Likud national

leadership on the grounds that aban-
donment of the Shuafat site meant
that there would be no stadium at all

for many years. The meeting was
subsequently cancelled.
Matza said last night that he'

feared Kollek was evidencing a
readiness to retreat on the stadium
issue. Kollek denied this. Said Mat-
za; "If we want to live peacefully In
this city, we must understand that
any retreat on the stadium,' although
It might seem like compromise, will

bring the opposite results" — a
reference to the potential anti-
religious backlash of sports fans.

Kollek said he .fully agreed, and
accused the Aguda of following the
lead of the extremists In the religious

camp.

Hot weather turns on eight gas turbines
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The hot weather ls put-

ting a strain on the Electric Corpora-
tion. All eight gas turbines, usually
kepi for emergencies, bad to be put
In full operation because the power
stations could not otherwise meet the
unusually high demand.

A corporation spokesman said
yesterday that while the stations are
operated on heavy fuel oil (mazut)

,

the gas turbines — although much
smaller and easier to handle —
operate on diesel fuel, which Is twice
as costly.

"We keep the turbines on slow
pace until consumption reaches its

peak," he explained. "Then we put
them to work a bit harder. But this
year, because the demand has simp-
ly overpassed our forecasts, we
started operating them full time In
spite of the heavy expenses In-
volved.”
The spokesman denied reports

that the main reason for operating
the turbines was the poor condition
of many of the power stations. "We
had some units out of work as usual
because they need constant upkeep
and care. It ls unfortunate that the
season's peak comes at such a time,
but with the turbines on, the coun-
try's electricity supply will not be
affected."

me leraei FeeUva
Due to organizational reasons there will be only one perfor-

mance per evening of the Compagnla Femiclo Soleri In

Anthology of Gommedla Dell’Arte

Tomorrow, Tuesday, July 17, 1978, in Tel Aviv, Mann Auditorium, at 9.00

p.m.

vThursday, July 18, 1879, Jerusalem Theatre at 9.00 p.m.

and not $ performances aa previously announced.

Tickets purchased for the first event may be exchanged or redeemed at

the ticket offices where they were purchased, or at the auditorium box of-

fice on the evening of the performance.

Open Invitation

3Wi to all members of the

i If/ Rabbinical Assembly of America

X”/

.

currently in Israel.

There will- be a meeting of the Rabbinical Assembly of Israel

Monday, July 16, 1979, 4 p.m.
at 26 Sdcrot Ben Maimon, Jerusalem.
Tcf, 02-631303.

LchUmot
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Son of legendary Kurdish chief vows intensified fighting for autonomy

Barazani warriors defy death to return to Iraq
By ALEX EFTY

KURDISTAN MOUNTAINS. Northern Iraq
CAP). — The dreaded Kurdish Barazani
warriors marched back to their lairs In these
mountains over the weekend after four years in
exile to resume their protracted war for
WJtonomy against the Iraqi government.
Several hundred tribesmen were led across

the border from neighbouring Iran by their new
leader, Masoud Barazani, a son of the legendary
Kurdish chief General Mulla Mustafa Barazani,
Who died in exile in Washington last March.
Masoud Barazani, S3, has spent more half

his life fighting in these mountains. He em-
barked onthe return march only a few days after,
his election as president of the Kurdistan
Democratic Party (KDP) of Iraq, to succeed his
father, during a secret meeting in Iran.
The battle-seasoned Barazanis* many ofwhom

fought under the general for more than 60 years,,
trudged through the night along hardly visible
smugglers’ tracks to cross the border without
detection.

Wearing the distinctive red and white
Barazani turbans and Kurdish baggy trousers,
they carried modern automatic rifles, both
Soviet Kalashnikova and Westernmkites, as well
as a variety of World War I vintage weapons.
The tough Barazanis were Jeopardizing their

lives merely by stepping across the border.
Under an Iraqi law any person entering a swath
of land : 20 by 800 km. along the border with
Turkey and Iran, evacuated of all its in-

habitants, is liable to execution.
Once back on home territory the Barazanis

Joined other Kurdish guerrillas, including
members of the KDP. These groups, some of

which are bitter rivals of the Barazanis, stayed
in the area and continued fighting after the last

major Kurdish revolt against the Arab govern-
ment in Baghdad collapsed in 1970.

“We plan to intensify fighting throughout this

region.” Masoud Barazani told this correspon-
dent, who accompanied the Barazanis on their
return march.
"Our objective is to rescue ourpeople from the

persecution of the fascist regime In Baghdad and
to gain real autonomy for the Kurdish people
within a democratic and prosperous Iraq," he
added.
After crossing the border, the Kurdish

warriors marched through several deserted
mountain villages whose simple mud and stone
houses had either been burned or blown up.
“There are no people in the area we are en-

tering because the (Iraqi) government has
deported all. the population from the border
regions, forcing them to live under military
guards in special camps In the lowlands, inan ef-

fort to deprive ua of their support," Barazani
said.

The only people moving about cautiously,
mostly at night, were armed “Pesh Merga" —
Kurdish for “forward to death," the name
adopted by guerrillas.
The Iraqi army maintains a constant watch

over the region from camps perched on
mountain-top vantage points locatedabout every
five kilometres. The Iraqi troops, who are
supplied by helicopter, fire cm anythingobserved
moving.
“Our tactics are based on guerrilla warfare,

- with small groups of 10-16Pesh Merga operating
all over these mountains as well as In the main

Kurdish towns-This way we tie down eight Iraqi
divisions but all their planes and helicopters and
artillery have little effect on us," Barazani said.

The overthrow of the shah of Iran has Created
a new situation for the three separate Kurdish
guerrilla groups operating In Iraqi Kurdistan.
With the disintegration of the Iranian army and
its withdrawal from the Kurdish inhabited areas
of Iran, the border has ceased to exist for Kurds
of both countries, with weapons, men and
supplies crossing freely In both directions.

"Before the shah's overthrow we would have
been arrested by Savak (the shah’s' secret
pbliqe)v” Barazani said. But in the
post-revolutionary period both sides ofthe border
are swarming with hundreds of armed Kurdish
tribesmen.
Masoud Barazani returned to Iran to Join 100,-

000 Kurdish refugees from Iraq afterJivingIn ex-
ile in Washington for the past four yean withhis
father. He said he decided to move back to Iraq
after spending the last two months in Iran
reorganizing the KDP and his people.
The Iraqi Kurds have been waging their

struggle against Baghdad, mainly under Gen.
Mulla Mustafa BaraxanTs.leadership, for nearly
90 years. But the Barazani group lost some its

support following public revelations it had
cooperated with the shah and the American CIA
before 1975. Masoud Barazani deified charges he
was still cooperating with with**- the deposed
shah, or the CIA.

'Die previous revolt collapsed when the
suddenly withdrew his support to Gen. Barazani,
closing the border with Iraq, thus cutting off the
Kurds supply- lines and leavingthem to the mer-
cy of the Iraqi army.

Minority Kurds, Arabs

in more Iranian violence
TEHERAN. — Iranian authorities

now face serious ethnic problems on
two fronts:’ Kurds have recently
taken control of the western border
townof M&rivan, and fresh violence

has Oared In the Arab south.

At least six people were killed and
62 Injured when unidentified at-

tackers threw a grenade into a
crowded mosque In the gulf port of
Khorramshahr yesterday, a

- spokesman for the local governor
said.

The victims were government sup-
porters attending the mosque to

commemorate the death lastweek of
an Islamic revolutionary guard in a
clash with autonomy-seeking Arabs.

Revolutionary guards immediate-
ly surrounded the Khorramshahr
home of Arab spiritual leader,
Sheikh Taber al-Shobelr Khaghani,
and closed all surrounding streets,
eyewitnesses said.

They added that at least three peo-
ple were killed when revolutionary
guards stormed the sheikh's nearby
religious schools.

In the past two days, at least 85

people have died in ethnic border
areas of western Iran. At least 22
died when autonomy-seeking Kurds
took control of the border town of

Marivan and fighting involving
farmers and revolutionary guards

1 was also reported from
f northwestern Azerbaijan, where
' four people died in clashes in the
’ town of Meshklnshahr.

Khorramshahr has been the scene
of mounting tension over the past
week since saboteurs claimed
responsibility for blowing up oil and
gas pipelines to protest the
government’s failure to meet the
local minority Arabs' autonomy
demands.
Khagfianl's brother. Sheikh Isza,

who i s in Teheran, said 30ft
revolutionary guards had captured
the Arab leader’s home and set up

- machineguns on nearby rooftops.

Informed sources in the Kurdish

city of Sananadaj yesterday said the
nearby border town of Marivan was
under the complete control of armed
Kurds, who on Saturday ousted the
local Islamic revolutionary com-
mittee.
In the conflicting reports of how

the fighting began, the state radio
said it was sparked when 300 armed
men attacked 25 revolutionary
guards: Kurdish sources, however,
said armed demonstrators fought
back when they were fired on by
committee members.
A spokesman for the governor’s of-

fice in Sananadaj confirmed the
report and said 100 airborne troops
had been airlifted into Sananadaj
yesterday morning.
He said members of the Sananadaj

town council had gone to,negutiate
with the troops and ask them not to
intervene at Marivan for fear of
renewed violence.
A dispute involving farmers also

led to bloodshed in the Turkish-
speaking Azerbaijani town of
Mtohiktaahahr. The governor ofeast
Azerbaijan, NurecUn Qaravi, told
Reuters by telephone that at least

four people were killed in fighting

between farmers and revolutionary
guards.
In Teheran, gunmen wounded a

local religious leader, Hojaiollah
lihiitm Rajrf Shfrazi, as he walked
home from morning prayers yester-

” Hojatollah Eslam Xhirari heads
''one of Teheran's main Islamic
revolutionary committees, and in-

formed sources said his name had
been put forward to serve on the 75-

man council of experts due to review
Iran's draft Islamic constitution.

AFRICAN STRIKE. — An African
foreign ministers conference was
halted for more than three hours on
Saturday as secretariat members
demanded higher pay at the Addis
Ababa' headquarters of the
Organization of African Unity.

Kurdish leader Masoud Barazani pointa towards Iraq after pairing
the border from Iran over die weekend to rejoin the fight for

autonomy after exile In Iran the past three yean. ’
capradiophoto)

Spain hunts bomb-planting motorcyclist
MADRID (Reuter) . — Police yester-
day hunted^a blacj^jacketed motor-

. cyclist suspoftedktf planting a bomb
which killed a wiynan and Injured
about a dozen other people near a
Madrid bar frequented by left-

wingers and intellectuals.

Twelve hours after Saturday
night's blast no one had claimed
responsibility for the attack which
was apparently aimed at young peo-
ple standing outside the Parnasfllo
Bar.
Madrid civil governor Juan Jose

Boson said the type of explosive used
in.the four-kilo device did not point to
any particular guerrilla group.
A 22-year-old woman was killed

and her husband, a left-wing labour

lawyer, was seriously injured by the

The others injured were dla-

ifrged from the hospital early
iterday. ?

The attack occurred two months
after. a bomb exploded in a
fashionable Madrid cafeteria
patronized by right-wingers, killing

eight people and Injuring 39. Police
sources said there were few clues to

the motive of Saturday night's at-

tack, but they did not rule out that.it

was in reprisal for the May 26

cafeteria bombing.
Roson quoted witnesses as saying

the bomb was apparently placed in a
dustbin by a black-jacketed youth
who roared off on a motorcycle
seconds before the explosion.

Czech net star defects

GSTAAD, Switzerland (UPI). —
Czechoslovak tennis player Hanna
Strachonova yesterday requested
political asylum in Switzerland.

Strachonova, 18, was competing In

the Swiss open tennis championships
and asked for asylum as a political

refugee from local county
authorities in nearby Saanem. She
Bald that she has an uncle living to

Switzerland. A government
spokesman said the asylum request
Is under consideration, and it likely

will be approved.
Strachonova, ranked joint fourth

to her country. Is the second major
woman tennis star to defect from
Czechoslovakia.
Martina Navratilova, double

Wimbledon champion, defected four
years ago and Is hoping to take out
U.S. citizenship next year.

Tokyo trans-Pacific
hopeful pushes off

TOKYO (UPI). — A 29-year-old
writer left yesterday on a solo trans-

pacific voyage in -a small bamboo
raft, confident of reaching Mexico
safely.
Yoshiyuki Yamamoto said he

believed the ancient Japanese cross-

ed the Pacific Ocean In such craft to

reach Central America. He left the
port of Miho. southwest of Tokyo, to

his nine-metre raft similar to one In

which he sailed 2,300 km. over’ 34

days from the Philippines to
Kagoshima (southern Japan) in

1977.
‘

Death sentences for

Vietnamese plotters

HONGKONG (UPI). — Two men
have been sentenced to death and 18

others to prison terms for plotting td

overthrow Vietnam's government,
the official Vietnam' News Agency
reported yesterday.

'Die agency said the 20 defendants
admitted they had secretly set up a
“front for national salvation,"
gathering a.number of officers and
soldiers of the old regime and reac-

tionaries in Ho Chi Minh City and
some provinces.
The news agency said thegroup in-

cluded "officers and officials of the

former Saigon puppet army and ad-

ministration! and Hoa ^Chinese)

capitalists." They were publicly

tried on Wednesday. Thursday and
Friday, the agency said.

MALTESE MEET. — King Khaled
of Saudi Arabia conferred yesterday
with a visiting Maltese delegation

headed by Prime MinisterDom Mln-
toff, who was reported to he seeking
Saudi oil supplies.

Somoza calls on luck to beat Sandinistas
MANAGUA (Reuter). —
Nicaraguan President Anastaafo
Somoza said his National Guard was
running low on ammunition, but —ih
that with luck he would still beat the
left-wing Sandinistas fighting to
overthrow him.

In an interview with a small group
Of foreign journalists on Saturday in
his fortified office called “El
Bunker,” Somoza admitted his
lS.ooo-strong army was short of am-
munition. But he added: “With luck
we still have enough to defeat the
enemy.”

Be -said he was still prepared to
resign to avoid further bloodshed
provided the National Guard and his
ruling National Liberal Party had a
role in any future government.
Somoza expressed bitterness at his

isolation and said "the free world
should realize that this government,
which has aligned itself traditionally

with the western democracies. Is be-

ing put in danger today. There Is a
danger this government will fall to
the haitriH of the Communists."

Somoza refused to say whether he
went on/a quick trip to Guatemala
last Friday to seek the assistance of

Central American Defence Council

(CONDECA) members in his fight

against the Sandinistas.

He said he was to constant touch

with his counterparts from military-

ruled Honduras, Guatemala and El

Salvador. Asked if there were any
signs that the leaders of these coun-

tries were ready to help him, he
replied: “Not yet.”

General Somoza said his govern-

ment was militarily in control of an

per cent of Nicaragua.
He did not dispute guerrilla claim,

that they held more than 30 town,
and cities, but he pointed out that
there were 187 towns and clUe*
throughout Nicaragua, not including
the capital, which had about BOq^qqq

people, or 22 per cent of the popuia-
tion-

Managua was partially occupied

by the guerrillas for about three
weeks last month before they pujuj
back. At the time they said they
wanted to consolidate their posUfo»
elsewhere to preparation for another
attack against the capital.

Somoza accused the Organization

of American States (OAS) of "open,
ing the way for a CommuniM
takeover of Nicaragua" by im.
mobilizing the CONDECA group.

Muzorewa says UK to recognize Rhodesia
SALISBURY. — British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher Is

preparing to lead Zlmbabwe-
Rhodesia into the promised land of
International recognition. Premier
Abel Muzorewa declared yesterday.
Arriving home from a week-long

visit to the U.S. and Britain,
Muzorewa told reporters he ex-
pected trade sanctions to be lifted

and recognition granted within three
months.
He said he had been impressed by

Thatcher's determination to resolve
the Zimb&bwe-Rhodeala dispute and
had been encouraged by her sinceri-
ty and honesty.

Muzorewa would not elaborate on
his reasons for believing sanctions

would be lifted by October. He said
only that he based his assessment on

with Thatcher and President
Jimmy Carter.

The British Foreign Office on
Saturday said only that Muzorewa
and Thatcher had discussed
progress towards the British
government's objective of bringing
Zimbabwe-Rhodeaia to legal in-

dependence with wide International
recognition.
Carter was reported to have told

Muzorewa earlier in theweek that he
>was not yet ready to grant recogni-

tion or to lift sanctions.

But Muzorewa said he believed
Britain and the U.S. had already
granted his government de
recognition through his meetbin
with their leaders.

Meanwhile, the military command
yesterday reported 54 blacks — in-

eluding 31 guerrillas and 17 guerrilla
collaborators — were killed in the
past 48 hours of war.
A comznque, which gave no details

on the clashes, also said five black
civilians were killed by Insurgents
and another was killed In crossfire.

(UPI, Reuter)
(See story — Fag* S)

Cosmonauts set endurance record
MOSCOW (Reuter). — Two Soviet
cosmonauts orbiting the earth on
board the Salyut-6 research station
yesterday broke the 139-day record
for man's longest stay in space.
Just after 4.42 ami., mission com-

mander Vladimir Lyakhov and
engineer Valery Ryuxnin. who left

earth on February 25, passed the old
record set by their predecessor
aboard S&lyut lastNovember, accor-
ding to unofficial calculations.

, A rocket -failure on a Soyuz ferry
craft has prevented other
cosmonauts from flying to S&lyut to

help relieve the psychological
pressures of isolation which are
critical on prolonged missions.
Salyut's two record-breaking

crews last year received,two week-
long Visits each dill-tog t-hplr flight

from pairs of cosmonauts, including
East Europeans.
Russian space doctors have

reported in the official press that

Cosmonauts Lyakhov and Ryumln
have stood up well physically and
mentally to their 20 weeks in Salyut's

cramped quarters, though tempers
have occasionally become frayed.

Soviet space officials, whose ul-

timate goal is & permanently mann-
ed space station, have not revealed
their plans, but western experts ex-
pect the Salyut pair to remain on
board for at least another couple of
weeks.
The cosmonauts will eventually

return to earth aboard a Soyuz craft

which docked with the Salyut last

month after an unmanned flight

from earth.

U.S. team arrives to study Skylab debris
PERTH, Australia (AP). — A team
of U.S. space scientists arrivinghere
an Tuesday will not exercise a legal

right to claim ownershipof potential-
ly valuable Skylab debris found by
West Australians..
They say they will only be asking

for a loan of some pieces 'with a
promise to return them later to the
finders.

Robert Gray, director of the State
Department's Office of Advanced
'Technology, emphatically denied
reports that NASA had offered, big
rewards ior-.tire.ireturn.,Dt. Skylab
AWlwMMrs ' '• .•'*»-#

.

-riH? defended the timlng-ofa-radio-
activated “tumbling” procedure
which delayed the final breakup of

Skylab until it was on an orbit taking
it over Western Australia. But he
pledged the space agency would
have control over the re-entry of

spacecraft In the future.

Gray added that the U.S. was not

planning to build any more big
Skylab-type craft, addingthat future
work would revolve around the
space shuttle programme. Its ships

will i»mri like airplanes after re-entry.

Gray said the group was to spend
up to twoweeks to Western Australia
studying impact areas and
photographs and Interviewing
eyewitnesses to the hope of deter-

mining how 'Skylab broke up and
which pieces came down to earth. He
said they would take certain small
pieces back to the U.S. for ex-

periments to assess the effectun_tfae

meUltOf-sixyears-to outeropabe. '•

Gray -identified the big-ptese-af
debris currently on display in
Kalgoorlie as one of sixoxygen-tanks
carried by Skylab. He said the tank,

had exploded on re-entry.

Meanwhile, more Skylab parts
have been found. Two big pieces
have been put on display to the
Esperance municipal museum.

Priest fatally stabbed in Guyana clash
GEORGETOWN, Guyana (Reuter).
— A British-born Roman Catholic
priest died in a hospital yesterday
after being stabbed during a violent

demonstration here. •

Roman Catholic officials said
Father Bernard Darke had been
stabbed In the back while taking
photographs of the fighting, which
flared after a group of leftists

appeared in court on charges of star-

ting a fire which destroyed offices

housing a government department
and the riding People’s National
Congress party headquarters.
The trouble erupted between rival

political groups shortly after the
appearance to court of three men ac-
cused ofarson. Allhad been detained
since Wednesday when police

swooped on homes around,the city to
the wake of the fire. Hie government
said the fire was started by men to
army uniforms who had arms and
wore gas-masks.
- When the accused were taken
away from court, a group of sym-
pathizers were marching towards
the jail when counter-demonstrators
attacked them.
The Working People's -Alliance,

with which most of the accused are
linked, said the attack was by
members of a religious sect, the
House of Israel, which It said has
been functioning as a strong-arm
group for the ruling party. The sect
has an estimated 8,000 members and
is led by'*‘Rabbi” Edward
Washington.

MDs report anti-rejection breakthrough
DENVER, Colorado (AP). — A new
pre-surgical treatment programme
at tbe University of Colorado Health
Sciences Centre has enabled doctors
to perform 20 consecutive* kidney
transplant operations without one in-

stance of rejection, according to a
copyright story in yesterday’s
"Denver Post”

It's “the most importantthingI've
seen in 17 years," Dr.. Thomas
Starzl, chairman of the centre's sur-
gery department and head of its

transplant team, told the newspaper.
The new process, known as

thoracic duct drainage, involves tap-

ping a patient’s lymph system,
removing lymphocytes from the
drained lymph fluid and returning
the cleansed fluid to the patient.

Lymphocytes can produce . an-

tibodies that cause rejection.
The technique is more than 10

years old, but until recently was
started at the same tizne.as surgery ,

and rejection rates had remained at
more than 50 per cent, Starzl said.

.
Nineteen of the 20recent successes

at the centre have been with kidneya
transplanted from cadavers, Starzl
said. That is what the majority of
kidney patients must rely on, but
they cause-a much higher rate of re-
jection than kidneys donated by
relatives.

Now. Starzl said, patients are put
on a thoracic duct drainage
programme for about three weeks
before the scheduled transplant sur-
gery. Ten patients now are undergo-
ing this treatment, he said.

‘Giddap’ heard again in Wild West
ST. JOSEPH, Missouri (AP). — The
Pony Express came to life again on
Saturday as 10 riders mounted
torses here'and set off on a 8,100-km.

trip to Sacramento, California.

'Wanted. Young skinny fellows*

not over eighteen. Must be expert

riders willing to risk death daily.

Orphans preferred," read the Pony
Express advertisement of 119 years

ago.
Original riders of the pioneer mail

'

service made the trlp'to Sacramento
tolO days, stoppingonly long enough
tb drop off mall and change horses.

Tbe revived Pony Express riders

will take six weeks to make the
journey, travelling only about 90

kilometres a day.

They are expected to arrive on
August 22 In Sacramento where they
will be greeted by California Gover-
nor Edmund Brown Jr.

The event was sponsored by the
British Postal Service to com-
memorate the 100th anniversary of
the death of Sir Rowland Hill, inven-
tor of the adhesive postage stamp;
The rider making the best
cumulative time will receive the Sir
Rowland Hill Cup.

Bull-running test ends with a minimum of gore
PAMPLONA, Spain (AP), — Tbe
week-long annual running of the
bulls festival ended yesterday with
only one person seriously injured. .

A 32-year-old runner. Jose Maria
Fernandez Maldonado, was gored a
week ago when he slipped on the
pavementwhile running ahead of the
bulls along the 800-metre course
from the corrals to the boll ring, and

one of the bulla tossed him Into the
air.

Doctors attending him at the local
hospital said. he is recovering well
from & neck injury. .

No political incidents occurred
during the festival. National police
were withdrawn after their bullets
last year sparked rioting and forced
cancellation of the festival after one
personwas killed and scores injured.

Giscard takes off for

Pacific territories

PARIS (UPI)- — French President
Valery Giscard d'Estaing will p»
official visits this week to three

South Pacific islands to fortify

relations with the French territories.

Giscard left Paris last night and
will make stopovers to Abu Dhabi,
where he will meet with United Arab
Emirates President Sheikh Zaywj,

and to Singapore, where he will meet
with the prime minister.

’Die French president will arrive

In New Caledonia tomorrow and will

then stop briefly in Wallis on Tfcm*-

day before heading for Polynesia. Be
is scheduled to return to France ear-

ly next Sunday.

Cleanup begins after / .

3-day Tokyo lire

TOKYO (AP). — Workers hare
removed 30 of some 180 vehicle*

burned in & three-day highway
tunnel fire which claimed seven
lives, police reported yesterday. ”•

The fire began on Wednesday in

the 2,045-metre Nlhonzaka Tunnel an
the key Tokyo-Nagoya" Tomel ex-

pressway, about 120 kOometrea west

of Tokyo, following a collision of

several trucks and passenger can.
The fire was.' finally put cut'on

Saturday afternoon after 65 hours,

but It had completely destroyed tbe

inside of the tunnel, police said.
- Officials of the Japan Highway
Public .Corporation said ft wfll take

several months before-thetorailean
be reopened. <i»r
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Sahara solution sought
LUANDA, Angola (Reuter). -
UN Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim yesterday ruled out pep
sonal intervention to ease tension

between Morocco and Algeria over

the Western Sahara— at least until

he has assessed the views of Afrtaft

leaders at their Liberia summit
Waldheim, who conferred with tpe

Spanish government in Madrid 9
Friday, told reporters that Spiff

supported any efforts to bring tbe

sides together.
Spain ceded Western Sahara b

1976 to Morocco and MauritaniaW
Algeria backs the PoUsarto Fnrt

Movement, which wants In-

dependence.
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Abel Mmorewa

BRITAIN la pressing Bishop Abel
*fo*orewa. the Prime Minister of

' Zhntabwe*Khodsala* to nmfc» aorne
conciliatory gesture to prevent a
major row at next month's Com-
monwealth Conference.
But BiahopMuzorewa, hhrlntemal

position strengthened by Mrs.
Margaret Thatcher's frank admis-
sion that sanctions will be lifted,
appearrf less disposed than ever to
compromise, if only through fears
that this could accelerate the depar-
ture of the white minority upon
whose skills hisgovernment depends
for survival.
Lord Harlech, Britain's special en-

voy, is understood to have tried to
impress upon Bishop Muzorewa in
Salisbury the extent to which the
Torygovernment needs a public ad-
mission. of willingness to make

changes to the current constitution
of ZUnbabwe-RhodeHa.
in particular. Lord Harlech Is

believed to have stressed to Bishop
1

Muzorewa the need for Ian Smith,
the minister without portfolio, to
leave the political Scene, as' well as
for wide-ranging changes to clauses
in the constitution which entrench
whites In senior positions in the civil

service, judiciary and security
forces.

Mira. Thatcher needs something in
her. hand to wave at fellow heads of
.government when the summit con-
venes in Lusaka, Zambia.

At present, Mrs. Thatcher runs the
risk of courting not only the wrath of
black African and Caribbean Com-
monwealth governments but also the
disapproval of white Commonwealth

a $10-a-month army
By DAN CONNELL / Babel

“
: '1 HATE fighting," said the 24-year-

l il. ' old Boldier. "When my chance came,
* ^

Oft I left the frontline."

•'friiori*, • The speaker was one. of IS”
- deserters from the Ethiopian army .
'

te the embattled Red Sea territory of
*

• k^Tfirltrea. ...
'•*

5 -Two lay shivering 'with' malaria
under a nearby tree as I sat with the

” others on the sandy band of a. dry
.

1^
" *1*1 river bed in the heart of the guerrilla

'
-^xYtaso area of the Eritrean People’s'

'
liberation Front (KPLF).
The soldiers spoke of the costly.

1 victories won by the Russian-backed
Ethiopian Government against the
Eritrean guerrillas late lost year,
followed by a lengthy stalemate
which has left the rank and tile of the
army frightened and discouraged.
Most had been members of

Ethiopia’s peasant militia. They said
they were conscripted through local
peasant associations and sent to- -

Eritrea to fight for 910 a month, half

of which was taken from them aa a
compulsory contribution to the “call
at the motherland."
They came from all over Ethiopia

and had been in the Eritrean
frontline since the opening 11 months
ago of Ethiopia’s all-out campaignto
regain control of the strategic
coastal territory.

A 19-year-old youth tram Tigre

.

province told ofhis experience in the
•. tattle of EOabaret last November,

.

vhen his 400-man unit met a force of
the EPLF.
He drew lines in the sand to show

how he saw the guerrillas in front of
them and then groups of herdsmen
with their sheep and goats on both
aides. By the time his unit was en-
circled. they -realised the'-shepherds *

were also guerrillas/ '

Fewer than 100 of the' 400 -Ethio-

plan soldiers survived the two-hour
dash, he said.

:
A 80-year-old from Wollega told of

the near annihilation of the
.Ethiopian's 008th Task Force in
pghting three months ago near the

'17 22-TEAR-OLD Concelcao
Xassano Santos had not kept a diary
!*he would not be facing trial tar
procuringan abortion. For the young
-hospital nurse never imagined that

someone In Aldeia dos Fernandes,
the hamlet south ctf Lisbon where she
Uvea, would use the private
reminder of something she did three
years ago to denounce her
SBooymouidy to the police.

Blit that is what happened, and,
under a 18th century law making
abortion a criminal offence.

Concelcao could go to Jail for
between two and eight years.

;
Unashamed of what she did,

;
Concelcao, now married with a baby
daughter, says at the time she hadno
option. She was still studying at a

j mining- school in nearby Portalegre,

,

there was no family to look after the

I
expected child and the father could
not have supported them.
I

Her case has landed with a splash
Km me pages of Lisbon 's newspapers.
'For it comes at a moment when the

[question of abortion. In a
predominantly Roman Catholic
country, is generating heated
ubate.
ilia the first time since the 1974

revolution that anyone has been *

charged with having an abortion.

I

A newly formed National Com- J

Eritrean soldiers oa guard.

EPLF-beld town of Nakfa. He said
he watched a 500-man force of the
elite Flame Brigade and a SOO-man
militia force enter the battle, but
only 80 of the Flames and 14 militia
returned.

THE ETHIOPIAN deserters predic-
tably complained about their treat-
ment by the Ethiopian government
and complimented the EPLF.
They spoke ofseeingmany oftheir

fellow soldiers suffering from anal
bleeding- due to severe diarrhoea tor
which they received no medication.
They said; they had seen fellow
soldiex-ntieof thirst In-this sunbaked
'RedSeacoastaipiuns'whilethefr of-,

flcenysooffed at requests'tor Water
and insisted that they sacrifice
themselves "tor the motherland."
Four' spoke, of listening to the

BPLF’a radio, "Voice of the
Masses," which broadcasts in the
Ethiopian language; of Amharic, as

Conceicao’s

secret
By KEN POTTINGEB

Lisbon

mlttee for Contraception and Abor-
tion is lobbying Parliament with a
9,000-sIgnature petition demanding
legalised abortion, a subject which
no political party has yet raised in
the House.

A WELL-KNOWN actress confessed
to a peak-time TV audience that she
had ]bad an abortion, prompting an
irate medical student to lay charges
against her, charges which it seems
will be dropped tor lack of concrete
evidence.
Finally, a 48-year-old Lisbon Jour-

nalist Antonia Palla, was acquitted

early in June of Inciting abortions

and offending public modesty
through a TV film screened three
years ago entitled "Abortion Is not a
Crime."
Defending her film, the journalist

said she was trying to highlight the

well as In three Eritrean languages.
“It was forbidden, but I listened

when I could," said a 19-year-old

from Wollo province. “They were ex-

plaining the bad deeds of the govern-
ment and the positive developments
of the EPLF. I was impressed. When
I compared, I preferred to be with
the EPLF."
Another said that, after being

overheard criticising the govern-
ment, he was relieved of guard duty
and told to rest: "I thought they
were going to kill me, so during the

night I escaped."
,

None has a clear idea of what the
future might hold. One. said that he
had seen 14 former prisoners -of war
released by the EPLF later killetfby

the government In the city of
Decamare earlier this year.

“We cannot go back. We cannot
stay here. I don’t know what 1 will

‘ do," he said.

(Observer Foreign News Servloe)

sufferings of thousands of Por-
tuguese women. Thousands is not an
exaggeration. Official sources es-

timate that more than 100,000
clandestine abortions are carried out
annually, resulting in mare than 2,-

000 deaths from pud-operative com-
plications. There are no statistics on
tbs number of women left sterile by
badly performed abortions. -

1 Women in the know say that a
typical Lisbon midwife charges 0,000

escudos (2100) for a back-street
abortion and does 10 operations dal-

ly, netting a handsome tax-free in-

come. The trade is so well implan-
ted and widespread that reformers
fear > underworld pressure

.

against
legalisation.

Nevertheless, parties of the Left
have accepted, in their political
manifestos, the need to reform abor-
tion laws. Only the small Christian
Democrat Party is firmly against
the idea. Other establishment op-
position comes from .the Roman
Catholic Church, whose bishops in

April reminded their followers that
abortion Is a sin.

However, pressures are building
for a dose look at what, is essentially
an antiquated law and one which
contradicts many aspects of Por-
tugal’s liberal 1978 constitution.

(Observer Foreign New* Service)
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stands his ground
By PAUL ELLMAN

.
London

countries, notably Australia, at the
alleged determination of the Conser-
vatives to recognise the Muzorewa
government.

OFFICIALS at the Foreign Office
have expressed dismay at Mrs.
Thatcher’s

,
declaration that sanc-

tions will be lifted_It is felt that, even
ifsuch a step is inevitable, given the
mood of Tory back-benchers. It

should be accompanied by some con-
cessions by. Bishop Miisorewa.
The Bishop’s own black ministers,

in private .at least, are expressing
disfllusiopment at how littleroom for
genuine .authority the present- con*

WHEN soft-spoken Rep . Jonathan
Bingham CD-N.Y.) speaks, other
members of Congress listen — very
carefully.

The 65-year-old lawmaker is wide-
ly regarded as hardworking, in-

telligent and honest! As a member of
the House Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee, Bingham has developed a
following, among his colleagues.
Many, especially Democratic

: liberals, look, to him for guidance..
Since entering Congress' In -1965,

. Bingham has also become one of the
'most active pro-Israel members of
the House „ He is not -Jewish,
although many of his constituents in

.the Bronx probably think be is, since
he has taken a leading.role on almost
all issues affecting Israel and Soviet
Jewry.
Indeed, when Jewish members of

the House caucus to discuss Israel,

-Bingham- is usually there. "*lh the
Washington battle for Israel’s sur-

vival, Bingham has always been on
the forefront," one pro-Israel lob-,

byist said: -

Skeptics might suggest that' the
reason is merely because many of

Ms constituents are Jewish. But dur-

i
ingan interview with The Jerusalem
Poet, the New York congressman ex-

plained Ms roots in the issue. They
go much deeper than the ballot box.

HE NOTED that his interest In
Israel started in the immediate
aftermath of World War n, 20 years
before he entered Congress, “when
the atrocities of the Holocaust began
to come clear and when I married
into a Jewish family."
His 'wife's family had not been

'"particularly associated with
aaonism" before the war. “But when
-these events occurred, my father-in-

law, who had been trying to help

stitution leaves them.
There is concern, both in Salisbury

and in -London, that Bishop
.Muzorewa has not felt sufficiently
emboldened’ to announce even the
semblance of a legislative
programme "designed to assure
black voters that changes designed
to Improve their well-being are ul-
timately envisaged.
Government officials in London

feel that a commitment by Bishop
Muzorewa to the principle of land
reform, the main historical source of

Mack nationalist grievances, would
enable Mrs. Thatcher to hid for more
time during the forthcoming debates
in Lusaka.
Blahop Muzorewa. who so far has

done little to diminish Ms reputation
for indeeisivenesa, la not being
pressed to ditch entirely the constitu-

tion he negotiated with Smith.
Indeed, the present British govern-
ment, like Its Labour predecessor,
is, for example, anxious that the
supreme command of the security
forces should remain with
Lieutenant-General Peter Walla.

General Walla is considered astute
enough to know how for he can go with

raids against neighbouring states

which harbour Patriotic Front
guerrillas without precipitating a
major intervention by the Servlet

Union or Its surrogates, Cuba and
East Germany.

The ‘continuing presence of
General Walls at the helm of the
armed forces is considered more
vital to white morale than the
presence of Ian Smith in the cabinet.

(Observer Foreign Newa Service.)

MR. BINGHAM’S
STRONG VOICE
IN CONGRESS

Qy WOLF BLITZER / Post Washington Correspondent

some relatives and others get out of
Europe, became Interested In sup-
porting the Irgun or the Stern Gang
— rm not sure which — financially.
"My wife and X," he recounted,

"were not of that mind. We followed
the events of the War of
Independence with great interest.
We gave blood to the Hagana."
Shortly after the 1948-49 fighting,

Bingham met Abba Eban, who was
then ambassador inWashington, and
Teddy Ko&ek, who served in the em-
bassy. At that time, Bingham prac-
tised law In New York but regularly
served in various government posts,

including aa deputy administrator of

the "Point 4" foreign aid
programme under President Harry
Truman.
In 1952, Bingham made an official

visit to Israel for the aid
programme. It was his first time
there.
From Israel, he and Ms delegation

continued on to the Arab countries.

One Impression stuck in his mind. "I
.remember being appalled by the fact

that our American representatives

there, for the whole, seemed to be
totally sympathetic to the Arab point
of view, and not at all sympathetic to
the Israeli point of view. I was kind
of shocked by. this."
Upon hla return to Washington, he

.

complained to the State Department.
"I might say right here,” he said the
other day in his Capitol Hill office,
"that the situation baa greatly
changed. I don't consider the State
Department at all pro-Arab any

. more, aa I think it used to be. It has
changed because many of the people
who are in the Arab countries served
in Israel or on the Israel desk. They
have some understanding, some
familiarity with the Israeli point of
view. In the early days, few knew
anything about Israel."

BINGHAM'S interest in Israel grew
over the years, especially when he
served under UN Ambassador Adlai
Stevenson in the early 1960s. It was
then that he also started working on
behalf of Soviet Jewry.
"My interest continued and then

when I got to Congress, Issues began
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Margaret Thatcher

arising that had to do with Israel. It

waa very natural that I would pursue
those Interests and be very much In-

volved."
"We have no other reliable friend

in this strategically Important part
of the world," he said. “At the mo-
ment. Egypt Is a friend. I'm afraid
that’s a very precarious
relationship.

"I'm afraid it might change if

there were a change in leadership in

Egypt. That's not going to happen in
Israel. We know that."
Bingham may be among Israel's

best friends in the Congress, but be
— like many others — doubts the
wisdom of the settlements on the
West Bank. He disagrees with the
State department, which has called
the settlements illegal under Inter-

national law.

“I think that is wrong because
there la some question about the
status of this territory. Jordan never
had a claim. Jordan seized it in the
1948-48 fighting."
But Bingham still believes that

“on the whole, thia la an aspect of
Israeli policy that la not well un-
derstood and does nothave the aym-
pathy of most members of
Congress.”
"There la a feeling," be aald, “I

think a pretty widespread feeling,
that this is making Sadat’s position
harder. Sadat's position la terribly
difficult as it is. Arab reaction has
been more severe than had been an-
ticipated. And there's a sense of not
understanding why at this particular
time, these moves have to be taken.
"To the average congressman. I

think they look provocative. To those
who understand something about
Israel the democracy, I think there
is a greater degree of understanding
of the political realities in Israel."
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Dodgers suffer poor defence,

homers in loss to Phillies

/

NEW YORK (AP). — A three-run
homer by Jake McBride and Mike
Schmidt’s major league-leading 31st
of the season, a two-run shot, helped
the Philadelphia Phillies beat Los
Angeles 10-8 on Saturday.
Don Sutton, 7-11, the winnlngest

pitcher in Dodger history, suffered
not only from the home run ball but
from shoddy defence as Los Angeles,

• with the worst record in the National
League, tumbled SO games under
.000 .

In New York, Tom Hausman
scattered six hits for his firstNL vic-
tory and first complete game since
1970 as the Meta beat Vida Blue and
the San Francisco Giants 8-2

In American League day action,
rookie right-hander Dave Stieb
scattered eight hits for his second
straight complete-game victory as
Toronto beat Minnesota 4-2 and
Carlton Flak’s sacrifice fly capped a
three-run ninth inning that propelled
Boston past Oakland 6-7.

Gene Richards' two-run homer
and Fred Kendall’s two-run double
led the San Diego Padres past Mon-
treal 6-1 .

Craig Reynolds’ seventh-inning
RBI stogie snapped a tie and Joe
Sambito continued his remarkable
relief pitching to help the Houston
Astros snap a seven-game losing
streak with a 8-2 victory over the St.

Louis Cardinals.
In American League night action,

Norman Thomas hit two home runs
and Dick Davis and Sal Bando added
one homer each as the Milwaukee
Brewers blasted the Cleveland In-

dians 10-8.

Claude 11 Washington hit three
homers and drove to five runs- to

pace Chicago’s aix-homer attack and
carry the White Sox to a 12-4 rout of

the Detroit Tigers.
Meanwhile, Buddy Bell's grand

slam helped power the Texas
Rangers to a 7-3 victory over Kansas

City, giving the Royals their 14th loss
to 16 games.
And to Anaheim, Merv Retten-

mund's 12th-toning stogie delivered
the winning run as the California
Angels scored an 8-7 victory over the
New York Yankees and handed
rookie Ron Davis, 8-1, his first loss.

Chris Chambliss bit two homers to

help the Yankees build a 6-0 lead, but
Don Baylor’s second of the game, a
three-run ninth-Inning shot off Rich
Gossage, tied it for California.

Baseball Standings
AMERICAN LEAGUE

East

W L PCT. GB
Baltimore 68 81 .602
Boston 68 82 .882 3
Milwaukee . S3 38 X82 8
New York 49 42 X88 10
Detroit 44 48 .484 14
Cleveland 42 47 .472 16
Toronto 29 88

West
816 so**

California 64 88 X87
Texas 02 88 X78 1
Minnesota 47 41 X84 6
Kansas City 48 47 .478 10
Chicago 41 49 .466 12
Beattie 40 68 .480 14U
Oakland 26 68 X88 M Vi

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pet. GB

Montreal 48 36 ASS —
Chicago 47 87 .660 2
Philadelphia 49 41 X44 8
Pittsburgh 46 69 XM 4

St. Louis 48 42 A06 6H
New York 87 48

West

.486 12%

Houston 54 89 .561 _
47 46 .611 63.2

San Francisco 44 48 .478 9%
Ban Diego 48 62 .463 12
Atlanta 89 63 .483 18%
Los Angela 86 00 X91 17%

Switzerland's Clay Wwga—oni, driving a flaodla Williams FW?f7,
won the British Grand Prix In Silverstone on Saturday. He took one
hour, 28:11.17 to cover the 68 laps. It was the veteran driver's fifth

win in his long careerand first In three years. - (uh telephoto)

Czechs, Spaniards win in Davis Cup play
PARIS. — Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia defeated Gilles
Moretton of France 6-1, 6-2, 6-2 to a
European Zone B Davis Cup stogies
match Sunday at Roland Garros
Stadium to give the Csech team a 4m
lead to the series.
* Czechoslovakia eliminated France
from the competition on Saturday
and qualified for the finals when the
doubles team of Jan Bodes and
Tomas Smid beat Yannick Noah and
Moretton In' four sets, giving the
Czechs their third win.

Jose Hlgueras scored Spain’s first
point of their Davis Cup European
Zone A semi-final against Britain to
Eastbourne, England, yesterday,
beating John Lloyd 6-8, 8-0, 6-4 in the
first of the two reverse stogies.
Britain, who has already

sin^ of winning the tie and meeting
Italy to the ZoneA final, led Spain 8-1
after Hlgueras’ victory.
Sweden took a- 8-1 lead over

Rumania yesterday to aEuropean B
Zone Davis Cup semi-final when
Bjorn Borg trounced Hie Nastase.*

Denmark defeats Israel in Galea Cup tennis play

TEL AVIV. — Israel last week went
down to a crushing8-0 defeat by Den-
mark to Salonika, Greece, to the se-
cond round of this annual boys'
under-21 world team tennis cham-
pionship.

Israel, which defeated Poland 4-1

to the opening match of the 42-nation
"Junior Davis Cup." has now won

six of her is ties to five years of
Galea competition.
Meanwhile, Denmark was yester-

day evening herself knocked out of
the Galea Cup by. Chile, which es-
tablished an unassailable 8-0 lead
over the Danes to a semi-final round
of the competition taking place to
Monte Catlnl, Italy.

U.S. dentists plan tennis

circuit with Israel, Egypt
By JACK LEON

Post 8ports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Cairo-born Dr.
Mohammed Aramany and Dr. San-
ford Goldin, two American rtowtni

surgeons and tennis buffs, have been
visiting Israel and Egypt to finalize

arrangements for an international
dental tennis circuit to the two coun-
tries, to which both Israelis and
Egyptians will be among the par-
ticipants.

Tie circuit, scheduled for next
May In Jerusalem, Ram at
Hasharon, Cairo and Alexandria, Is

to be held within the framework of
an AmericsBapaasored International

Dental Congress' scheduled for both
Israel and Egypt. The congress Is

being organized by the Universities
of Pennsylvania and Pittsburgh,
with the cooperation of the Hebrew
University, Tel Aviv, Cairo and
Alexandria universities. Aramany,
who settled to the U.S. 10 years ago,
is professor of dentistry at the
University of Pittsburgh.

. Goldin — founder and first- presi-
dent of the 700-strongAmerican Den-
tal Tennis Association — and
Aramany met with an enthusiastic
response when they discussed the

planned tournaments with tennis-

playing members of their profession

in Egypt last week, they told The
Jerusalem Post on Saturday. They
hope that dentists from some 10 coun-

tries will take part to the circuit.

Goldin and Aramany were last

week received in Jerusalem by

President Yitzhak Navon and in

Cairo by the Egyptian president’s

cabinet chief. Hassan KaaneL

The tournaments here will be run
with the help of the Israel Dental
Tennis Association, set up by Goldin

last summer, when he and Aramsny
were in Israel with other American
members for an international dental
conference’ in Jerusalem.

Afterwards, the fledgling local

group played a match against the

_guests at the Ramat Hasharon Ten-
nis Centre, which was won by the

American team. President of the
Israel DTAia Dr. John Greenstone of

Tel Aviv. The University of Penn-
sylvania’s Dr. D. Walter Cohen,
dean of the School of Dental
Medicine and current president of

the American DTA, will be scientific

chairman of next year’s congress to
Israel and Egypt.

U.S. breaks Pan Am record
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP)
The U.S.’s overwhelmingly powerful
forces broke the record for the most
medals and had an outside shot at
another standard of superiority on
Saturday as the vm Pan American
Games wound down to a dose.
The American yachtsmen and the

track and Add athletes'acquired 17
medals, including eight gold, and
pushed their total count to 254 total
medals for this two-week
hemispheric celebration of sports.
The figure broke the Americans’

old total medal record of 247, set In
the 1975 games in Mexico City.

The American gold
-

medal count,
going into the last full night of com-
petition, was 121. They wouldhave to
win everything to which they had a
chance — including victories by all
six of the boxers in the finals — to
break the gold medal record of 128
set by the U.8. in the 1967 games to
Winnipeg, Canada.
Cuba was second to the medal

count with a 60-188 gold-total figure.

Olympic preview

begins in Moscow
MOSCOW (Reuter). — Some 9**
athletes from all over the woridSI
have & privileged preview of
year’s Moscow Olympics when tS
compete to the Soviet Union's“W
tsJdad" National Games over tu
next three weeks. ^
The Spsrtakiad, which takes pu^

every three years, is a sports toum?
ment on Olympic scale tavohw
teams from the 10 Soviet repubfiS
and the cities of Moscow
Leningrad.
But this year the events havew

-flung open to foreign athlete*12
teams as well, turning the occuJ,
into a grand dress rehearsal

1980 Olympics here. ^
Several reigning Olympic qw

plans are expected to competed
eluding American 400 metru
hurdler Edwin Moses, Cuba’s AtW
to Juantorena — beaten In both fad
middle-distance events In Puerto
Rico — and Hungary’s javelin it,.

Mlklos Nemeth. ^

Yachting win boosts
Israel’s Olympic hopes
TEL AVIV. — Israel will enter nw
summer's Olympic Gamesii
Moscow with a good chance of nK
tog a medal, following the European
470 class yachting title of ShimahJ
Brockman and Eltan FreedlsndtrU
Spain on Saturday. ^

Brockman, 21, and Freedlaiidw
20, from Sha’ars Tzlon beat S3 other

boats from European countries wtft

West Germany taking second place

and Poland third to the event. Tfc
Israeli yaohtsmen improved fro®

18th place In the first race to

the fifth race last Friday.
The pair participated to a wet^

of six races, the best five results h*.

tog taken Into account. In Fortuity
last year, they finished second uulial
Austria two years ago they cutt'

third to the same event.
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TELEVISION

EDUCATIONAL; 10.00 This Is It

(repeat) 10.40 English 6 11.00 Jane
Byre (part 2) 16.00 Programme for

kindergarteners 16.26 Our
Neighbourhood 16.60 Captain Nemo
17.00 Loot Islands (part 6)

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES:
17.80 Little Lord Fauntieroy. Psrt 6 of
a 6-port series bssed on the book by
Frances Hodgson Burnett

* nrt.no Light Airs. Bonrit -

•- ABAOT&LANGCAGK programingr
• <-*‘-48.30 News roundup*-— -

18X2 Sport*
10X7 Programme announcements
16.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Marasha: Rabbi
ghlomo Goren
20.30 Big Screen, . Little Screen.
Robert Altman’s films

21X0 Habit newsreel
21.36 Film — Bondu eauve des eaux;
Hebrew, Arabia subtitles

28X0 Out.Port Safi
-releasedcanvlct tries?

put him behind
38X0 Almost Midnight — news
(* Also an JT^TI)

JORDAN TV (unofficial)

17.40 Laff a Bit 17.66 Mumfle 16.30

(JTV 8) Grizzly Adams 19.00 News in

Frenah 19.80 News in Hebrew 20.00

News In Arabic 20.30 Mork and Min-
dy. 21X0 Power Without Glory. 22.00

News in English. 22.16 Thmt's
Hollywood. 22.45* W.M.

First Programme

7.07 Morning Concert — Handel:
Sonata for Recorder and Harp-
sichord; Clementi: Plano Concerto;
Bartok: Dance Suite
8.06 (Stereo) Clerambault: Organ
Suite; Mozart: Piano Concerto in C,
No. 21. K. 467 (Robert Caaadesua)

:

Dvorak: "The Hussites" Overture;
Gershwin: Plano Concerto in 7;
Honegger: Symphony No. 5
10X9 Radio story
20X6 Poetry anthology
11.16 (Stereo) Musical Interlude
11.86 South American Indian music
(part 8)

12.06 (Stereo) Haya Chernovin:
Songs for Tenor and Cello
(Taron Wlndmuelier — -Shaul
Shwartz)
13.00 (Stereo) Svendewen: Norwegian
Rhapsody; Weber: Konzert-Stueck
for Plano (Robert Casadesus)

:

Grainger: Scottish Song and Dance;

.

Respighi; Variations for Clarinet and
Orch.; Paul Tortelier: Volse for 2
CelU: Khatchaturlon: Adagio from
"Spartacus"
24.10 Children's programmes
16.80 World of Science
16.08 (Stereo) Bona Feher— SO years
in music
17.10 Music Quiz
20.06 "The Unfinished" — Mozart's
"Requiem"
22.06 (Stereo) Maureen Forrester,
contralto, Yonathan Zak, piano —
Schubert: Lleder (Israel Festival,

1978)
23.28 (Stereo) "26:33’' — Peter
Maxwell-Davles: "Hymnos”; MUsa
super "L'Homme Arme"
00.10 (8terno) Choral Music

VOICE OF PEACE
Continuous music 24 hours • day.

News broadcasts: Weekdaya-hourly

7.00a.m. -13.00 p.m.: 22.00-24.0USatur-

days 9 *.»n. -18.00 p.m.: 22.oo-M.oo

2nd-Programme

6.47 Travis MoGee — Radio thriller

serial

7.00 This Morning — news magazine
8JO Good Mbraing— songs, chit with
Rlvka Michael!
13.06 Midday'— news commentary
14.10 Musical Adventures
16.00 Religious songs
16.10 Magazine on health and
medicine
17JO Mhni Peer's talk and entertain-

ment show
18.06 Of Men and Figures —
economics magazine
16X8 Sports magazine
18.48 Bible Reading— Psalms 122, 128
19.00 Today — people and events In

the news
20.10 Communities in Israel — songs
-and customs
21.06 Jazs Corner
22.05 David M&rgallt’s weekly
column (repeat)
23.08 Treasure Hunt — radio gome

NEWS COMMENTARY
geepnd Programme: Following Uie
news at 7 a.m. l p.m. and 7 p.m.

Array Radio: Following the 8 a.m
and 6 p.m. news and at 11.40 p.m.

Central

DIAL. LOCATfOm
AM In kiloHertz
FM In M<y>Hcru

1st Pro- tnd Pro-
pmnrmr prammr

Israel AM: 3TB OH
FM: S1.3 *3.8

J*ra
AM- 97S

UN
ot
710

FM:* 11.3 HI
M-l,-

MTA AM:. 978 1303
FM: n.< 103-2

I'Uibi
araw AM: STB (M

FM: M.fl 103.H

•iM
area AM; 3TB MS

FM: M.9 101.1

Sltet AM: I49T UN
FM: 1MB N.3

Arm

y

8.30 University on the Air — ProL
Yehoahua Ben Arleh lectures on 19th

century Jerusalem
7.07 "Tor' — Alex AnsM presents

selections at music and items from
the morning newspapers

8.00 IDF morning newsreel'

11.08 Favourites— familiar tunes and
skits

28.08 With Love — Special regards
and surprises
14.08 Two Hours — music and talk

magazine
10.05 Songs of IDF troupes

17X6 IDF evening newsreel
18.05 What do You Think? — voice of

the man In the ranks
19.05 Needle In a record stack

21.00 Mabat newsreel
2J.A5 University on the Air (repeat)

22.06 Let's Listen— new records and
recordings with Nathan Dunevltch
23.40 IDF evening newsreel
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with

EH YlaraeU

iwu
1322 KHoHertz:
Overseas Service newsreels at 14.00,

47.00 and 20.10

'NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth. Fifth) •

14.00 I Fourth. Fifth) *

18.00 (Fourth)
20.00 (Fourth)
32.00 (Fifth) *

00.30 (Fifth) -

* Fourth programme: 787 kHz;
'Jerusalem aren 674; central Israel.

1025" Fifth programme: Short wave and
.FM 88.2 MHz

NEWS BULLETINS
Army Radio: Every hour on the hour.

First Programme: Every two hours,

from 7 a.in. to midnight, 7 p.m.
broadcast is in easy Hebrew. Second
Programme: 6.08 a.m., then every
hour on the hour until 2 a.xn. Third
Programme ; Sourly, from 6 a.m. to,

midnight.

CINEMAS

JERUSALEM, 4. 7,

»

Aman: The Boys tram Brazil, 4, 8,80,

9; Eden: Le Gendarme Ex-
traterrestrial; Edison: Shlagger;

Hablrah: My Mother the General:

Rflr: Dizengoff 99, .4, 6.45. 9.15;

Mitchell: Going Steady. 6.46, 9:

Orgil: Pete's Dragon, 8X0, 8X0, 7.80:

Orion: Odds and Evens. 4, 6X0. 9; Or-

n»:’Thc Thirty Nine Stepe, 6.48. 9.

The Muppet Movie. 10.30. 45 Ron:

Miracles Still Happen; Semadar:

Autumn Sonata. 7, 9.15; Small

Auditorium Blnyenel Ha'ooma:
Picasso's 1001 Lies, T, 9; Mary Fop-

pina. 10.30, 4; Israel Museum: The

Circus Comes to Town. Hi
Cinema l: Tommy, 7, 9.15

TEL AVIV. 4X0. 7.15. 6X0

Allruby: Le Gendarme Ex-
traterrestrial: Ben-Yebuda: Same
Time. Next Year; Chen: Pete a

Dragon: Cinema One: The Magnifi-

cent Seven. 4. 7, 0.30; Querna Two:
Coming Homs; Dekel-' Midnight Ex-

press. 7. 9.16: Drive.In Cinema: The
Thief of Baghdad 7.16: Esther:
Dizengoff 99; Gat: Autumn 8onata;
Gordon: La Carapate; Hod: My
Mother the General; Llmor: Inter-
national Velvet, 4.30, 7, 9.30; Maxim;
The Muppets. 10.30. 12J5. 4X0. 7. 9;

Mograb 1: The Deer Hunter, 6, 8.30;

Ophlr: The Thief of Baghdad; Oily;
Magic; Paris: Wedding, 10, 12, 2.16,

4.80, T.16, 9.30; Peer: Who is Killing

the Great Chefs of Europe?; Ramat
Aviv: Dersu Uzala, 7, 9.30; Royal:
Secrets of a Door-to-Door Salesman.
10. 12. 2. 4. 7.30, 9.80: Bhahaff: Going
Steady; Studio: California Suite;

Tchelet: Mickey Mouse Golden
Jubilee, 11, 4.30. 6.30, 8.30; Tel Aviv:
Shlagger; Zafon: Heaven Can Wait,
7.16. 9X0: Mat at 4X0: White Bim
Black Ear.

HAIFA. 4, 8X0. 6

AMPHITHEATRE: Odds and Evens;
Armon: Shlagger: Atatnou: The
Boys from Brazil; Chen: Mid-

night Express. 6.43. 9: Pete's Dragon.
4; Color: The High Riders, 10, 2, 7;

Life Against Dollars, 12, 4. 9; Miron:
Goodbye Emmanuel, 6 non-stop
perfs.; Moriah: The Thirty Nine

steps, 6,46,9; Omb: Dizengoff 99; Or-
dan: Interiors; Orion; American
Fever, 6. non-stop peril.; Orly:

Autumn Sonata, 6.46, 9; Sinbad and

the Age of the Tiger, 4; Peers Same
Time. Next Year; Ren: My Mother
the General; Sfaavit: Revenge of the

Pink Panther. 4.80. 6.40, 9

RAMAT GAN, 4, 7.15, 9X0
Armon: Pete's Dragon; Hadari
Dizengoff 99, 7.10, 9.80; Lily: Same
Time, Next Year, 7.10. 9X0; Oasis:
Shlagger: Ordeal My Mother the

General: Rama: Ben Hur, 4, 6;

Ramat Gan: California Suite

HERZIJYA
David: The Lacemaker, 7, 9.80;
Tlfrrpi: Shlagger.

noi<QN
Ml ltda!: Shlagger.

PETAH TIKVA
Shalom: My Mother the General, 4,

T.15. 9.15

NKTANYA
Briber; My Mother the General, 4.30,
T. 9.15

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's

,
paper; 0 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 pjn. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
HAlfa: Wednesdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday's

i t

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem. Poet (for addresses see-masthead on
bock page) a^d at all recognized advertizing agencies.

Weekday rates:.Minimum charge of XU84.40 for eightwords : ilioxo tor each'additional
word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge oMLlM.00 for eight words:
HXS.00 for each additional word. All rates include VAT.
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DWELLINGS INSURANCE
iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

JERUSALEM

BEAUTIFUL UNFURNISHED 4 room flat

with telephone, to let in Romot Good view;

8200. Phone Esther. Tel. 03-028181. ext. ISO,

• (9 a.m.-l pjn.).

WANTED 1-2 room unfurnished apartment
In Jerusalem or outlying areas. Reasonable
rent Tel. 02-668047. •

TALPIOTm fully furnished + telephone +
storage room, immediate occupancy. TeL Q2-

TEL AVIV

BEFORE RENEWING household
automobile insurance, phone Goshen. Tel. OS-

717611. Jerusalem 02-719176.

PURCHASE/SALE

SEGAL BUYS EVERYTHING, televisions
stereos, furniture, liquidations. TeL 08-88790,

08-868748..

LUXURY AREA, .North Tel Aviv, private
house, IL4,400>,000. Tel: 08-441889.

VEHICLES

FOR RENT, unfurnished house in Afeks.
Tel. 08-421101, afternoons.

BAMAT GAN

MERCEDES 280/4. 1974, 68.000 km., good
condition, taxes paid, passport to passport
Tel. 03-252161.

FOR 8ALE In Bnel Brak, 8 luxurious rooms.

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE Ltd., buying
and selling duty free cars. Tel. 08-638417.

2nd. floor, Rebov Ben Sokol, 3 full air dlrec- 1979 PEUGEOT 604 fondly station wagon,
tionz. 890,000. Coll: Tel. 08-796286. after- Passport to passport TeL 02460689.

Firm In Ramat Gan area
requires

English Secratary/Typist

(Mother tongue English)
Working hours: Sund&y-Thursday, 1-7 pxn.

Friday, .9 a.m.-l p.m.

Good conditions for suitable applicant.
Particulars: TeL 03-748861* ask lor Zlva.

TRAVELINFORMATION
FLIGHTS

This schedule is subject to change without
prior notice. Readers are advised to caU
Sen-Gvrion Airport Flight Information,
COS) 972462-M for 034S9|^ for EH Al
flights only) for changes in times of
Arrivals and Departures.

MONDAY *

ARRIVALS
0030 El Al 872 Bucharest
0120 Alitalia 702 Rome
0966 El Al 022 New York
1220 El Al 004 New York
1806 Alitalia 788 Rome
1816 FV 6502 Orly. Nice
1400 El Al 386 Rome
1410 BAA 266 Johannesburg. Lisbon .

1460 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt *

1600 Britannia 963A Manchester, Athens
1020 El Ai 048 Rhodes
1800 TWA 606 San Francisco, New York,
Paris
1656 Air France 182 Paris, Lyon
1700 TWA 645 Washington, Boston, Rome.
Athens .

f

1728 KLM 823 Amsterdam i

1735 SI Al 346 Zurich
2800 Swissair 832 Zurich

' 1880 British Air 074 London
1900 TWA 848 Chicago, Paris Rome
1910 Olympic SOI Athens
1928 El Al 806 Frankfurt
2010 Lufthansa «oe Munich
201B El Al 888 Amsterdam
2100 El Al 824 Paris

‘£110 El AI 384 Brussels, Vienna
'9120 El Al 378'Copenhagen
2806 El Al 828 Pori*. Geneva
i860 Air France 182 Paris, Lyon

.

2880 Olympic'806 Rhodes

DEPARTURES
0080 El Al 000 New York. Chicago
Q255 Alitalia 782 Bombay, Singapore,
8ydnay, Melbourne
0600 El Al 880 Roma
0606 TWA 847 Athena. Rome, Boston,
Washington

'

0880 El Al 039 Amsterdam, New York
0630 El Al 009 Montreal, New York
0650 E2 AI 121 Paris, Montreal
.0700 Swissair 838 Zurich
0710 TWA 811 Rome, Paris, Chicago

. 0740 Olympic 302 Athena
0800 El Ai 881 Vienna, Brussels

0820 El .Al 847 Geneva, Zurich

0800 British Air 077. London
0900 El Al 016 London, New York
0910 TWA 801 Paris, New York
0940 El AI 387 Amsterdam
1000 EH AI 357 Frankfurt
1020 El Al 877 Copenhagen
1040 El Al 323 Paris

HOC El AI 547 Rhodes
1300 El Al 815' London
1415 FV 6508 Nice. Orly

2420 Alitalia 739 Romo
1000 Lufthansa 60S Frankfurt

.

1600 Britannia 993B Athena, Liverpool -

2640 SAA 267 Lisbon, Johannesburg
'1640 Air France 1ST Paris
2010 Olympic 806 Rhodes

This flight txformntim U
Ben-GurUm International i
daudianCantra. .

by Uie
Coor-

WHAT’S ON
Notices in this feature ore charged at IL08.QO per line IncludingVAT; insertion every

day costs 11X82.00 Including VAT, per month. Copy accepted at offices of The
Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents.

al 10.00 pjn, in EngUah; Sunday uj
Thursday at 10X0 p.m. In French. TlokNi

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Opening Exhibitions,

Colour at the Youth Wing (from 17/7).

Colour, its qualities and uses, by artists

and in everyday life. Activity corners for

children. New Buildings to Old En-
vironments ; Display of Mexican coins

(10.7-23.7). Selection from the Department
of Art Photography. Exhibit of the Month:
Two bronze statuettes, a smitinggodand a
goddess from the pantheon. Ex-
hibitions: Arts in Palestine in the 19th Cen-
tury. From Still Life to Object Yocheved
Weinfeld: Forms of Visual Images. Words
to Freedom. Neolithic Figurines from
8baarHagolan. Birds to Art. SpecialNote

:

The Floershelmer Pavilion for Im-
pressionist and Fast-Impreerianlst Art

will be closed during July end August,for

completion of the bulldtog. Special

"Elingja. RockefellerMuseum'—' Exhibit of

ttii MoSiffl:‘
, * ,War and P*acJ””Tl&adj«

Janus on a lump of bronse; 3rd century
B.CJB., rare bronze vessels from a Per-
sian period tomb, Bhechem , beginning 6th

century B.C.E. Special Exhibition:
Islamic Arts.

Visiting Hours — brad Mnsanm t Sun..

Mon., Wed.. Thurs. 10 ajn.-B pjn. ; Toe. 4-

10 p.m.; Fri. io s-m.-2 pjn. Bat 10 o.m.-S

p.m. Shrine of the Booh, HUy Roes Art
Garden: Sun., Mom. Wed., Tbur, 10a.m.-8
p.m. Tue. io a.m.-10 pjn.; Fri. end Sat 10

ajn.-2 pjn. Rockefeller Museum: Sun,-
Thur. 10 a.m.-8 pjn.; Fri, Bat 10 rn.in.-3

p.m. Tickets for Bat and holidays must be
purchased in advance at the Museum,

xitim m- major Jerusalem hotels; in Tel
Avivat Rococo, Hardr&n end Hostel. Free
guided tours to English at fhe Israel

Museum only. Bun., We<L, Thurs., 11.00
a.m., Tues. 4.80 p.m. from upper entrance
hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Tours
1. Medical Centre, to Klryat Hsrtesseh
Tours in English at 9. 10, 11 aLm. end 13

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge. On Friday tours begin at 8 ajn.—
by appointment only. TeL 418888.

2. 17m Hsdasssh Synagogue — Chagall
Windows — open to the public from L80-
4.00 p.m. Sunday-TTmrsday. Buses 19 and
27.

3. ML Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.80 to

12.80 pjn. No charge. Buses 9 and 28. TeL
818111.

'

4. Morning half-day tour of an Hadeesah
projects. 25 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: TeL 416688.

Hebrew University, tours to English st 9
and 11 ojs. fromAdministration Building.
Givat Rom Campus. Buses 9 and 28.

Mount Scopus tours 11.80 a.m. from the
deception Centre Administration
Building. Buses B and 28. Further details:
TeL 882819.

Exnunah — National Religious Wsmen’s
Organisation, Tourist . Centre, 28 Rehov
BenMaimon. Tel. 02-062488, 680020, 811688.

American BDsraeMWomen. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street,
Jerusalem. TeL 922706.

'

MISCELLANEOUS
'

SHOWS
A Stone In DavM*s Tower. Soundand Ugbt
show in EngUah, every evening (except
Friday and.festival eves) at 8.48 p.m. at
the Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday also

at the entranae. Please come wirah
dressed.

Jerusalem Arts lone— Khutset Hejatet
(opp. Jaffa Gate)

.
Quality arts and enflz

All medla. 8ee artists at work. Open diflj,

Jerusalem BlbHeel Zoo, SohneUer Wood.

Romania. TeL 814822, 7.30 «« — 7 pa.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, Sdsrot Shinl

Hamelech. Exhibitions —• Art of the ti-

tles: Europe and America. Nov to
quiaitlons, 20th century painting, Mdp
tore, drawing. Israel Photography, Wort

by pupils of the Museum workshop.
Helena Hnhhutaln Pavilion — "There h
something to it, after all" — exhibition-

workshop on bulldingi In Tel Aviv.

-Visiting. hours: .Sun. — Thur. 20 «j&.-20

Ipjn. M; 10.OJn.-2 pjiL Bat. ?-ll P-m. feL

. morning, 10 a-SL-l p.m. '|m,
Rubinstein Pavilion: Sun.—Tbw. IojdX
p.m.; 4-7 p.m. Fri. 9 a.m.-2 pja. Bat clos-

ed.

Beth Hatefntseth. Temporary ExUUUau
Gallery: "Image Before Hy Kyw,"

photographic display of Jewish Ufa to

Poland (1804-1980). In conjunction with

»

hlbitlon: Slide show by well know
photographer, Roman Vtshnlsk, “The Ufa

That Disappeared" (Jewish life in Polsto

1988-1989), to be shown dally in Bosifin

auditorium. Presentation boon pods

dally In main lobby. Slide show «urtfa
i

to English. Special Exhibition. "Jew top :-

Egypt — Spring 79." Photographs tf
Micha Bar-Am.

Visiting hours: Sun., Mon., Thur.,10 a*"

0 p.m.; Tues.,Wed., 8-10 pjn.: Fri- tinsedj!

Sat 10 eJn.-2 pjn. Tickets for Beturiq.

may be purchased duringweek atHataft*:

tioket agency (90 Ibn Gvhnfl BL, TdAnq
and at Beth Hmtefutsoth. Children unfcrl &L.
not - admitted. Organised tours nntfn
pre-arranged (Tel. 08-426111). 8«
Hatefutsoth is located on the Tel w
University campus (gate 9), fflaUscerS.

>

RamatAviv. Buses: 13, 24, 20, 27,49,7t.n. -«l : .

.

'*7
“ - I--,...CONDUCTED TOURS

Enransh —• Nstisastl BeHgfess VoM;i
166 IhnOafalroL TeL 440316, 791943, TMteK
ORT Israel: For visits please ctatfatffc

ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. 288281, 76*291-9; OTjfSs: -

Jerusalem, TeL 688141; . ORT Netssjag-L-,

TBL 33744.

American M&n-aehl Women. Guest
— Tei Aviv — TeL 230167, 148106.

Haifa '

Holla Museum, International HfrhMflSf
Music in the Bible, 36 Shobtni Levi BtjWf
023205-8. Notional Maritime, TW. Mmf
Hlegskl Immigration, Tel. 088249. Japa***,

Art. Tel. 88864.' Mane Katz, TsL *£1

.

Doges Groin Collection, Tel. 664*0- *1:
tints’ House, TeL 522806.

What's On in Haifa, dial 646848.

Retaovot
The Webanaun Institute open to P**5j

from 8X0 a.m. to 8.30 pjn. VJettoi»ta»?5

to see film on Institute's restored

tivitlea, shown regularly at 12.00 o.B-

8.00 pjn. Friday 11,00 ajn. only.- . w*
Toms of the WeJznuuui Home
hour from 9.00 ajn. to 8X0 p.m. *»» "gf

- noon on Friday. Nominal foe.for sdm"***
to Wsismann House.
For Tours of the House please bow: A

064-88280,084-88828.

GENERALASSISTANCE

•V .- -
'*1

!:c . .

-'.Vs .

-

,*1

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

Jerusalem; Bahama, a David Teton,
232788; Taxziz, Khan El Zelt, 282040.
Tel Aviv: Beal, 174 Ditengoff, 222286.
Holoa: Dr. Hurl. TO Sokolov, 642488. Hot
Yam: Mazur, 30 Haviva Reich, 888260.
Ramat Gan: -Negba, 88 Negba, 748169.
Hasharon; Beni, Tel Aviv. 1T4 Dizengoff,
232886. Netonyw Hamagsn, 18 Weizmann,
22986. Hodera: Tala, 62 Weizmann,««
Hlsben: Tzel Alonim, 56 Hagdud HslIvtL
941888.

Half*: Ho&assL 88 Honassi, 87812.
Beershelm: Brlut, 72 Hsrxl, 78889.

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jmmalem: Bikur Holllh (pediatrics)

,

Hadassah (internal, surgery, orthopedies,
EJ7.T.), Mlsgav Ladach (obstetrics)
Sbaare Zedsk (ophthalmology)

.

Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics). Ichilov
(internal, surgery).
Nvtitnya: Lanlado (obstetrios,.internal).
Haifa: Carmel.
"Enui" — Mental Health First Aid, TsL
Jerusalem 809911,- Toy Aviv 208811, Haifa
038888, Bcomhebik 82111.

'

BUhkhv Ladach: Open -line 4-S-pJn. «vary
Monday anivars to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-
ning problems.. Tel, 02-088866.

Magen David Adorn first sldeso^s
open from 6 p,m. to 7 a.m.

'home ealla by doctors at fixed rai»^
Fund members should enqulr*. 7-:

rebate.

Phone number*: Jerusalem.
Haifa - 101. Dan Region' (Ro»« ^
Bnel Brak, Givataytm, Klryat Ovr

>:

781112.

Aahdod *****

AahkeUm 2S3»
Bat Yam 888868
Bocrsheba 78383

'Eilat 2333

Hadcra 23838
Hoion 808133

Jfahariya 923333

Nazareth
Netany*
P«ah Tikva

Rrhovut OM-SI"**

Risbdn ^
Bafcd 30333^

Tiberiaa.MDi

>*• 1

Vi,'
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By ABRAHAM BABIKOV]

.

'—
*

'•
ij^EHE MAMILLA project in

'V-l -Jerusalem, a subject of passionate
" -XcoBiwov since its presentation

i,
^fcfcfour years ago, was given a sizeable

^W^Soost this week when it: was ex-
p:

“i ^^itAvagantly praised by . one of
America's foremost Teal estate

(v, developers.
.

4,;
Tr:

«J3 *Tf ever I saw anyproject thatwas
^a-L IN 5* oahXBltae * c«y, this is iti" said
'r-. -'’ti ^iJaoaes Bouse, whose firm has
if.. C^jteancod over 33b. in real estate

did cmr

m;

kpie world's foremost developer of
retail centres.
«B*s difficult far -the people , at-

jferusalem to realise what an ex-
. traordinary' opportunity this is,’* he
Tsdded. “I’ve looked at proposals for
lists of downtown areas in cities
throughout the XJ.S., but I've never

Junes Boose——

—

HOT outside. Putting new
u* plants In the garden runs the risk of

< *»' (ta^* many .of them dying. There is, of
course, garden work to be done —
enlarging the watering trenches
around trees and shrubs, especially
roses, providing a prophylactic

/ spray against damaging insects, etc.

i ' got for those who want a new pro-

j Jeet, and an original and decorative
"L-ms, try growing what I call a

r »• -* "jangle tree.”
— - cj Not all indoor plants have to be

t .nr grown in containers. Some can grow
r ' on tree branches or on tree trunks,

• •itm u they fa jn nature— on what I call

! „

r V r a "jungle tree." The plants I have in
v!',.mind are epiphytes, which, in .their

‘ *

'

«£. ;i - another planCusu&Hy.a high tree.

r- ii.-^k^ey are not parasites. They don't
kick the sap of their host plants, as

tiiif'b Tp-rrif hig parasitic mistletoe does. From
‘f1 thJcracJis and crevices of theirhost,

' ,ri* •*
%>xi climb, seeking the best light

-* •<!. paShift. .

*.
"!

?^ipbytes, common in the tropical

f,_„. nun forests of Central and Sooth
•• Afierica, include bromeUada. ferns,

”-«f*?«= st^rchlda and even certain cacti. Two
» - -- examples of the latter are Zygococb
* r p

-J~: twtnmcofus (called Christmas cac-
c

1 :
-‘"•ta* because of Its flowering period),

- which is native to Brazil, and the

,
s - «KSf snake-like Aporococtua flageQtfor-

feltSUCh «W»Hni1a«w| "
- The 65-year-old developer, a
church-going Protestant cm his first
visit to the Holy Land, came at the
Invitation of Mayor Teddy Kollek to
offer his opinion on the city's retail
development andM particular on the
"Mamina project
The

.
outline plan for Mamffla by

planners Mioahe Safdie and Gilbert
'Weill was approved.two weeks ago
bythe DistrictPlanningCmnmM^
after lengthy proceedings. Before
construction can get underway.
However, a separate plan tor the dis-
trict's road system must be con-
-Blderftll by flig plmm^y wfptTwf
Relatively speedy approval is ex-
pected.

‘

The outline pt«i e«n« tor the con-
struction of 142,000 square metres of
floor space between Jaffa Gate
the King David Hotel area, equally

' divided among retail, office, hotel
and' residential uses. In addition,
there is to be an underground garage
and bus terminal outside Jaffa Gate.

• The plan had been widely criticiz-
ed in Israel as too massive
aesthetically for a rite so close to the
Old City walls and too massive
physically to. be financed and con-
structed with resources available in
Israel. Rouse declined to comment
on the aesthetic question, except to
say he did not believe the plan to be
massive.

AS A RETAIL operation, however,
Mamina was ensured of success,
said Bouse. -The two aspects which
struck him during his visit to
Jerusalem, he said, were the large
Humber of customers thronging the
constricted downtown area and the
superb location of the MamiUa
Quarter between downtown and the
Old City.

‘.‘X never saw a.project and a loca-
tion so right as this.!’ he said.
During his six-day visit to

PROMENADE

T>vY>'7 ,TS
eg?

s,r- \ apB)

" A. \ <= ' J .
*• - t

^ LUiKfc
1 *• > ^
JAFFA BATE

PIAZZA

m
v.>v

A sketch of the revised plan for an underground parking' gar- over in the original plan, is now left, open except where it
age and bns terminal outside Jaffa date in the MamiUa pro- swings past Jaffa Gate beneath a piazza. A shopping arcade
ject. The new plan provides for walkways through a planted follows the alignment of the present MamiUa Street. Entrance
area atop the terminal's slope. Jaffa Road, which was covered to the terminal is through a road which does not yet exist.

Jerusalem. Rouse visited the Jewish
and Arab open-air markets and
spent much time walking through
the downtown area, observing retail-
ing. Municipal officials and planners
expressed astonishment at House's
quick and insightful grasp of
“There are lots of people In the

streets, so there must be business,”
said Rouse. "But the better quality
shops, the fine little shops, aren't
present. Downtown doesn't have ex-

BRINGING THE
JUNGLE HOME

GARDENER'S CORNER / Walter Frank!

fits your decoration scheme be
used.

‘

. The container. On a patio the
"jungle tree" can be 'planted” in the
ground but] Inside it needs a con-.

this may be teHheavy
to he moved frequently, choose
carefully where it will be moat con-
venient and decorative andhave suf-

ficient light (not excluding artificial

light) before you begin cresting.
Glass-covered balconies, wind-

protected roof gardens, patios, roof-
:

ed house entrances, showwindows In

shops or hotels (where artificial light

during most ofthe dayandnight sub-
stitutes for sunshine) are all poten-
tial spots for exotic “jungle trees.”

I created one in the livingroom in

a ground floor flat in which a fibre

glass panel in the celling allowed in
* *;' Hi*; found In Mexico. Both have • sufficient light. The tree stood in a

*
,
Z Men cultivated for more than 260 deep hole made in the floor and was

.*M,. years and are popular in this coun- anchored by rocks and concrete.

. * r-ertt- fry. They have similar pink flowers, Bow, three years later, it is not

a r' i."^ the former in December, the latter In merely alive but truly resembles a
-^-^•Plrfng: • real tree In the jungle.

a ? UriQg epiphytes to create a Jungle Placing the trunk. The tree must
* :,

n,
;

s» tw» has an exotic attraction, but it not “grow" straight, text rather on
*; must be said that Jt is not one of the the diagonal. The most important

! *" '
easy tasks in gardening. It la one of thing Is to fix it in place as firmly as

..ns' ,’aiy principles, however, neither to possible. Do this with big rocks or

si&ui wSrtaach nor recommend anything I bricks or by cementing a 20 cm. high
7r m2* r have not 'succeeded in doing for a base around it. The? cover the open

i * bog time: I believe that home gar- space left in the lower part of the
Tr denars with enough imagination and container with ordinary gravel, leav-

‘r,,:
1

patience can succeed as well as I fog at least 20 cm. of the upper part

.
have with "jungle tree” plantings. empty.

n? Most epiphytes don't have real Now place two or three medhizn-
toots or have very shallow ones. But size flower pots holding quick-
through hundreds of years of oultiva- growing vines — climbing senecio,

jrfion, they have been trained to morning glory, ampelopsls
%/ehsnge their ways and Uve in their henryana. etc. — on the gravel and

’» / ^ * 'active haunts, they feed on the ex- cover with sand or vermicullte up to
>•* % flri*.aement. of mammain and birds and the rim of the container. Any surplus
1 J

« at
*** the countless micro-organisms water flowing from the flower pots

' * '' always to be found In the bark and will be absorbed by the filling

crevices of jungle trees. When material. If you construct your

si,
^ transplanted to an old lifeless tree "jun^e tree" ona patio or elsewhere

trunk (the basis for my "jungle outdoors, fill the container with or-

bee"), they quickly become hungry dlnary good garden soli. Water im-
-s^tnd thirsty if not given special treat- mediately to settle the filler. Plant

*” climbers (without the pots) around
•..f 1 ylv The tree. I use dead olive branches the trunk. But Inside or out, don’t

r
s" •

4

J»r the.trunk from & dead.ollve tree, proceed until you axe certainthat the
•’ *T^VAny lifeless and leafless trunk that trunk is unmovable.

Plant holes. Remove bark from
the tree to carve plant holes with a
very sharp knife or a chisel. They
should be about 4-5 cm. in dlametre
and 3-4 cm. deep. These holes should
be made at the top of the trunk as
well os at forks in the branches In the
upper part of the tree. Use a wood
borer to make a drainage hole in
each Incision big enough to release
surplus water and cover these
drainage holes witha piece ofbroken
clay pot, a flat stone or a piece of
glass. Now fill the Incisions with a
mixture made of equal parts of sand
or vermicullte, leaf compost and
peat moss. Moisten the boles with a
hand-sprayer until the first drops of
water appear at the drainage holes.
Plantings — may be real ones in

the prepared incisions or trick ones.
These are small flower pots placed
at several points in the upper part of

foe trunk and fixed in place by wire
and then camouflaged entirely with
peat moss or similarmaterial. In the
real plantings be very careful not to
wash the plants out. Use a small

Impressive combination

despite shortcomings

> ‘ y^tiYA (Mann Aodttoriam, Tel Aviv,

1
. r"*" .

’

'|£_WAS a pity that this yew's
. •'.“hwiya (July 2— July 16) was
/ £baost totally eclipsed by the Israel,

rt '-I festival. Since the late A.Z. Propea
.“toded foe. event in 1652, it has

^ wvaloped Into a prestigious inter-

( . \> JglenaI.gafoertdg ofchoral groups.

• i2“year no less than 21 choirs from
'

“i5J
omd end 26 IsraeU choirs par-

2«pated. Numerous concerts were-
'Ml over the country, and ten

• and Israeli choirs par-
iiSpated in a special workshop and
A^gwed for. Uda concert.

.

work*
. were presented by

PraW^*ehoral groups, each consisting

7jflF2*ev®ra! foreign and Israeli choirs.
Wiener Minoritenchor, the

..''as^r Chorale of Boston and the
Mffffeglfcn- radio choir, N.R-K.‘s

conducted by Stanley
premiered two sew'Xsracll

*?r;Pdflition»; "Three Songs of
j^r by -Yehezkel Braun, and

MUSIC / Benjamin Bar-Am

Aharon Harlap'B “The Sacrifice of

Isaac," based on the book of
Genesis. Harlap most effectively

juxtaposes cantillation-lnspired

modal melody and parlando
passages in unison (for the voice of

God) . Both performances were
highly successful.

Mozart's Veeparae 8olemtes de

Oamfesaore, K. 388, was presented by
Bemidji University Choir from the

U.S.. the Kibbutz Artzi Choir, the.

German Kammerchor Harktober-
dorf and foe Israeli Bnei Shimon
Choir, conductedby Bemidji’s direc-

tor. Paul Brandvik- The 160 or so
choristers completely covered the

small and poor sounding Wiener
Minoritenchor Orchestra. Thiswasa
serious and most regrettable short-

coming. as the singing was of a high
standard, and Brandvik revealed
himself to be a dynamic and spirited

conductor.. Soprano Robin Weisel

also distinguished herself.

For foe last item, Avner Its! could

.

hardly have found a more boring

piece than Ctoarpentier's Judicum

,

Batomonie. This long and eventless

work was sung by the Cleveland
State University Choir, the
Jungendchor Relnbek from Ger-

many and the Kibbutz Hazneuhad
Choir. Despite the mediocre music,

foe choir's performance was close to

professional. The Wiener
Minoritenchor orchestra, however,

reminded us that actually we were
listening to amateurs. Among the

soloists, tenor Gaby Sadeh and bass

Rudolf Kostas deserve special men-
tion. The performance of the two
quarrelling ladies bordered, on the

ridiculous.

Despite foe shortcomings and
amateurish weaknesses, the evening
as a whole was. Impressive and in-

dicated the high standard of the
choirs and the constructive work ac-

complished at foe work shops. The
legacy of AJS. Propea is being well
cared for by* his successors.

citement as a retail centre."
The appearance of the shops and

display windows moved Rouse to
wonder whether the too-ready
availability of business bad made
Jerusalem retailers lazy about mak-
ing their enterprises attractive.
“Have they been spoiled?" he asked.
There was no reaeon, he said, for

Jerusalemites to stream to Tel Aviv
as they do for specialty shopping. A
vibrant and growing city like

watering can or hand-sprayer to
water. Daily watering Is essential.

"Jungle plaits,’* a»i airy tropical
.effect la provided by the hanging
sprouts of spider plant'
(chlorophytum comosumj. This fast-

. growing prolific plant comes from
South Africa, but long ago gained
Israeli "citizenship.” Its long,
arching green and white-striped

,
leaves and Its runner shoots, which
grow year-round, give "uving effect

to the otherwise lifeless trunk.
/ tber choice is English ivy. This
auaptable evergreen attaches its

aerial roots to any support offered. If

you keep the soil moist and dust the
(caves from time to. time with a wet
sponge, it willgrow well Inwinter too
fo unheated places li^|

k
balconies 'or

patios and will even resist frosty
nights. But these are decorations
only — attractive foliage, but not
flowers. To provide colour, add tn(e
ephiphytes that bloom— such as the
cacti mentioned above — which wHl
keep your “tree” blooming for
weeks in winter and spring. You can
grow them from small cuttings. And
then there are, of course, the
bromeliads with their beautiful
tropical flowers: Aechmea fasciatu
from Brasil or gvsmania or tiUand-
sia lindeniana, both from Peru.
These wonderful attractive plants,
relatives of the pineapple, are
available at garden centres and In
most florist shops In towns. But Is it

worthwhile to spend several hundred
pounds for a bromellad for an ex-

periment? The answer should be a
decisive no! There is a popular
cheap garden plant, also a
bromellad, native of Brazil,
BObergia nutans

,

which grown in

many gardens in Israel and is easily
propagated by division or by rooting
ride sprouts. Each plant rosette has
up to 15 narrow leaves, about 20-30

cm. long, with a few marginal
spikes. The bractspf foe flowers are
pink and both the reddish sepals
and the yellow-green petals have
blue margins.

After following the directions
given here and planting your own
"jungle tree,” you should be able to
enjoy it in a few months as a vine-
covered tree with Its top decorated
by living blooms.

Rent a car
The economicalway

50% Reduction
oa.dally rate

Call at any of our offices

Jerusalem

:

174 Jaffa St-, TeL 243307/8,
22 King David St., Tel. 234405 .

Tel Aviv:
Hayarkon si* TeL 287255/4

SINAI TOURS
5 Day Camping Tour to Sinai

Weekly Departure
from June 24

Full Board, Kosher
Price |225

- for overseas students
Registration; Yehuda Tours Ltd.

23 Rehov Hillel, Jerusalem.
TeL 02-227740, 283147.

KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN!

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS

Jerusalem was capable of greatly
expanding its merchandising oppor-
tunities, Rouse stated.

MAMILLA. he believes. Is foe ideal
site for this expansion. He sees its

shops featuring both the verve of
modern shopping centres abroad
and the intimacy of the shuks of the
Old City and Mahane Yehuda.
“These markets are marvellous,"

says the man who has developed

close to 40 large retail centres in
North America, Boston's much
acclaimed Faneuil Hall
Marketplace, and the new town of
Columbia, Maryland.
"They’ve got the human dimen-

sion — merchants handling their
own merchandise, wrapping it, peo-
ple brushing each other, foe odours.
MamiUa will be an exciting festival,

a beautiful marketplace.” He prais-
ed the Safdie-Welll project as "a

A scene from “Cinderella’

Enchantment of

the Panovs
DANCE / Dora Bowden

FT WAS a night of enchantment un-
der foe stars. When lights dimmed in
the amphitheatre and rose on a
stage, a fairyland stood revealed at
Caesarea (July 11). Then came foe
first bars of the marvellous
Prokofiev music (foe andante dolce

)

and Galina-Clnderella Panov
appeared, struggling with her two
stepsisters over a shawl.
Every moment, every move made

this Cfoderella-more bewitching. She
had airy lightness, technical

{lawlessness, appealing ex-
pressiveness — and tinflagging
stamina, too. She looked as petal
fresh at the end as she was at the
beginning.

Not that other delights were lack-

ing. Valery .Panov’s choreography
gave play to foe large Berlin Opera
ballet company and to individual

talents, including bis own. His entry
as the carefree but tardy prince was
beautifully planned — after one.of
foe best ballroom scenes since that

very rational plan. It works In a
marvellous way,” he said.

Shopping areas, said Rouse, are
not merely places of commerce hut a
central element that helps fix a
city's personality.

“For foe centre of a city to he
strong, it must above all he strong in
retailing. Everybody is involved in

the market place, and-its personality
affects foe personality of the city.

MamiUa would have a festival spirit.

Its excitement would pull people."
Referring to fears by downtown

merchants and some planners that
MamiUa would draw away trade
from downtown and lead to Its

deterioration, Rouse stated strongly
on foe basis of his experience that
the reverse would be true. “MamUla
will reinforce downtown shopping,”
he said.

A seven-year-old feasibility study
that affirmed Manilla's viability as

a retailing area, greatly un-
derestimated that viability, Rouse
feels. That study, he said, did not

take sufficiently Into account the im-
pact tourism would have on retailing

nor consider the likelihood that
Jerusalemites would shop at home
rather than Tel Aviv If attractive
shopping were offered.

THE ELIMINATION of the un-
derground road network originally

planned for MamiUa actually im-
proved the workability of the pro-
ject, said Rouse.
He advised KoUek and Safdie that

retail shops could be built in MamiUa
without waiting for department
stores which the planners had
originally thought necessary to draw
shoppers to foe area. Both downtown
Jerusalem and the Old City bazaars
were able to draw a multitude of

customers without department
stores serving as magnets.

In an interview this week, the un-
assuming visitor declined to commit
himself as a potential Investor In
MamiUa — which wUl need some
550m. in long term investments —
but indicated that he might be will-

ing to help as an advisor and possibly
In helping mobilize Investment funds
abroad.
"This (project) is a great venture.

It would be a marvellous thing for
this historic city and this wonderful
little country. We might participate
in the entrepreneurship of putting It

together. We would try to be useful
beyond profit.”

of the late John Cranko in "Romeo
and Juliet" Four "Cavaliers" (Igor
Kosak. Bernard Hourseau, David
Roland, Julio Guinez) added
strength with their virile dancing.
Panov himself not only enhanced the

excitement with spectacular turns in

the air and extended leaps but with
splendid presence.
A bold step it was. Indeed, to

choose foe much-used Cinderella
story, but Panov has achieved
something different — less funny,
but perhaps more lyrical than
Frederick Ashton, less inventive but
also less dependent on mime to keep
foe fable moving.
Thiz "Cinderella” may not be

worth the 67 curtain-calls Panov's
c Rfle6f work^ft-brid to bave taken at

, itsBerlin premiere,but It is a slice of

wonderland.
Though he has followed the Volkov

book, he has selected his material
wisely —- for instance, omitting foe
father. The two stepsisters (Heidrun
Schw&arz and Felicltas Binder) are
attractive girls with ugly natures,
leaving foe real meat of comedy to

foe “Dame" stepmother (a male) —
Reda Sheta, an excellent dancer
even in his toe shoes.
Occasionally foe choreography

sagged into conventional lines. The
fairy godmother (Charlotte Butler)
danced well, but offered no sur-
prises. The “Seasons” (beautifully
costumed by Jose Varona) were
pretty but only in full ensemble
showed original ' ideas. The Ethio-

pian princess (Didl Carli) made
novel moves, but foe total Impres-
sion was coarse. She was, however,
counterbalanced by the Oriental
Princess (Sara Rendell) in an
elegant variation. Two dancers
among foe festive crowds were ex-
ceptional (but not clearly identified

in the programme). The
Dragonflies. Grasshoppers, Oranges
(with a quotation by Prokofiev from

.
his own "Love of Three Oranges”).
Dwarfs and others were engagingly
supplied by foe Haifa Dance Centre.
Though foe final duet of foe stars

—foe Panovs— began predictably, it

ended In a blaze of brilliance. Panov
held Galina aloft on one hand, swung
her gracefully round his shoulders to

catch her in a lovely hold. It brought
foe ballet to a magnificent climax.

KANGAROO DANCES —
“DON QUIXOTE”?

Yon rayed about 'Romeo and Juliet* In 1970, Now get ready for another hit— the
Australian ballet *Don Quixote" ! .

You remember the Stuttgart ballet
company's 'Romeo and Juliet'?

Remember the long queues at the
box office? Remember the 'sold out’

notice? Expect the same story in

August. It Is clear we can look,
forward to a new .experience in
August - the classical ballet, 'Don
Quixote,*, a version by Rudolf
Nureyev. The orchestra is the
Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra—
altogether 135 people.

Nurcycv's ‘Don Quixote’ -had no
need to tilt at windmills — it won
immediate, total acclaim. Sol
Hurok. the world's greatest im-
presario, brought only the ‘'cream"
of entertainment to America. He
was very- enthusiastic about the
Australian Ballet's 'Don Quixote,'

And quickly signed them up. The
ballet became a hit during Its seven-

ty performances' in the U.S.A. The
critics were “amazed” : New York
Times — 'Ballet of international
standard': Le Figaro — 'UnquaHfled
success - victory.* The accolades
reached a high point in Berlin. The
Germans, who can boast the
Stuttgart and Hamburg ballet com-
panies. declared: "The Australian
Aal let exhausts the superlatives."

As with ‘Komco and Juliet.’ 'Don
Quixote' Is a full-Jpngth ballet with
sLory, plot, great decor and

costumes. Seventy-five dancers of
the Australian Ballet perform
Marius Petipa’s 'Don Quixote* In a
restyled version by Nureyev, in the
tradition of the Kirov Ballet.
Nureyev Is. of course, very well
known as a dancer. Israel is one of
the company's stops on a world
tour.

The soloists of the Australian Ballet
joined foe company from the Royal
Ballet. London.

Tbe soloists include Marilyn Roue, and
Kelvin Coe, who won & silver medal
in foe 1978 Moscow dance contest.

The choreographers Glen Talley
and Barry Morland created special
dances for Gary Norman. Ann
Gcnncr was the partner of foe
celebrated Russian dancer Michael
Barichnikov. The company's corps,

do ballet is of very high standard,
and It combines well with the
soloists. In its twenty years, the

Australian Ballet has won a place
among the world's front ranking
companies. Rudolf Nureyev and
MargoL Fonteyn appear only with
the best -companies. The Australian
Ball ei con thus ’officially' be
classified as good. Nureyev'# 'Don
Quixote’ has been made Into a full-

length film, starring Nureyev. The
Him has been shown ail over the
world.

Although "classical” in the full

meaning of the word, foe ballet is

not "just another ballet”: It is

different, new, special. The music by
Ludwig Minkus is enchanting. The
audience is treated to a feast of

dancers, decor, costume*, colours,

gaiety and youth. This is a
refreshing and important ballet. Aa
with Australian sport, it la a delight

to the eye and ear. Toscanini once
said "There is only one kind of ar-

tistic success - a full hall.” ‘Don
Quixote' has won this kind of
success.

There will be seven performances
in Israel. August 8, 9, li, 14 at foe

Mann Auditorium, Tel Aviv, and at

Caesarea August 12, 13. Two of the

performances will be part of foe

Israel Festival. The impresarios

arc W.H. Robert and Shmuel
Zemach, who also brought to Israel

the ballet companies of Stuttgart,

Hamburg, the London Festival

Ballet, and wdll known artists. If

you want to avoid long queues and
the disappointment of a "sold out"

notice, visit, a ticket agency soon.

The tickets are already on sale.

(tiempaprr eommriA tnumluiit) from

Hebrew.)

(Communicated)
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Energy group lauds

U.S. oil savings
By DON COOK

Washington Post News Service

PARIS. — The Paris-baaed Inter-
national Energy Agency credited the
U.S. Thursday with “a good perfor-
mance" in saving 5.2 per cent on
projected estimates of oil imports in
the second quarter of this year.
The saving, according to Dr. Uif

Lantzke, executive director of the 20-

natlon organization, amounts to ap-
proximately one million barrels a
day. But it has apparently been
achieved In part by reducing oil

stockB and
. increasing domestic

production.
Nevertheless, the effort by the

world's largest oil importer and con-
sumer means that the IEA as a
whole Is now about halfway toward
meeting a target of a 5 per cent sav-
ing in petroleum by October.
At a press conference following a

regular meeting of the Energy Agen-

,

cy's governing board. Lantzke said
that there was "a wide range of con-
sumption statistics," with West Ger-
many holding about even, the
Netherlands showing a rise in both
oil and gas, Britain with a reduction
of 0.4 per cent and Japan on the in-

crease. At the same time, Lantske
pointed out, Japan had a growth in
its economy of more than 6 per cent
in the first half of the year.
“We are trying to allow for growth

and at the same time keep down oil

demand,” Lantske said: “Our
overall savings on projecteddemand
this year has been around 2 million
barrels a day, of which I would say
that one million has been saved by
conservation measures, and another
million by lack oT economic growth
slowing down demand."

He- estimated that the shortfall

between world supply and demand is

still running at around 4 per cent to 0
per cent— but if Saudi Arabia comes
through with an increase in produc-
tion then this will be cut In half.

Meanwhile, the energy group's
board agreed on several measures
that it hopes will further cut demand
by the industrial countries aimed at
getting supply and demand into

balance by October. Among the new
steps is the development of a com-
mon policy on oil stockpiling, so that

individual countries do not un-
necessarily bid up the market.
A special working meeting of IEA

directors Is to take place in
Copenhagen in September to con-
sider this and other measures, In-

cluding a code of conduct In the oil

trade to reduce spot-market buying
in order to curtail pressures on oil-

price levels. Asked about President
Carter's decision to continue price

controls on gasoline in the U.S.,

Lantzke said that "In the long run
price must play a role in reducing
American oil consumption.'' But he
added that he understood that the ad-
ministration would still stick to its

pledge to decontrol and allow prices
to rise to market levels by 1981.

The group also approved at its two-
day meeting the establishment of an
independent Coal Industry Advisory
Board, open to countries outside IEA
membership such as France. Its

functions will be to review develop-
ment and trends in coal production,
as well as to make recommendations
to governments on expansion of use
and production of coal and new
technologies for its conversion to

energy.

Industrialist predicts interest rise

would only serve to up prices of goods
By MAGABEE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Raising the Interest

rate by 5 per cent, from the present
45 per cent to 50 per cent on August 1,

will force most Industrialists to raise
the price of their finished goods, says
Dov Lautman. Acting President of

the Manufacturers Association.

{The President, Avraham
"Buma" Shavit is at present abroad
on business and he expects to visit

Egypt before he returns at the end of

the month.)
Lautman estimated that industrial

products would rise by an average of
about one per cent, "but some fac-

tories which have little raw material
on hand may have to surpass this

figure considerably."
The actual rate that borrowers pay

will be more tha« 50 per cent since

the banks generally add 4 per cent as
"costa." Moreover, the ."penalty”
for taking an overdraft is 30 per cent,

so in these cases the actual Interest

.

paid is about 84 per cent;
' 'y V ,~

However, in many cases the loans
are taken for short periods, of about
several months.
He did not think that raisingthe in-

terest rate would act as an
"inflationary brake," as
theoreticians in the Finance
Ministry claim, believing that the
higherinterest rate would reduce the

amount borrowed.

"For industrialists, who must
barrow money to buy raw materials,
it will be an inflationary move;
however, it might reduce the amount
of money borrowed by importers,"
he Bald.

At present, some factories "bad to

pay more for borrowing money than

they had to pay for buying raw
materials."

As for manufacturers announcing
the "recommended prices" of their

goods, he noted that such prices
would have to be updated at specific
intervals, probably through the
'press, due to the inflationary spiral.

A mobile audio-visual centre Is being pot on the road by the
vBrookdale Institute to aid the aged. The centre was financed from a
IL25m. fond established by Bank Lenmi in conduction with its 75th
anniversary, ft will be used to provided elderly people around the
country with guidance amd entertainment.

MK submits bill to end
Shabbat work loophole

By AARON S1TTNEB
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Claiming to know of "dozens of
cases” where traditionally oriented
Jews here have been impelled to
work on Saturdays,MKYehuda Ben-
Melr of the National Religious Party
has introduced a private member’s
bill that would bar making agree-
ment to work on Shabbat a condition
for being hired for — or holding onto— a Job.
He told The Jerusalem Poet

yesterday: "It is ironic that in the
world's only Jewish state, a Jew
could suffer for wishing to observe
the Jewish Sabbath."
Ben-Melr is presenting his bill as

an amendment to the 1951 Work
Hours and Rest Law which, he in-

sists, leaves open a loophole that is

the crux of the problem.
He explains: "This statute em-

powers the Minister of Labour and

Social Affairs to issue sabbath work
permits to operators of Industrial
plants and other employers accor-
ding to certain guidelines, usually
prescribed by a special committee of
experts.
"Unfortunately, what been

happening is that these employers
then turn around and infoy-Tw their
employees that they must par-
ticipate in the operations on the Sab-
bath. Clearly, this was not the intent
of the framers of the law. A sabbath
work permit Is given with, the un-
derstanding that the employer would
find people who are willing to work
on the Sabbath." - -

His amendment, said Ben-Meir,
would make it explicit that receipt of

a Sabbath work permit does not
allow an employer to request,
suggest or demand that any worker
agree to report to work on Saturdays
or Jewish religious holidays.

Electra offers three week
period of special discounts

Jerusalem Post Reporter.

TEL AVIV. — A three-week sales
campaign, during which appliances
will be sold at considerably lower
prices, was launched yesterday by
Electra, a local companywhich both
manufactures goods (like air con-
ditioners) and which imports elec-

trical appliances (such as
refrigerators and TV sets).

Electra is launching the campaign
to celebrate the opening of two new
outlets, one at Dteengotf Centre in

Tel Aviv, and the other in the Glal
Centre in Jerusalem. The company
has other sales outlets in Haifa,
Netanya. Beeraheba. Eilat and
OphinC/ « :R* - rah

*».

During these three weeks. Electra
is offering a 14 cubic ft.

Westinghouse refrigerator for IL33,-

500 In cash. At present, this
refrigerator sella for ILS8.512 in

cash, or IL48,496 If payments are
made over a period of six months. (If

the latter method is chosen, the
customer to pay 50 per cent in

cash as a down payment, and six

monthly payments.) All prices in-

clude VAT.
Electra is offering its 16 cubic ft.

Westinghouse, which normally sells

for IL40.972 cash, for IL38,000 in

.cash; and its Tungsran colourTV 26
inch set (made in Denmark) for

XL51,000. instead of the regular cash
ofnaA,5oo. * v.i

j.ii

British businessmen find Israel

a new and fertile marketplace
By HYAM CORNET

Jerusalem Post Correspondent
LONDON. — More and more British
businessmen are showingan interest
in trade with Israel.

in the first quarter of 1979, the
British Embassy in Tel- Aviv had
very nearly as many of their com-
patriots calling on them In connec-
tion with trade possibilities as in the
whole of 1977. And to capitalize on
this Interest, the commercial
counsellor at the embassy,
Imray, has been spending the past
month in Britain spreading the word -

about trading prospects.

"I’m selling a product In which I
have confidence — Angio-Israel
trade," Imray told The Jerusalem
Poet in an exclusive interview. “I
have been touring factories all over
the country and addressing
seminars of businessmen because
we believe that now la the time to
stimulate interest among British ex-
porters in the Israeli market."
Why now? "With the Israel-Egypt

peace treaty, additional oppor-
tunities are opening up, partly in sec-
tors Involving the relocation of the
defence bases from Sinai to the
Negev but also in other sectors as
well."

The relocation, he explains, will

mean the construction of military
camps, airfields, roads and the
provision of telecommunications,
housing, water, sewage and elec-

tricity. While the American govern-
ment is finding 88b. to fund this,

Israel is having to provide 81.4b.

from her own resources. "The
Israeli building industry simply
could not copewith a crash construc-
tive programme of this size, par-
ticularly as the government is plan-
ning to continue with a housing
programme fornew immigrants and
young couples. And so there will be
considerable opportunities for
foreign civil engineers, contractors
and subcontractors. There will also
be considerable scope for construc-
tion materials, prefabricated
buildings, cables. • pipes. Com-
munications equipment, cranes and
.vehicles of all kinds' from heavy off-

road earth-moving plant, lorries,

trailers and buses to delivery and
general purpose vans."

All this potential arising out of the
provisions of the peace treaty
presents relatively short-term op-
portunities, as the work has to be -

completed within three years, but
Imray has also been pushing the idea
of long-term ' undertakings, par-
ticularly in the consumer field. -

"British consumer goods are pop-
ular and well received. The Israeli

consumer appears to be not very
price consdous.on imports." He has
been telling potential suppliers that
there are the service industries,
transportation, hotels, the develop-
ment of porta andairports and above
all the electronics industry where

su&ded to enter the area, the elec-

tronics industry offers great scope,"
Imray believes. "But few British

firms try to sell to the Israeli elec-

tronics market largely because they
believe, and rightly, that it is

dominated by the Americana."
In his general "sales talk," Imray

has been pointing out how relatively

easy it is for the British to do
business in Israel. "Israelis are used
to British trading methods — even
their legislation on commercial
matters is often baaed on British

law. It is easy for the British and
Israeli businessmen to take advan-
tage of the close links between the
two ' countries. There are direct
telephone facilities, telex services
and regular air and sea freight

carriers. And Israeli businessmen
enjoy a deservedly high reputation

for prompt payment.”
And what about the Arab boycott?

Imray almost avoids the subject
when he talks to businessmen
because be prefers to stress the
positive rather than the negative. All
he says in his prepared remarks is

that "A fear that trading with Israel

may cause damage to the firm's
prospects” is one of the reasons why
some firms opt out. In his opinion,

“This particular fear is often based
On a wliiHniiBrrfBniting .* 1

If. however, the potential
businessman pursues the question of
the boycott, Imray refers him to a
Department of Trade official who ex-

plains the new and tougher
"guidelines” which the department
Issued earlier this year following
pressure from Parliament to in-

troduce anti-boycott legislation.

These guidelines, though stopping
well short of legislation, are intended
to stiffen the backbone of anyone
who is intimidated by ’ would-be
boycott blackmailers.
Imray has addressed four,

seminars of businessmen. In London,
Glasgow, Manchester and Leeds. In
all, over 150 potential traders attend-

ed. Perhaps the most surprisingpart
was the appeal tor trade with the
West Bank.
He begins by explaining that for a

number of years the commi^cial
section had not been active In that

area but recently one of his
colleagues, a fluent Arab speaker,
began devoting a couple of days a
month to discovering export oppor-
tunities there. "He was so successful
that we now have an additional se-

cond secretary who will spend one
week a month in East Jerusalem and
the West Bank. There la a lot of

money coming Into the West Bank
from remittances and subventions

fromArab countries. We believe that

like the Americans and the Ger-
mans, we should try to participate."

Reaction to his appeal to British

businessmen to get themselves a
share of the action in Israel has been
good, though he is the first to admit
that immediate results cannot be ex-

single one "where they hay*
sen interested inwhat I havehJJ

{!!

been asked at each seminar aad&ul
to the fact that more and woreJr?
missions are being organized,
For example, the Society efib-

Manufacturers and TrsderTr
organizing its first-ever

J*

Israel later this year, ju
visits to individual firms anj Jj*

torles. he says that he has yet tb fa

been
say
Imray lays great stress on _

that Cven though Israel is i
country with a small population^
in the top SO of BritotovlSSJ
partners. Of the 85b. worth of
imported by Israel last year.soSE!

'

per cent was British. •

As for this year, in the first 6*.
months, British : exports to
have already Increased by
cent — and this Is agalnst'S
general trend of Britain’s este
trade. Incidentally, he points oti,
his seminars that- sales of Scuta
whisky have gone up considerthh
Those -Britons who do trade

Israel seem happy with their deak
Imray told me that he receiver*
complaints (“no more than
colleagues In other countries")
he believes that because: of

educational standards In the
try, Israel has a high quality
force.
How confident is he of Anglo-!

trade continuing to expand? 'I

to us to take advantage of the
tion. The opportunities are
Israel Is very much an open
The Americansand all ourE
colleagues are all actively
petlng there and I hhve been
to persuade the British buslm
that Israel is well worth him
an interest In. ft is a pre-e:

manageable market w.
worthwhile opportunities exist 1

Gann
the British have been nrlaaftir- out. u.K<pected. -But he points ttShe number
/'IffoliyBritish firms couldbe per-G C^of pradffcal’ questions 'tfiat ha has
-** ’ — . - -

Small claims court

opened in Haifa

Jerusalem Port Reporter
HAIFA. — A small claims.
the first outside Tel Aviv, was <

ed here on Friday. Judge
Ben-Yair heard three cases,

-

decisions were given wit
minutes. _

The court will accept clalmi'i

XL5.000, with no need for
the party's representing!
Proceedings will be ini

quicker than at regular
that Is required Is the complethjfjfl
the relevant form at the dr®
secretary’s office, the attadmu
photocopies of pertinent documoL
and payment of IL50. A date fo£8|.
hearing is set on the spot. -

Litigants can chose between i

by a judge — which can be app— or arbitration — which esmuft
The small court will sit oac«C
week, the'day being determined un-
cording to. the number ofcum JpJs*
heard.' t - "

%

Special report
Washington Post News Service

When American Airlines' Flight
191 taxied through the ' afternoon
sunshine onto runway S2r of
Chicago's O'Hare International Air-
port on May 25, there seemed no
reason to doubt that its takeoff would
be anything but routine.
After all, day in and day out, the

nation's commercial airliners safely
log 14,000 takeoffs every 24 hours—

a

remarkable record considering that
airliners like this DC-10 are huge
(200,000 kilos, fully loaded) and in-

credibly complex (270,000 parts held
together by 2 million nuts, bolts,

rivets and other fasteners.)

Commercial airliners statistically

are the safest way to travel, yet on
this fateful Friday, 80 seconds after
flight 191 began Its takeoff run, the

DC-10 was a flaming wreckage and
273 persons were dead in the worst
air accident in U.S. history.
The crash was triggered when the

plane'a left engine and pylon tore
loose on takeoff, but a "Los Angeles
Times” study in the seven weeks
since the accident has found that the
roots of the tragedy go much deeper
than a sudden, simple, single
mechanical cause.
There is mounting evidence that

the roots of the accident twist and
turn back through time and are
traceable to flaws, failures, lapses
and loopholes in the surveillance
system intended to assure the safety
of U.S. commercial aviation.
The Federal Aviation Administra-

tion, while assigned the ultimate
responsibility for the nation’s air

safety, actually relies heavily on
self-policing, self-inspection, and
self-analysis by airlines and airplane
manufacturers. In the case of Flight
191 — and, apparently. In the case of

other DC-lOs — the voluntary sur-

veillance failed. The system lacked
the safeguards to screen out errors

in judgment, and while the errors on
the surface seemed to be unrelated,

they came together to contribute to

an avoidable tragedy.

In the weeks that the U.S. DC-10
fleet has been grounded under a con-
troversial FAA edict that has recent-
ly been lifted, "The TLznes" study, as
well as other government and
private investigations, spotlighted
these major problems:— Eight years ago, amid an at-

mosphere of intense competition
within an industry hurrylpg to
produce a new generation of wide-
bodied jetliners, the FAA certified

the DC-10 as airworthy without
reviewing the hulk of the fail-safe

analysis reports prepared by
McDonnell Douglas Corp.
Of 98 major fall-safe studies —

some -involving four or more
volumes — prepared by the
manufacturer during the certifica-
tion process, only 14 were listed as
needing approval by FAA officials.

None of the fail-safe studies on the
plane*8 engine-support pylon system
required FAA approval, according
to documents examined by "The
Times."
Rather, the studies were approved

by designated engineering represen-
tatives, McDonnell Douglas
employees wbo in effect were
deputized by the FAA to check on the
accuracy and completeness of work
'done by their McDonnell Douglas
colleagues — and In some Instances
by themselves.
Since the Chicago crash, the FAA

has concluded, according to an inter-

nal working paper, that parts of the
fail-safe studies were incomplete or
inaccurate.
— In designing the DC-10,

McDonnell Douglas decided not to
equip the craft with a back-up
system to prevent the slats, which
extend forward from the front of the
wing to provide extra lift at takeoff,
from retracting after loss of
hydraulic pressure.
The other U.S. wide-bodied jets —

Lockheed's L-1011 and Boeing's 747
— have brakes on their slots to pre-
vent unintended retraction and
potential loss of control, which was a
major factor in the Chicago crash.

As DC-lOs take to the skies again

The Chicago tragedy—what happened
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During the certification process,
McDonnell Douglas demonstrated
to the FAA that the DC-10 could re-

main airborne- with asymmetrical
slots and thus apparently convinced
the agency the new plane didn't need
the emergency system. But the con-
cept was not tested at the takeoff
stage of flight, the critical point
where the American Airlines plane
developed trouble.

Since the Chicago crash, the FAA
has been debating whether to re-
quire the DC-10 to be retrofitted with
a slats braking System.
— Two years ago, American

Airlines began using a shortcut
maintenance procedure in which the
engine-pylon assembly wasremoved
as one unit. The procedure ran
counter to 'the two-step procedure
recommended by McDonnell
Douglas. Although the manufacturer
knew what the airline was doing, it

made no effort to halt the. practice.

Because of a loophole In the law,
neither the airline nor the manufac-
turer was required to tell the FAA of
the change, and the agency's under-
manned inspection force — there
are. for instance, only six FA

A

inspectors watchingthe work of 6,000
American Airlines mechanics in the
Tulsa, Oklahoma, maintenance cen-
tre — didn’t detect or correct the
new. risky procedure.
Since the Chicago crash, the FAA

has concluded that the shortcut
procedure could damage the pylons
and has ordered It halted.
— In the past five years, airlines

flying the DC-10a reported to the
FAA 62 instances of cracks or other
defects in the pylons attaching the
engines to the wings. These reports
were routinely entered into com-
puters at the FAA’s records centre in

Oklahoma City. Agency officials say
they were not sufficient to Indicate a
worrisome pattern — although the

rate of problems with DC-10 pylons
was nearly double that with pylons
on 747s, and In startling contrast
with the one reported flaw in pylons
of L-lQlls.

Similarly, since placing the plane
in commercial service, McDonnell
Douglas issued more than 60 service

bulletins recommending that air-

lines make safety modifications in

DC-10 pylons. All tbe bulletins were
identified as FAA-approved, but
agency officials didn't consider them
serious enough to take further ac-

tion.

Since the Chicago crash, the FAA
has ordered more rigorous inspec -

tions and found pylon problems in

more thaii 90 of tiie 188 DC-lOs in

domestic service — enough flaws to

force grounding of the plane.

These diverse Indicators of latent

tragedy were hidden — buried in

FAA computers or filing cabinets,

tucked away in the reams of

technical volumes at McDonnell
headquarters, submerged in
American Airlines maintenance
records — when passengers filed

through O’Hare "s gate K-5 and
boarded Flight 191 a bit before 8 p m.
on the Friday before Memorial Day.

'

At that time, no passenger or
engineer, government official or eor^

porate executive knew more than
fragments of the total picture. Only
in hindsight Is It possible to see how
the elements contributing to a
tragedy were about to come
together.

The plane, seven years old and
with nearly 20,000 hours of flight

time, began Its rolldown runway.32r,
a northwesterly heading, at 45
seconds past 8:02 p.m. Quickly,
witnesses said, white smoke or
vapour could be seen In the air
behind the left engine. One onlooker
reportedly told authorities the
engine was swaying or wobbling.
Investigators later concluded that

in the hours, days or weeks before
the plane roared down the runway, a
25-centimetre crack had appeared In

one of the three pylon attachments
holding the engine to the left wing,
probably as a result of American
Airlines' one-step removal of the
engine and pylon.
With the huge engine developing

40,000 pounds of thrust, this cracked
attachment snapped. The other two
attachments — which fall:safe
analysis had said should still bear

• the load — couldn't cope with the
strain. They broke, too. At tbe ins-

tant the plane’s nose wheel lifted off
the ground — a manoeuvre called
rotation and considered by pilots to
be the moat critical moment for any
emergency requiring corrective ac-
tion — the. engine and the. pyloin

ripped loose from the wing.
Once free from the airplane — but

still powered by residual fuel in its

lines — the turbofan shot ahead,
arching up and over the wing. It is

designed to separate this way: a red-
hot engine hurtling forward ii less
likely to ignite fuel In the plane'a
wing tanks.
But what also happened wasn't

contemplated in design documents
examined by "The. Times." When
the engine separated, it tore out an
electrical system and disabled one
hydraulic system, which actuates
five of seven slats on the DC-lOs left

wing. ' ...
From the flight deck, far ahead of

the wing, neither the pilot, ' C*pt
Walter Lux ofPhoenix, Arizona, nor
co-pilot James Dillard of Harvard,
Illinois, could have seen the engine
fall. But they likely would have felt

the loss of its power and detected the
craft's tendency to drift left.

The cockpit recorder caught a
single oath— damn — before it went
dead, its electrical power severed by
the dropped engine. Lost at the same
instant were the electrically
powered instruments in front of Lux.
This meant, one investigator said,

that the pilot suddenlywas lookingat
a bunch of flags and lights going on.
Most of these instruments are

duplicated on the co-pilot's side of
the cockpit and are poWered by a
secondary electrical system. But
there is only one Instrument to tell

the flight crew about the porttipn of
slate on the leading edge of a wing
they cannot seeV- and it had been
disabled by the lack of -electrical

power. There is only one indicator to
warn the pilot of an impending stall.
It. too, had boon knockedout with the

electrical system.
There is no gauge to tell the pilot

that the engine has fallen off.

"Such an occurrence Is so
rare...that It is considered a highly
Improbable thing and therefore we
do not put in the Instrumentation for
that sort of thing," Douglas Aircraft
Division president John Brizendlne
later told .a congressional com-
mittee. ...
Flight 191. climbing at a speed in

excess of the 159 knots that is con-
sidered ample for two-engine opera-
tion under more normal cir-
cumstances, reached an altitude of

95 metres.
Then the five outboard slats ontize

left wing, no longer monitored by a
cockpit instrument to warn the pilot,

retracted because there was no
hydraulic pressure or because of

damage to control cables — and
. there was no safeguard locking

"

device to keep them extended.
The slats on the right wing,

powered by one of the plane’s two
remaining hydraulic systems,
remained extended. An
asymmetrical condition, a massive
imbalance'of lift between the wings,
was created. The left wing dropped,
airspeed declined, the plane stalled

with no warning from its cockpit in-

dicator, then rolled at a rate of 20
degrees a second into the ground.
At precisely five seconds past 8:64

p.m.. Flight 191 hit the ground— 80
seconds after It started its takeoff
ran, 31 seconds after it lifted off from
the runway, 8 seconds after its un-
detected stdXL

. . Hie pilot and co-pilot probably
never knew exactly what . went
wrong,
Don Buell, an FAA flight test

engineer, said if Capt. Lux had
known about the engine loss and
been aware at the slat retraction, he
could have recovered in the altitude

he had available.

Probably all he knew was that he.
had lost power, Buell said. He
probably thought he had it made, be
was dojng a great job. But he
probably didn't know what the
problem was 'to start with.

.
.

.

In recent days, the circumstances

of Flight 191 — the loss of an engine,
the unscheduled retraction of slats,

the, absence of cockpit warnings —
have been programmed Into a DC-10
flight simulator.
Twenty pilots flew the simulator,

Buell said. Twenty pilots crashed
seconds after takeoff.

The flight simulator is at
McDonnell Douglas* Long Beach,
California, headquarters, not far
from the hundreds of drawing
boards where, 13 years ago, the
design of the DC-10 first began tak-
ing shape. Design engineers were
spurred then by a developing com-
petitive battle wltbin the industry:
Boeing had a head start in the wide-
body market .with its 747, and both
McDonnell Douglas and Lockheed
were pushing hard to catch up.

.Some aviation authorities suggest
that McDonnell Douglas cut corners
In its rushto get the DC-10 into com-
mercial servicer but the company
vigorously denies this.

Development of the DC-10 was not
faster than average, a spokesman
for the company said. The DC-10
programme schedule was similar to
that of the Boeing .747 programme.
Preliminary design and analysis
work began in early 1966 — almost
six years before the DC-10 entered
airline service.
During all those years leading to

certification, the engineering work
done by McDonnell Douglas on the
DC-10 involved 18 million man-
hours, the spokesman added. And
that total does not include many
other mlHlons'of man-hours spent in
design and development work by
engine companies and other
suppliers of DC-10 components.

But when the first DC-io rolled out
of the McConnell Douglas plant in
1970 — a few months ahead of the
Lockheed jetliner — the two prin-
cipal speakers at the ceremonies,
then-vice-president Spiro Agnewand
then-California governor Ronald
Reagan, talked of the competition
between the companies to get. their
jets into commercial service first.

More than. 4,000 McDonnell
Douglas engineers were involved in
design and production of the DC-10.

At the same time, in the FAA'e
western regional office, which was
responsible for determining whether
the new plane should be certified as
safe, only 10 government engineers
were intimately involved in the DC-

israe!

lativy

Kchar-

Joly
i:>

10 programme, one FAA' offlewf

said.

All told, the region has about#
engineers, who must oversee tfasik]:

worthiness of not only the DC-10
‘

also McDonnell Douglas' DCS
DC-9. Lockheed's L-1011,

International's Aero- Comm;
and the various aircraft prod

Lear-Avion and Hughes
FAA officials acknowledge

usually do not check closely on

approved by a designated re;

tative. "We do not past-review
material approved by
(designated representative!)
Craig Beard, chief of the

division's aircraft engine
branch, told congressional
veatigators last month,
is simply accepted as FAA-
through the DER system
entered into the file.”

Last year; in an order
priorities for western di

programmes. Beard told his

dinates to make maximum
ticable utilization of d
representatives and added:

'

tlflcation programmes should

delayed to complete com!
audits of data submittals
by a qualified designer”
Since the Chicago crash

system has come under
criticism.

The problems that can rest*,

FAA reliance on airlines

craft manufacturers to follow^

procedures without strict

. ment supervision are nowhere *

apparent than in the seq

events involving tbe DC-10's

Ironically, the series pf J59 3 .’

calculations began out; of cone
safety.

Worries over the relia'

critical part in the
system — a bearing about
a tennis bail and known
monoball — prompted ‘a

Douglas service bulletin

recommending that It be.In»P^ —
Ifcracks were found, replace®*®
the monoball would requlr®™?’,*. CV
of the engine and pylon. A
that handling the pylon endi •-

as a unit, rather than separatee?' ' .

.

creases the hazard at cracBfjU Ai*, ;
aft bulkhead, one of the erucWg* Vj."

attaching the pylon and ,

1

(Continued on page 9,

UNIVERSITY
Committee forDoctoral Students *

announces that Doctor of. Philosophy degrees are being
offered In the following departments

:

Faculty of Jewish Studies Bible, Talmud, Jewish History, General Hl*ory.
Hebrew Literature, Hebrew Language and Semitic
Languages
Jewish Philosophy, General Philosophy, Com-
.paratlvv Literature. English Literature. Arabic.
Musicology

rSSSKlJS^”-
Faculty of Natural Sciences Life Science..Oicmislry. Physics. MalhcmntJe*
Kenuirch areas and attendant studies arc determined on an Individual himiiL
'Interdepartmental research work is also feasible.

“
•

IlnI bno1*'

Faculty of Humanities

Faculty of Social Sciences

CandidacyxffBceUmformand further particular*may bn obtained Individually
or by mull by applying to: Aunmlttee forDoctoral Students, Room 01. Adiiklnluin^
tlon Botiding,-Bur-Uaa University, Buna! Gun. -



l-o-L prediction causes bonds to decline Ctotlnjc Volume Quant
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i
AVIV. — The predictions over the

^Skcnd thsl the consumer price index for

VtaB would he below 5 per cent caused some
"* \Ssstora yesterday to sell index-linked

L|» LiiAL
.

Ik Win0'
. .1 MW..I O..U-U

r

: i. *\W figure was somewhat higher than was

‘^day there will be no trading in index-

>. J'^ bonds as the exchange will be making
: S|i

!l>Tjienii*annual adjustments in yield prices.

,‘hNS
wever, prices were not sharply down
rh Insome instances losses of up to 2 per
were recorded.

uttng-waji more active than in recent

cns as ILW.Sm. changed hands- Fully

>d bonds were the ones to bear the brunt

tB share market, on the other hand, con-

ed its. drifting- pattern. Industrials and
merdal banks were traded at higher

Is, while others were mixed,
number of companies made favourable
fluid announcements. Elbit shares were
traded yesterday as the company an-

Stocks & bonds—
the market report

By JOSEPH MO&GENSKEKN
Post finance Reporter

nounced a 12per cent cash dividend aswell as
40 per cent In bonus shares. »

Argaman shares also did not trade yester-
day as the company announced a10 per cent
cash dividend in addition to a 100 per cent
bonus share payout.
Piryon Investments announced a 4 per cent

caah dividend and & fiO per cent bonus share
payment.

" Shemen announced a 15 per cent cash dhri-
‘ dend on account of 1978 activities.

. commercial banks IDB and TTapowHm (B)
each gained two points. -

Mizrahi, Union Bank and trim, were un-

changed but’ Leumi and General Bank each-

gained one point.

Mortgage Banka were mixed. Meet shares
traded within a 2 per cent range in either

direction. Ampal, however, was down by 20
points, a loss of nearly 4 per cent, t
Insurance Issues,da balance, were slightly

lower. Aryeh gained eight though the atten-

dant options easedby 20 points. Securitas was

.

a big loser as it dropped 34 points for a 7.1 per
cent loss. Hassneh and Zur improved slightly.

Israel Electric Corporation wa*surprising-

ly strong as it gained 0.2 per cent to 22S.

Sold Boneb continued to be the star attrac-

tion in an otherwise mixed reel estate and
land development group. The shares jumped
by 54 points to 1440. Isras rose by 26 and

Israel Citrus Plantationsby 40 points. Raasco
ordinary were 5J2 per cent lower at 278. In-

dustrials enjoyed a reasonably good session

as a number of shares advanced strongly.
Among these was Molett which rose by 6.3

per cent to 180, Petrochemicals by 6.7 per

cent to 112 and Taal (B) which gained 5.7 per

cent to 278.

Investment company shares were also

varied. Prices milled around a relatively

narrow range.

::-S'

losing prices on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
fi; 15, 1979
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• ami 18% s.c. 8

jtonatioaal 8% a.C.l

..LpKeBuikl
WMtg. r

(Mil Mtg- b
-. :aiQtfl Mtg. opt. 314

, - ... .,ssQ«flftC. opt 117

. ..^Qafljftg. 18% deb. 118

• •
' * --SS + opt. "A"

• -
1 "• -£&ell8% deb. 10

.
- -i'rSKfc. k Inv.

.. ft Mlg. r

M
ftg. b
Mg- opt- 88

mg. opt. bb

Big. 18% deb. 87

mg. 18% deb. 94

Mtg. r

;::r<S|BBliylItg.b

;:JBank of Israel
- ’Representative

ffereign exchange
Elites— July 13

ninMag Whose Change
price H.1JDM

l
Boosing Mtg. opt. 1 800.6 — —
Housing Mtg. opt. 2

1
218.0 — —

- Tefabot pref. r 318.0 52.0 +B.0
Tefahnt poref. b 353-0 S2.0 +4.0
'Tefabot r 340 j0 130.0 n-c.

Tefabot b 346.0 138.0 sue.

Merav 812.0 2.0 n-C-

Merav opt. 1 * 178.0 42.0 —3.0
Specialized Financial

Institutions
Bhilton r 100.0 238.0 +1.0

SMttanb - - 1D1.0 123.0 +1-0

Shilton opt "A" 88.8 102.0 +U

S

Shilton opt. "B" 82JS - 122.0 +2.8

ShDtou 18% deb. 1 78.0 112.0 +3-5

ShUton 18% deb 2 82JJ 131,0 nx.
Otxar Lataasiya r 327.0 •' 14.0 nx.
Otzar Lataasiya b 328.0

' 9.0 ax.
Ampal. SI0.0 — —20.0

Agriculture "A" 317.9 48.0 —8J
Ind. Dev. pref. 143JI UA.O +2.8

fasaraiwe Oempauies
Aryeh 790.0 1T.0 +8.0

Aryeh opt. 880X1 8.0 —20.0

Hassneb r 299.0 121.0 +8.0

Hassneh b 800.0 74.0 +4.0

Hassneh opt. tti.0 27.0 +2.5

Phoenix 1 288.0 28.0 —3.0

Phoenix 8 238.0 18.0 —2.0

Yardenia 1 . 280.0 i 7.0 slc.

Tardenia 8 230.0 40.0 me.

Saharr 274.0 4.0 —8.0

Sabar b 282.0 — —8.0

Saharopt 72.0 8.0 —A
‘ Sahar 18% deb. 80A 7.0 -2.0

• Securitas 313J) - 81.0 —24.0

Securitas 80% dlv. 78 292J) U-® »-o.

Securitas opt. 339.0 21.0 u.c.

Zur r SOLO A0 +4.0

Zur b 304X1 12.0 +A0
Commercial Services

ft Utilities

Motor House 480.0 3-0 +10.0

Delek r 282.0 190.0 +7.0

. Delek b 288.0 8L0 n-o.

Delek opt. 1 888.0 AO nx.

Delek 20% deb. 2 248.0 ,
47.0 +A0

Cold Storage 1 -970.-0' —
Cold Storage 10 .... 281.0 .40.0 nx.

,pM Storage opt. J'A"i' ,.'4-.vdM.O .Jw< -“**
—Cold Storage 20% <$Arl r *nU»& ~rq ?WP::crT»*b

Israel mectrlc 223.0 14X> +U.0
Lighterage . 800.0 A0 +15.0

Lighterage'8 *87.0 — —**°

Lighterage opt 2 - 188-0 22.0 n.0.

Lighterage deb.
.
87.5 84.0

-4.J
Rapac 1 481.0 27-0 +4.0

Rapac 5 407.0 88.0 —A®

. rioJid, BuUdlog.
Development A Cttrua

Arorim B87X) 4A0 n-c.

Amrim opt .-A- • 610.0 M.0 me.

Arorim 20% deb 1 104.0 82.0 n.c,

. Afrioa-Iarael 1 2800.0 — —
Africa-Israel 10 94A0 14.0 n.c

TT.n.c. r ’ 100.0 214.0 —ax

X.LJD.C. b *00.0 80.0 M
I.LJD.C. opt "A" 3*0.0 17-0

-Jjixjs.aopt-B" .
188.0 n.o

Ti-n .CL 20% deb. 8 182.0 »-0 +2J

LIkD.C. 20%_deb. 4 . .. 140.0 «.0

sSirfBiliihb 1440.0 80.0 +84-1

Two Israelis invent,

explosion-proof bottle

to +10X>

190.0 +7.0
8t0 u-o-

8.0 n-c.

47.0 +A0

•T.Q *+1.0.

18 r^4.r-
48.0 xtc.

Prop, k Bldg.
.Prop. A Bldg- opt -A"
.Prop. 4c Bldg. 18% deb. 4
l
PrOp. A Bldg. 18% deb. S

!
Bayside 3
Bayakle 8
[Ispro .

I Isras
:Kehadrln
ILCLP.
: Neat Aviv
.PrI Or
IRassco pref.

I Raasco
<OU Explmstfoa
ion Explo. Pax
!
Industrial
lUrdan 1

"Urdan 8
Urdan opt
xabkl
BUbit 8
Alliance

I

E3co 1
I Elco 2J3 r
Elco 2.5 b

. Elco opt "A** •

Elco 20% deb. 1

'Electra 1

Electra 5

Electra opt 2
r Electra 18% deb.

Electra 18% deb. 2

Ebron 1
B2ron 2

. . Ebon opt “A**
Argaman pret r

. Argaman pref. b
Atgwmaw r
Argaifaanb
Ata "B"'

. Ata "C”
Ata opt "A”
Ata opt 3

Ata 20% deb. 2
Dubekr.
Dubek b
Fertilizers

Gables r
Cables, b ./juKMr. j

CfaMAns Vehuoe Qomir
priCfi ILUH

176-0 —13.0
39.0 +25.0
— +14X1
1.0 +40.0

10.0 +4.0

28X1 me.
84.0 —18.0

30.0 —38.0

4.0 +3A0
133.0 +12X1

Necbvsbtanb

price

880.0

DJJH

1.0 +30.0 .

Elite
,

Elite opt. 3
398.0 21.0 rue.

161.0 33.0 n-c.

Bute 20% conv. rob. 2 112.0 18.0 n-c.

Arad 324.0 11.0 +BA
Polgat "A" 832.0 48.0 n-c.

Polgat ,*B" 870.0 ex n.c.

.
Polgat opt 278.0 60.0 n-c.

Polygon 385J) 32.0 —3.0
Rim 1 492.0 2.0 n.c.

Rim 4 370.0 13.0 ILC.

Shemen b 881.0 19.0 &.C.

Teal r 280.0 28.0 +9.0
,

Taal b 278-0 18.0 +18.0

Prutaram. 130.0k. 1,007.0 +3.0

Investment ft Holding
Companies

Elgar r 880.0 6.0 —20.0
Elgar b 880.0 •11.0 —20.0
Ellen) r 715.0 2.0 ZLC.

SUern b mo 1.0 —7.0
Amluaur 217.0 60.0 —8.0

Aznlaaar opt 182.0 67.0 —14.0
Centra] Trade 3328J) 2.0 a.c.

Inv. of Paz r 288.0 46.0 -1.0
Inv. of Paz b 200.0 5.0 +3.0

Wolbon l 700.0 — —
WoUaon 30 r 812.0 40.0 +6.0

WoKaon 10 b 304.0 72.0 +9.0
Ampa • 289.0 67.0 +7.0
Disc. Inv. r 298JO 99.0 +2.0
Disc. Inv. b 298.0 15.0 +2.0
Disc. Inv. opt. "A" 37B.0 23.0 n-c.

Dtec. Inv. opt. “B“ 143J) 31.0 n.c.

Disc. Xnv. 10% deb. 72 301J) 3.0 —16.0
Disc. Xnv. 18% deb. 130 204JO — —
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 188 307.0 44.0 O-C.

HapTm Inv. r 488JO 18.0 n.c.

Rap’lm Inv. b 448.0 3-0 n.c.

HapTm Inv. opt. 1 wa n 28.0 +1.0
Hap'lm Inv. 30% deb 1 353.0 3.0 +1.0
Leumi Inv. 347J) 84J) D.C.

Jordan Elxplo. 299.0 105.0 +1.0
Jordan Kxplo. opL 1288.0 — —20.0
Jordan Explo. opt 2 179.0 20.0 +19.0
'Jordan Explo. opt. 8 115JS 71.0 +.8
Mizrahi Inv. r 440.0 8.0 n-C.

Mizrahi Xnv. b 440.0 4.0 n.c.

Mizrahi 18% deb. 48 260Ji 10.0 n.c.

Hasauta 861.0 30.0 TLC-

Hawuta opt. "A" 808.0 45.0 O.C.

Hasauta 20% deb. z ieo.o 87.0 n.c.

..Export Inv. r 820.0 18.0 +1B.0
Export Inv. b 820.0 21.0 +10.0

Koor Ind. 1600J) 21.0 +40.0

dal RL EsL 220.0 306.0 +2.0

Ctel RL BsL Opt- “A" 332.0 193.0 +17.0

dal Rl. Bat opt. “B" 118.0 114.0 +8.0
dal RL Eat. 20% deb 1 195.0 22.0 +1.0
dal 610.0 137.0 —2.0
dal Ind. 886.0 239.0 n.c.

dal Ind. a.c. opt. 1286.0 4.0 n.c.

dal Ind. opt. cert. S35.0 100.0 n.c.

dal Ind. 20% dnb. 5
. 420.0 98.0 n-c.

Landeco 211.0 133.0 n.c.

Os Inv. 171.8 35.0 +7.5
Ox Inv. 10% deb. 142.0 10.0 n.e.

Pama Inv. 280.0 5.0 n-c.

Piryon Inv. — — —
Piryon Inv. opL 2 — — —
Shares Traded in

Foreign Currency
Adanlm 578.0 L0 —1.0

Agricultural pret. "C"
Ind. Dev. pref. '*B"

333.0 4J> —19.0
1381.0 — —

Ind. Dev. pref- **C" 880.0 — —
Xnd. Dev. "CCT 840.0 3.0 n.c.

Ind. Dev. “CCt" 840.0 8.0 n.c.

Ind. Dev. "D" 496.0 8.0 —87.0
Gaxlt 133.0 2.0 —1.0
Tourist Ind. 415.0 — —
Unico **A“ r 240.0 6.0 —1.0
Unico "A" b 242.0 3.0 +4.0

Fad
Naphtha 886.0 5.0 +80.0

Lapidot r 803.0 8.0 —80.0
Lap!dot b 1378.0 S.O. —72.0

13.0 —30.0

39.0 . ditAJ

Most active shares

s:o +15J) Haifii Cbem. 20%rdeb. 1 80.0 94.0 +3.0

—3.0 .Teva r 876.0 61.0 n_c.

22.0 rue. Teva b 909.0 4.0 —2.0

54.0 —1.8. Teva opt 880J) S.0 n-c.

27.0 +4.0 Teva deb. 9L0 mo n-c.

38.0 —4.0 LodxiH-1 . 688.0 2-0 n-c.

Lodzla 4 300.0 6.0 TUC.

Molett 185.0 18-0 +13-0

48.0 Mailer 825.0 SJ0 +7.0
Phoenicia 1 242.0 B.O —1.0

S2.0 Dead Sea 600JO
.

80J) +14.0

Am-Iar. Paper 962.0 44.0 nx.

14.0 Am-Iar. opt. "A" 389.0 no.o —10.0

—2.0 Am-Iar. 20% deb. 1 - 268J> 106.0 n-C-

80.0 . Aunt* 882j0 53.0 nx.

17.0 —5.0 Assls 20% deb. 1 280J) 88.0 —I7U
—1.5 Petrochem. 112.0 188.0 +7.0

28.0 +2J» ‘ Petrochem. Opt. “A* 07.0 T8J> +k0
69.0 t-8.5 . Petrochem. 20% deb. 1 T0J5 100.0 +2X
80.0 +64-0 Nechushtau r 833.0 ' — —

TTiyaHwi T
Ilapdalim 80%dlv

IDB
Volmnes
Sharestraded:
Oonvertibles:
Bonds:

15.7.79

IL84.4zn.
ILfi.fim.

IL88.3m.

General share Index, up MS to 12A44

Abbrevlallsss:

s-o. —
b.o. —
d —

b —
pref. —
opt. —
conv. —
s.c. —

eOenonly
buyers only
without dividend
without coupon
without bonus
without rights
no change
registered
hearer
preferred
option
convertible
subordinated capital notea

These stock prices are unofficial.

Crude oil hits Gulf of Mexico

in.worst offshore blowout

tolar
-Jmai stemug
..^fMrman mark

' tench franc
' J^guiWw

.

* franc
IvvtBata krone
9?v%lan krone

krone

, ^4mab mark
'

'.fitlillii itnllaT
'

;/. ftbiBaa dollar
"Jwth African,rand
r
' mtiK (U)
t'-WHan wMmng (10)

Bre (1.000)

(100)
.-ivraanlan dinar

‘ fdanese Bra

28.6448

B7J310
14.0085
8.0100

13.7123
18.4509

8.0424

5.0608

4.8748
8.6488

22.0992

2A8428
30.8247

8.7360
19.0879
31.1289

11.7784

84.37

7.90

TEL AVTV. — Two men, one a glass

blower and the other a mechanical

engineer, have developed an inex-

pensive method to prevent bottles

containing beverages from ex-

ploding. A woman was killed recent-

ly when a bottle of soda she bought

exploded.
The Israel Institute of Innovation

(HI) which promotes inventions of

private people by forming work-

teams to work on technological pro-

jects, has been trying to find a solu-

tion for the world-wide problem. To

already existing methods of non-

destructive-testing by which it is

possible.to detect defects In the bot-

tle, the XU had added a new develop-

ment of its own. Now It is possible

through ultrasonic non-destructive-

testing to measure the remaining

stress in the glass, which is a result

of the manufacturing process.

The two non-destructive-testing

methods have considerably decreas-

ed the percentage of explosions. But

Israeli companies have been reluc-

tant to apply them as they ^
provide complete certainty and re-

quire some changes in the produc-

tion line.

Them also tried the application of

plastic coating to the bottle.

But a third method has now been 1

invented by the two Israelis.

Through their invention, conditions

are created making it impossible for

an explosion to occur. Two
ditional advantages of this method

are that it is Inexpensive as it re-

quires ho - technological
modifications,, nor does it require

changes in the production line.

The HI has conducted a battery of

tests during the past month and the

Invention has successfully proven

Itself. The inventors have already

applied for and received patents-

pending status.

Tempo, whose bottles have come

In for the most criticism, Is now try-

ing the invention.
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0.0700

4A868
5.0769

6.6710

-22.3892

10.4804

28.9786
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SL2303

Baying
28X1600
13.9820

10.3791
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12.6679
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4.8577

5.0414

8.8243

22.03M

30J237&

28.7742

8.1057

11.7388

31.0119

Sir Isaac distributes

Paz scholarships
Sir Isaac Wolfson last week dis-

tributed 284 scholarships to help

students from eight development

towns meet the cost of studies and

subsistence. , , ,

The scholarships, togeth^ valued

at m.264,000, were provided by the

Post-Secondary Education Fund,

founded by the Pas Oil Compe^r^
Sir Isaac, the company s ebatonj^

The scholarships were handed to the

heads of local councils: presentation

to students was at local ceremonies

t«iHwg to serve a year in the develop-

ment town in which he lives, on com-

pletion of Ms studies.

Haya Sheinberg of Beit She an,

one of the' recipients, had a pleasant

surprise at the end of the ceremony.

She was Invited by Sir Isaac to spend

CIUDAD DEL CARMEN, Mexico

(AP). — Ckude oil is surfacingby the

ton in a fi* Tiring cauldron at the site

of the worst offshore oil-well blowout

.
ever. From the site, off the coast of

southern Mexico, a rust-brown slick

swirls into the Gulf of Mexico.

The stick has been growing, shif-

ting and splitting apart for more
than five weeks — ever since Mex-
ico's Ixtoc I exploratory well blew

out of control June 8, 80 toms, off this

Island and its shrimp port.

The threats' it. poees to Mexico's
glOOm,-a-year shrimp industry and
the shorelines of Mexico and Texas'

are subjects of debate. Jose Luis

Garcia Luna, & senior engineer with

the stale oil monopoly Pemex. said

the slick is split Into narrow ribbons

well under a mile .wide -and
stretching northward less than 150

kms.
In the U.S.. the National

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration says the oil has divided

into more than a half-dozen large

blotches that trail off more than 500

kms. from Ixtoc L
None of the experts In Ciudad Del

Carmen, a shrimping port that has

become an oil boom town, 1b predic-

ting how long it will take to ping the

wen. Most engineers don't expect to

tame the runaway until a pair of
1

relief wells are'completed in about

two months.
‘They've already tried Just about

everything they can think up and
nothing's worked so far,’* said one

engineer who asked not to be iden-

tified. Pemex has said the blowout is

Representative

bond prices

, .
Price Chang*

4% Gov’t development
Croup 1. Yield: —1-°7

3003
.

- 782 8 -H
3QjD 730.8 —3J

Group 3. Yield: -1“
3033 628J. —6-7

548.4 —5.4

Group 8. Yield: “l*®5 _
i
juraT 840.5 —

M

3032 481-7 n.c.

4002 (R)
Group 22. Yield: +1 -02

3101 388-«

3103 323.1 —

M

Group 24. Yield: +0.88

3110 3»-3 +0-1

3113 311.8 +0.1

4% Gov't (89% C-o-L)

Group 42. Yield: +*-18

3201 248.0 —2.4

320a 238.1 -2.4

Group 44. Yield: +1.80

3210 236.9 +3.3
3233 220.0 +8.0

8% Gov't (89% C-o-L)
Group 52. Yield: +2LB7

3501 219.4 +0.1

3504 194.8 n.c.

7% Govt (80% C-o-L)
Group 62. Yield: +2.87

3822 189.6 +0.1

3820 170.8 1 n.c.

Group 04. Yield: +2.92
3828 363.0 —OX!

3533 363.4 —0.2
Group 00. Yield: +3.14

3834 383.2 n.c.

0341 * 140.8 n-C.

6-5% Defence loan
Group 1. Yield: —3.40

73 (Ayln Heh) 895.8 —1.2
B0 (Peh) 902.1 —1.4

Group 3. Yield: —3.40

81 iPeh Aleph) 888.9 -1.4

-90 fTiadll 820.7 —L5
202 (Reflh Bet) — —
81 (Nun Aleph) 1019.0 n.c.

70 (Ayln) 935.0 n.c.

Gov't double-opLion linked

2001 183.1 +1.0

2011 160J —0.8
2021 * 133.7 n.C.

Defence loan 69

B (Tet) 702.0 —B.O
44 (Mem Dale

1

1 580.0 —ll.O

Bonds 109% linked to

foreign currency
6% 1st. Electric Carp. "B* 789.0 —28.0

5% Dead Sea Works 173S.0 —28.0

8J% Gov’t 6028 118.0 n.c.

Bonds 70% linked to

foreign currency
B003 160.5 O.C.

Dollar denominated bonds
7% Unico 98.4 —2.9

7% Gen l Mtg. 43 98.5 +0.8

Hollis 15 W.3 +1.2

. Hollis 20 «4.B —0.4

Hollis 28 88.0 +1.0

6A% Wolfhon 84A +0.7

7% TWahot 30 98.5 n.e.

7% Qal Investment 2 98.3 +0.4

8. Ft. denominated bonds »

6% Bank Yaad 38 107X1 +0.2

6.5% Mlmunim 5 108.5 +0.4

8% Menlv 8 105.7 —3.3

rThe yield reflect* the difference between the

"theoretical** value of bond* — baaed on the date

of fame and current C-o-L Indexes plua ac-

cumulated Interest — and the actual market

price. It la baaed on the assumption that future C-

o-L Index Increases winbe zero. A negative yield

indicates bonds sold at a premium, a positive

figure bands sold at a discount)

(These prices are unofficial)

New York

Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - July 13

Dow Jones Industrial Averages

833.53 down 3.52

Volumn: 33,000,000

Allied Chemical WHi '

ASA M — ^s

Amrr. Iar. Paper Mill* 4 —H
Avi'ii 22S, —*S

HnrlnR 404 —te

Riirriiiighn 6SHi —
Urn niff 11*4 n.c.

Kell A Howell 18b +^
Bally 42“» —2
Bnuarh k Lnmb 41 ’a —1*S

Control Data 41*.a —

H

Curlia Wright 18?h —*b

Dow Chemical »“), — *<*

Eastman Kodak n.e.

Etz Lavud +S
Ford 41 —**

Fairchild Camera 25 *»
— *s

General Dynamics 31ta — V,

Gulf * Western 15»« +ab

Holiday Inna 184 —4
Houston Oil — “
Honeywell Inc 684 —

4

Hilton 2»4 “*»
IBM 894. -4
Lockheed 214 — *»

Litton r 81V *»«

LTV - —
McDonnell Douglas 264 +>
Merrill Lvnch 17V
MGM “•»
Motorola 424 —14
NCR *T*h T *

Natonas 474 + a

National Semiconductor 25 —

V

Occidental Petroleum 9V +4
Penn Central 104 +'«

Pan American 64 — *

Polaroid 264 *"*i

RCA =44 —H
Revlon 47*. “h
Raytheon 494 +4
Sears +H
Sperry Rand 44*.. —4
Syntex — ”,
American Tel A Tel 57V — S
Telex 44 B

-f
Teledync 1384 —

H

Tyee Lab. 214
United Airlines 25 n.c

United Carbide 89 +*
UV Ind 224 +*

Western Union 214 —
Wealinghouse 194 —
U.S. Steel 214 "<
Xerox 614 —1

Zenith 124 —

*

Exxon 834 +

* (Dated' on the American Stock Bscbaagr)

(These stock prices are unofficial)

This selected list

by courtesy of

ISRAEL DISCOUNTBANK 1 ®j
Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.—12.30 p.m. — 627582

5 p.m.—7 p.m. — 223111

1640.0 i+LO
1300.0 tu:.

1147.0 +2.0
12.7.79

ILB8.7m.
HA.6m.
IL49.4m.

CHICAGO TRAGEDY

a few months hi Stagta'
J gushing about 80,000 barrels of hlgh-

pense, in order to pursue her English.
’ ^ each day. At Mex-

studies.

The study scholarships (for IL3,-

000 to IL5,000) were distributed as

follows: 26 - ShlomJ, 22 - Ma'^ot.

6— Mitzpe Ramon. 81 — Hatxor

In the development towns-
Hagellllt. 27 — Yeroham. 20— Eilat.

The 166 subsistence aohotarahipfl
she’an. 41 — Kiryat

97 — Belt She ’an, 41 — Kiryat

> “*.m
»

' • ' 22288/88
*?T.= 1,6818/28

. 29.38/87
™>Kr. : 45400A0

• 4JR86/90
*Kr. - . .80610/28
*«-. •

'
' 2,0374/80

1JMB/25
8MJ8/4S

: .5W98/05'
'

• ' -217,75/88
Fprice: 438RAD/OMJO

HATES:
* -4«m. Saws.

I .2AW5/066
? txmrm- i.naoAW

*-***tm ; LBW/245

(imSOOfrM.OOO, to total 11360,000) ^ - f
iSfSSaS?on the rtudeetenaer-

Shmona.

MDA foresees deficit of almost IL30m._

r—ReDorter iL3J1.77tai.. aa tocrea^ of 81.5 pef
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A good part of the deficit Is due to

monies being earmarked for the

Blood Service Centre whose ground-

breaking ceremony is planned for

the current budgetary year.

ico’i going rate of 322.60 a barrel,

that means a dally' loss of about

3675,000.

The well has frustrated veteran oil

field troubleshooters. Paul "Red”
Adair of Houston. Texas, famous for

controlling a 1677 blowout in the

North Sea off Norway and anumber
of oilfield fires, attacked Ixtoc I a
few weeks ago. He left the area at

least 10 daysago. Pemexspokesmen
refused to say why anti-Adair wan
not available tor- comment. ,

A number of oilmen involved In the

effort to cap the well said much of

the problem stems from damaged
-emergency "shutoff valves at the

wellhead. They said last week that

when a surge of natural gas shot up

the well on June 3 and exploded, the

|22m. floating platform was so badly

damaged that tons of drilling equip-

ment toppled, felling' into -the. IBS-

deep water and apparently damag-

ing the Valves. There were no in-

juries in the explosion..

Garcia Luna, the senior Pemex
engineer, said in an interview that

about half the gushing oil is con-

mimed by a ring of fire burning

directly above the blowout. Ships

and barges scoop up thousands of

barrels each day. he aald, and the

winds and seas evaporate, disperse

or degrade most of the rest. What
remains is a thick, reddish-brown

substance.
'‘Many newspapers are saying

that the Gulf of Mexico is covered

with oil," he said. "This is absolutely

false. I deny it is a disaster. We’re

hairing a problem. We have the

means to solve it."

The U.S. Oceanographic Agency

said that while favourable currents

have so far kept the spill from

shorelines, a change in prevailing

winds could drive it into land.

Fisherman Candelario Hernandez

Paredes of Ciudad Del Carmen said

he and other shrimpers are still fill-

ing their nets in Campeche Bay.

“Everything is normal," he said.

"The only problem with the oil is the

oil workers. (Many came to Mexico
j

from the U.S. and Europe). They’ve

messed up the whole island."

Any ideas on how

to cat accidents?

Post Knesset Reporter

If you have any ideas about how to

increase public awareness bf the

need to reduce road accidents, a new
KnesBet Committee has just been set

up to take care of this field, chaired

toy Melr Amit (Shai). a former

transport minister.

Amit yesterday announced thathe

was inviting groups and individuals

with proposals about fighting road

accidents, .to send them In.

His committee numbers three

from the Likud (David Stem, Hillel

Seidel and Gustav Bad!an) ;
Yehuda

Abramovitz (Agoda.) ; and Tamar
Eshel (Alignment),

FINANCING. — Zvi Shor has been

appointed managing director of

Bank Learnl's subsidiaries for loug

and medium term financing: Leumi
Investments Co., Otzar Letasssia,

Yaad-Agricultural Bank, Mimonim
Ltd. and Leasings Ltd. pe has been

with the bank since SM2. He Is

replacing Yitzhak^ Etiman. who is

retiring.

(Continued from page 8}

wing. In fact, last January,
McDonnell Douglas notified DC-10

operators that Continental Airlines,

which had developed a one-step

system similar to American
Airlines’, had cracked the aft

bulkhead during maintenance.

But the notification was made via

a form letter— which covered such

other occurrences as a toe injury suf-

fered by a flight attendant whose

foot was caught under a food cart—
and made no specific warning about

the hazards of the one-step removal

of pylon and engine.

And the design of the pylon

assembly may also have been a fac-

tor. In a report issued this week, the

FAA urged that the manufacturer

take steps to make the pylons easier

for mechanics to handle, saying that

McDonnell Douglas should re-

evaluate the design of the entire

pylon assembly to minimize design

Bazak, the most
detailed, practical

and Informative

guide on Israel

factors that are resulting in sensitive

and/or critical maintenance and in-

spection procedures.
Rep. Elliot Levitas, D-Georgia, a

rankingmember of a House Aviation

subcommittee, has singled out what
he sees as the basic flaw in the

system — the fact that the FAA is

chartered by Congress
simultaneously to promote the
economic health of the aviation In-

dustry and to protect public safety—
and has proposed legislation to
eliminate the dual role.

“The economic well-being of the
aircraft industry la an important
consideration," Levitas said. “But
such decisions should not be made by
the same persons who have respon-

sibility for safety...

"The FAA ought to have as 'its

primary mission aviation safety.

The economic aspect can divert

them flrom their primary mission."
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Freeze on action
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BY POSTPONEDG the decision to raise the price of fuel and Ixn-

- ported beef yesterday, the Government has lost another round
in -the battle against inflation.

'
• The so-called price-freeze is a piece of self-deception. The
public is aware of that. They would accept painful upward price
^adjustments, including the abolition or part-abolition of sub-
sidies — provided these measures were part of a comprehensive
plan designed to brake the inflationary spiral.
- -The Cabinet conducts talks, reaches conclusions, makes an-

^nouncements — and does nothing. Expenditure has not been cut,
the tax has not been increased on large cars, the higher price
that Energy Minister Moda'i is paying for imported oil is not
passed on to the customer, subsidies keep rising day by day.
- Adjustments are to be made (we are told) in all these areas;
but nothing happens. Good Intentions exist in plenty. Action is

nowhere to be seen.
-.Except In the field of taxation. Tougher regulations were

gazetted last week against the tax offender. Under the new
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, teams of inspectors are
descending upon workplaces systematically, checking stocks,
inspecting accounts — and revealing astonishing disparities
.between declared income and real earnings.

Severity is justified when the law is fair. The Ben-Shachar
reform of 1975 has seen to that. So there is no excuse for cooking
the books. Plenty more revenue can be secured without hiking

£> the existing rates, simply by ensuring that everybody pays his
dues fully.

. That is part of the battle. There are other ways of narrowing
' the appalling gap between the Government's income and its ex-
penditure. They have been listed again and again in the official

five-year plans — the most recent of them by Professor Assaf
R&zin (who was asked to resign from the Treasury, because he
could not refrain from acerbic comments bn the paralysis of

' policy).

. They have been repeated again and again by successive
^-seminars and conferences, the latest of them in Arad earlier
s" this month. The Government knows what it has to do; it keeps,

jf through this or that member of the ruling Coalition, announcing
'

its Intentions.

But it believes that by postponing hard decisions it is giving
* the public a respite. What it overlooks Is that the respite,

l
however welcome, will be forgotten when the heavy price that

>?:haa to be paid for it comes to be exacted.
>’ '

Clark’s about face
IT TURNS OUT that “Dry Bones" was right after all, early last

'..month, in refusing to take seriously the pledge made by
' Canada’s Premier-elect Joe Clark to move his country's em-
bassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.
At the. time this attitude, so typical of Israelis, was widely

. decried as wholly unwarranted. Mr. Clark himself, as well as
7- his External Affairs Minister Flora MacDonald, did their ut-

most to immediately dispel it by reiterating the firm intention of

>. .thenew Progressive Conservative regime tomake good its elec-

\ Won undertaking in the matter of Jerusalem.. - • . i . . .

r- Within days, however, cracks began to appear lit this solid

V front at reassurance. Premier Clark started receiving urgent
visitors who advised him of the disaster that would strike
Canada unless he backtracked.

v..;
. Representatives of Arab OPEC countries threatened to dis-

continue the flow of oil to Canada (which Is small, but essential

"in the eastern provinces) and to withdraw their petrodollars

from Canadian banks. Canadian businessmen with large deals
. in' the Arab countries voiced the panicky fear that they might
-end up holding an empty bag.

./ Spotting an opportunity, somewhat rare these days, to show
. 7 its Arab solidarity, Egypt too warned Canada that the embassy
move would be considered “an act of hostility.” '

,
5 Under such concerted pressure Canadian resistance simply

.
'melted away. Ms. MacDonald hastened to explain that no
deadline had been set for the move. Mr. dark himself, in an-

nouncing a “study mission" for the Middle East, made it plain

.that the deadline was lrrelevent.

. Last Friday President Carter disclosed to reporters at Camp
David that the wholp idea was officially dead. He had so been
told by Mr. Clark himself during the Tokyo economic summit
late last month. Mr. Carter did not say that he had advised Mr.
&ark to reconsider.
The news is not exactly startling. More than a week ago the

"Toronto Star" cited an admission by Mr. dark that he had
“erred" in promising to shift the Canadian embassy to

Jerusalem. “I had not had a chance to be briefed on all the

^nuances," he said.

These nuances, it may be assumed, do not Include the status

of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. No country that has accepted
Resolution 242 can possibly contest this patent fact. East

f. Jerusalem may be disputed territory- But Mr. dark did not

propose to put his embassy there. He could easily find room for

It in West Jerusalem, where a full dozen western hemisphere
legations are already located.

Needless to say, this would have been on act of courtesy
towards Israel. That is precisely why he was bludgeoned by
threats of Arab economic retaliation into reversing himself.

It is most distressing for Israelis to watch Canada, a long
'Cherished friend, thus forced to its knees. It is not a posture that

#
lnvltes respect. And Israel has a vital stake in a strong and
'resourceful Canada that does not bend with every ill-wind.
. Especially, of course, where Israel is directly involved. It

might be argued that Mr. Clark’s election promise was strictly a
matter between him and the Canadian voters — notably the

• Jewish-Canadian voters, who during the past decade had
v_-overwhelmingly supported ex-Premler Pierre Elliott Trudeau's

. Liberal Party.
But the reaffirmation by Mr. Clark of his Jerusalem commit-

ment after election to high office made it Into a state act.

• By reneging on It Mr. Clark has, it must In frankness be said,

* upset and embarrassed Israel, without gaining any profit for

* Canada.

STSCRIPTS
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WE AMERICAN Jewish Com-
jfttee, In conjunction with the

Lssoclation of Jewish Book
ifcWlshers and the Jewish Book

iouncil, will sponsor an exhibit of

oOta of Jewish interest at the Se-

ohd International Moscow Book

fair this fall. JTA reports.

The exhibit will feature 700 titles

ibbiished in the U.S., Including Ac-

ton, nonfiction and prayer books,

looks in. English, Yiddish. Hebrew.
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and Russian will be included in the

display.

The Moscow book fair will be held

September 4-10. A similar fair was
held in Moscow in 3977, at which a
comparable exhibition of Jewish
volumes was displayed.

The exhibit will be open to the

general public in the Soviet capital,

as well as to publishers, librarians,

and others in the Soviet Union con-

cerned with book matters. Visitors

will be provided with free lists of

books being displayed, Jewish calen-

dars, notea on Jewish holidays, and
recordings of children’s music.

A HERZLIYA reader'writes:

“The Egyptlan-laraeli peace real-

ly has some unexpected results.

"The road leading from the Ac-
cadia Hotel here to the Tel Aviv-
Haifa highway has been in terrible

condition for many years.
Complaints to the municipality had
no results whatsoever.
“But the day before the autonomy

talks With the Egyptians started
here, the road was resur-
faced-.” B.K.

Egyptians feel there isn’t much that Israel can do for their
“giant" country, and their new confidence is reflected in

an impressive pace of development, writes DAN SEGRE.

EGYPT’S TRUE
PERSONALITY

THE TWO -strongest impressions I

brought back from Egypt, after an
absence of 10 months, concern the
surprising pace of that country's
development and the xnarginality of

the Israeli issue for Egyptians. Both
impressions must, of course, be
qualified.

By pace of development I mean
the many signs of. visible change.
During nay last visit in October, I

noticed literally thousands of broken
windows all over Cairo. This time Z

counted only seven In the city centre.

In October It was impossible to
phone from the Hotel Meddien to the
Hilton (a mile away, on the same
bank of the Nile). This time It was
possible to phone almost anywhere
In the city and to get Faria and Rome
in 10 minutes. In October, work was
beginning on the new 950-room
Ramses Hilton. Today, 86 floors
tower over the site.

High-rise buildings are going up
all over Cairo, as well as Alexandria,
Tanta and Ismalliya. On the
highway to Alexandria I saw a con-
tinuous stream of lorries with
trailers carrying cement from the
harbour to the Inner Delta. In Cairo,

a slx-andarhalf-kflomefre, elevated
highway, begun in 1974, had been
completed; work bad proceeded
more quickly in the last six months
than in the preceding years, to the
countryside, where onjy donkeys and
jamuses (black Egyptian cows)
were once seen on the dirt roads,
there are more and more motor-
cycles, cars-and tractors, to Tanta I
stopped and counted 2S2 tractors
parked In one big lot.

And if I had to describe in one
sentence the Impression created by
these changes, I would say that they
reminded me of some parts of war-
destroyed Italy in the early 1960s,

just before the Italian “economic
miracle" started.

to this a real boom or just the
facade of a society still in deep
economic trouble? According to
many European and American ex-

perts, Egypt’s problems are so huge,
so deep-rooted, that there are prac-
tically no solutions In sight, if Sadat
cannot find a way to reconcile
himself with the Arabs and bring
their petrodollars hack to Cairo (I

heard in every embassy I visited),
he will findhimselfin serious trouble
very soon.
Not speaking as an economist, it

seems to me that this pessimism is

both exaggerated and unfair. It

reminds me of the talk in France and
England in 1956, after- the
nationalization of the Suez Canal,
concerning the inability of the Egyp-
tians to run the waterway by
themselves. We all know how that
turned out.

NO ONE, of course, con minimise
Egypt’s economic difficulties. The
most pressing one is due to the coun-

READERS' LETTERStoi

try’s demographic explosion. Sadat
speaks, In fear, of the fact that 100,-

000 new babies are added to the pop-
ulation every month. But his govern-
ment does very little to check this

rising tide. The bureaucracy
remains as inefficient as It has
always been; basic infrastructures
are missing; It is difficult to say if

the impressive construction-boom Is

. accompanied by a parallel develop-
ment in Industry, and so on.

Yet there are many indications
that' Egypt Is seriously moving
forward. First of all, Arab money
has not left the country. Most of It

was Invested In real estate; and
petrodollars are pouring in, not out,
attracted by the rise In land prices.
Secondly, the revenues from oil and
from the Suez Canal are increasing:
they will amount to about 52b. by
next year. Third, Egypt has the two
major economic assets of the
modern world; cheap energy and
cheap manpower. Because of this,

she attracts capital at an increasing
rate (8750m. in’ 1978) ..while produc-
tivity has risen by 10 per cent.
Fburth, not only are the two million
Egyptians working abroad not being
expelled by their host Arab coun-
tries, but they are in ever-increasing
demand.
While I was in Cairo, negotiations

were under way for the supply of 25,-

000 teachers and workers to Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia ai 1 the United Arab
Emirates. The press wrote, tongue
in cheek, about Egypt’s desire “not
to penalize the Arab countries" for

their unfriendly policy by
withholding the contribution of
Egyptian brains and manpower to
their economies. Be that as it may,
two important facts remain: some
52b. are bring sent back to Egypt
every year by people working
abroad, and with this money new
ideas and life-styles are penetrating
rural Egyptian society.

The public sector still dpminates
economic life, • but the bloated
bureaucracy Is rejecting an In-

creasing number of university
graduates who bylawhave the right

to be employedby the government at
the conclusion of their studies. Since
some drivers earn 10 times more
than public employees (my Avis
driver makes 300 Egyptian pounds
net per month), and electricians

drive around In their own cars, it is

not difficult to understand why,
probably for the first time in Its

history, the country has both un-
employment and over-employment.

.

This situatipn has produced the
beginnings ofa bourgeoisie from the
ranks of the people. .

This new class is not yet large or
powerful. It still has to fight the
social prejudices of the upper class.

(I heard stories of university
graduates who did manual work and
earned 10times the salary of govern-
ment officials, hut who could not get

THE CURSE OF OVER-SIMPLIFICATION
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Poet

Mr, — Since I. wrote to you last
August,' I have spent several weeks
in Israel — partly in order to learn
why my letter met with such
peculiar reactions. All Z had tried to

convey was that Jsrael’s security
depended less on territory than on
American support. But while many
agreed with me, I was shocked by
the paranoid hostility ofothers, most
of whom contested points I had not
made.
I believe I understand what may

have prompted such bitter animosi-

ty. It seems to me that all-too-many
Israelis have fallen victim to the
curse of oversimplification. I was
saddened to find that even highly In-

telligent men reduced Israel's
problems to the claim that the
United States was in the process of

surrendering to blackmail.
to most cases the -reference was to

oil. In some to the Soviet Union.
There were no suggestions what the
U.S. should or could do — except, of
course, to support Israeli policies,

right or wrong. I sensed no desire to
come to grips with the enormous
complexity of the situation
Washington faces as it formulates

-

policy towards the Middle East: the
fact that Western Europe and Japan
depend on Arab ofi much more than
the U.S. and that their power poten-
tial is decisive in standing up to
Soviet imperialism ; the geopolitical

Importance of the Middle East as &
whole in trying to prevent the ul-
timate holocaust which Israel would
no more survive than anybody else;

the Greek-Turkish 'conflict and
Turkey's disastrous problems, both
weakening the Southern anchor of
NATO; the turmoil convulsing Iran
which could turn into' a menace to

free passage through the Persian
Gulf (Indispensable to the free
world’s energy supply) and to Saudi
Arabia, a relatively moderating in-

fluence on the more paranoid Arab
states; the explosive potential of

stirring Islamic movements dream-
ing of Jihad; the grave economic
issues confronting. Egypt and their

possible consequences for Sadat; the

Communist base in South Yemen
and Us significance for the freedom
of the Indian Ocean —not to mention
the Irresponsibility of Libya's Gad-
dafi. There are no easy solutions to

any of this,- and it Is to the credit of

U.S. diplomacy that Is ha* so far
managed to

.

checkmate - all major
Soviet attempts to fish in these very
troubled waters. One would think
that Israel, already profiting from
peace with Egypt, would do'what it

could to help it along.
" There were some among those I

met who felt that Jewish settlements
on Arab lands might lead to peaceful
coexistence. 'Jew and Arab working
side by side, in the fields. It Is a
beautiful dream and another over-

simplification which fails to consider
the reality of the occupation.
Enemies can

.
become friends —

France and Germany did after a
long history of bitter hostility — but
it requires an effort. I travelled all

over the West Bank and saw none.

Nobody realizes better than I who
- served in Vietnam what it takes to

secure a nation against infiltration

and terrorism. I know also that It

must be done without humiliating
the population at large.. The resent-

ment these humiliations cause aria

an asset to the terrorists. If there
must be roadblocks (and there must
be), let them examine all cars, not
just those carrying Arabs. If there

are people who destroy Arab plan-

tings. let them be punished severely
— not only because they committed
a shameful act, but because they are

the true enemies of the nation. !

wonder how an Arab could ever

reconcile himself to living under
Israeli administration as it is prac- 1

Used today.

I am Sony to have to say this and
prepared for more swastika-adorned

hate mail. But I said it because I

desperately want Israel to llve;and to

prosper. It risks everything as long

as the oversimpllflers have it their

way.
REUBENS. NATHAN

West Redding, Conn.

THE RIGHT TQ DEMONSTRATE
To theEditorofThe Jerusalem Poet

Sir, —
.
Your reader, Zeev Bar-

Shlomo. (June 29) declares that “the
actions and' shenanigans displayed

by the “Peace Now" movement only

fortify and serve the interests of the

PLO and other extremist fronts." In

'

a democratic state, and Israel still

falls Into this category, its citizens

have the right and privilege to.

demonstrate against government
policy —‘peaceful, orderly
demonstrations, like those organized

by the “Peace Now" movement, and
not acts of violence or terrorism by a
group of vigilantes acting In the

.

name of God.
The fact that this government

(without the. support of those In-

volved with security) approves the
Eilon Moreh- settlement does not
mean that those of us who disagree
should not voice our opinion in an
orderly manner,- although I wonder
how much longer we shall be per-
mitted to do so without being called
traitors. From Mr.' Bar-Shloino’s
letter, it seems that Druekman and
SharOn have succeeded in influen-

cing people to tfclleve that anyone
who disagrees with their policies is

either' a terrorist sympathizer or an
anti-Zionist.

. “Peace Now” will continue to

demonstrate ' in the .name of the
Zionism wa believe In. Sane Zionism.

JOBPBBLOV
Kibbutz Tae’dim. .

married because the bride's family
were opposed to their work.) But this

Is an ambitious group that feels the
growing Importance of 1U role in

contemporary Egypt; ft has Initiated

the circulation of the 61tte on which
the success- of Sadat's policy of

modernization may well depend.

AS TO the marginal!ty of Israel in

the Egyptian consciousness, one has
to qualify such a statement.

The Palestinian Issue remains im-
portant for Sadat, who wants a com-
prehensive settlement of the Middle'
East conflict and not a separate
Israeli-Egyptian agreement.
One can even ask; How much haa

the Egyptian establishment changed
its mind about Zionism and Israel?
The answer is probably very little,

because their knowledge of Israeli
and Jewish history, culture and
political aims remains as poor as in
the past. (You can hear from a very
friendly banker, enthusiastic about
the peace treaty, that tora&l must
make “honourable amends for the
Zionist crimes.” “Which crimes?*'
you ask him. “The Balfour
Declaration," he answers.)
And yet when one compares the

anxiety and almost hysterical at-

titude of the Israeli press to
everything Egyptians say — about
the Palestinian question, autonomy
and normalization— with the Olym-
pian detachment with which these
questions are treated in Cairo, one
has to conclude that the two sides
operate on very different psy-
chological and political wave-
lengths.
The point to remember, in Uds con-

nection, is that Egypt now has the
feeling— thanks to the peace treaty— that she hasat last recovered her
true personality. The 30 years ofwar
with Israel were not only a night-
mare and aterrible loss In blood and
money, but an irresponsible
“detour” in history, imposed on the
country by the political ambitions of
despotic leaders such as Farouk and
Nasser. This “second Egyptian
revolution,” which Sadat started in
May 1971 when he got rid of the pro-
Soviet Nasa'erlst leadership, is orien-
tated towards Egypt's return to its

“revolutionary vocation” — the one
which the Free Officers set out to
achieve in 1962 before they were
thwarted by Nasser’s despotic pop-
ulism.
Sadat is therefore seen as the true

revolutionary, not only because he is
—» his autobiography underlines—
4 hero of the rCsistence agiQn5f'£fie

British and against Farouk, but
because he brougfatEgypt back tolls
ideological startingpointofJuly1992
and to her natural, historical
destiny.

.Peace, I was told over and over
again, has an intrinsic value, in-

dependent ofthe conflict withIsrael.
Through peace. Egypt has re-

SAVE THE
REFUGEES

FROM VIETNAM.
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — The fires of the crematoria
have been rekindled, this time in
Southeast Asia. The horror of
Chinese refugees being placed on un-
seaworthy boats with the big lie that
they are being taken to an island
where American ships wilT pick
them up is rickenlngly reminiscent
of the Nazis 'who told our relatives .

and loved ones that they were bring
transported to labour camps near,
the eastern front •

What la even further disheartening
Is The- Jerusalem. Post, editorial of
June 18 which urges a solution on the
international .level via the United
Nations. Of course, intellectually

The Post Is correct But we, of all

people, know the Indifference of a
world community to disen-
franchised. homeless and pitiful
refugees who faraannihilation. Yes,
Israel has accepted two small
groups of these refugees, but as The
Post again correctly states, this la
merely a token.
In the memory of the six million,

let us be true to our nation’s •narwo 1—.

.

Ylsrael — He who strives with G-d,
in bringing about a world of compas-
sion and concern. When we were an
impoverished, fledgling, besieged
nation, we brought in -764,000
refugees within a three-year period.
Surely, it is-not-beyondour ability to

temporarily absorb 76,000' people .

who face immediate annihilation.

Yes, we have numerous internal and
external problems, but our tradition
teaches us that the saving of human
life even overrides our observance of

the Sabbath. If we turn our backs on
the “Jews 'of Southeast Asia," we!
have becoihe as heartless and
spineless as an the other nations.

RABBIBRUCE COHEN
Kibbutz Barkal.

DANGEROUS
DRIVING

To theEditorofThe JerusalemPost .

Sir, — Until one is involved in a
traffic accident or baa a narrow es-

cape. one tends to regard the.dafly

statistics of killed and injured, as
merely headlines and something dis-

tant that does not apply to one per-

sonally.

In order to make people realisethe
_

danger, which they run and with"

which they threaten others through
reckless driving. It is imperative to

confront them with reality. This can

be done by sentencing traffic

offenders for Speeding and. other
serious violations to

,

work a. given

'number of hours In hospital /wards
for tojured road Victims.

‘ For future drivers, a visit to these

wards should be a- compulsory for-

mality before receiving . a driving
.

|
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H.G.WATMAN I

Kibbutz ZQcim.
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covered her “true personality,”
which is Arab and Moslem hut above
all Egyptian. The large sign near the

Ramses .Hilton declaring “Egypt
Above All” is more than just a
propaganda slogan. It is an exprea- -

slon of what most people fed-
it Is in this sense that Israel Is

marginal in the minds and con-
sciences of the Egyptians. Because
of her military strength and her
western outlook Israel is respected,

and in many ways envied. But she la

also looked upon aa a very, very
small state, one which will loose

' cohesion through peace and become
more and more dependent on
American help and Egyptian
‘‘understanding. * ’

Israel is also seen as a far-away
country, an unknown reality beyond
the desert — certainly further away
in Egytl&n consciousness than
France dr England.

Israel remains a stranger on the

border. No longer “the stranger” at
the heart of Arab land, but one of the
many “barbarians” on the fringe of
the “7,000-year-old Egyptian
civilization,*' “Egypt," said a
member of parliament, “is the only
state In the Middle Bast whose fron-
tiers were not drawn by colonial .

powers; hence our stability and con-
• fidenee."

This feeling of security, superiori-

ty and confidence expresses itself in

the way some Egyptians talk about
the Israelis who have so four visited

their country. One Israeli Is said.to

have “toe humility ofa Baduian, toe
manners of a Levantine and the un-
derstanding of a cowboy."^ Another
Is called “Herzl Bey." And yet it to

probably partly because of this at-

titude thatonthe day of the-ai? clash
between Israeli and Syrian jets, “A1
Abram" ran anenormous front page
headline on toe execution of 36
terrorists in Syria and gave the
report of the dogfight less

prominence. No one mentioned tte
air battle in conversation with me-
that day or on following days;
although the situation In Syria sod ’

the probable fall of Assad were ta?_
quently brought rap.

The same indifference applies to

’

the autonomy,negotiations. What the
two delegations say or do in HextUye
or Alexandria does not seem to in-

-

terest anyone. It looks too much hkt
^

agame, toe purpose of which is tokft

the problem “mature." If a decision
;

has to be made, it will be made by ,i z .’ I

Sadat alone, and there waaji
*a| [Itl i

!

necessarily be say connection with

what his ministers or other officials

may eay. "Concessions" will be ;

made to Begin and to Begin alone. "

“He is a difficult person," said Sadst
,

some, time ago, “but he is the onl|
:

‘Begin’ I have ” And if. there's!
something the Egyptians do mfit .-j

want, it is to see Begin in the oppo^
tion. “If that happens," an offidfr

said to. me, "all progress ax§r y
negotiations -will come to an end.1^- --

It seems Incorrect to think that tiff

Egyptians are. stalling toe no£ .

mallzation' process for politicii! ; :

reasons only. For them, normahre ?
*

tion Is, of course, a- diplomatic ;

strument, while for the Israelis #§•’:».. .

an aim; and this fundamental
difference is fully exploited. But, it

the same time, there is a part. of

Egyptian behaviour that derivw l
:: „.

from the feeling that, war apart . .

there to little the Israeli “entity” en l

do for the Egyptian "giant." Xn this f, .

sense they are profoundly L
pharaonic,- even
"pbar&onlsm” as epoUtic^ideologv

. l i . .

of regional neo-izolafionSm. li thS
pharaonic view, Israel, at least to
the moment, has more of a hiblicsl

place in the Egyptian mind than a
modern one_.0 _ . .

The author teaches political science

at Haifa University. This is Uie sg :- " f

cond of two articles. ' %:' c '

ENGINEERING FIRM’S FUTURE
To theEditorofThe JerusalemPost

Sir, — There are a number of
errors and inaccuracies in Mary
Hlrschfeld’s article of July 2, “Costs
too high for engineering firm.**

Industrial Planning and Engineer-
ing Co. I4fe Ltd-, the mother com-
pany of all the Life subsidiary com-
panies — which is the company that
engages in engineering work — has
decided, not to undertake any new
work in engineering, purchasing and
construct!tra. AH jobs now under con-
tract shall befully completed, to the
satisfaction of all our clients.

No company has been closed or is
being closed.. Life’s emphasis to the
futurewill be- on industrial activities
and not on engineering. Moreover,
there has not been any “lack of
funds" aa reported. Life and all toe
Life companies are meeting all their
obligations, to employees, banks,
suppliers tax and other .authorities.
Our decision not to continue to the
engineering business to Israel stems

1

from toe fact that in' times of lnf» J

tion, toe engineering businessM g
Israel has become a non-profitaU*.

'

activity which lacks continuity, e» ^ > ,

pecially since the major chemical. ^

'

oil refining and cement companies
' 19

have organized their own project
'

management groups.
The statement that our companto -V

are bring reduced to two from

»

original seven firms is Incorr*^J^«.
There areJLS companies in our greap, ^
of which several are actively c#-
ducting business.

Jlr
'

For the record, none of tS|f!

statements shown in quotatifr
marks and attributed to me w«p
made to that form.

. .

Chairman of the Bo|g. .

and Managing ZMnM^ I'-'i

Industrial Planning andEngines™*
Co.IAfsVA Sv-j

Haifa.
'

•*.-

Mary Hirschfeld says that R-. ..

stands by what she wrote. (Ed. JJU p

»:??.-
« 1 ;

«

"This work is outstanding among the numerous
books about Israel...

j

..... it reveals with remarkable im-'

;

pact, the depth arid breadth o/j

• the spiritual substance ofs

.
Judaism, its influence on tha

section of humanity known as

the Christian Western WorW.

and thus on ail the people 'Of the

earth." Max Tau
.
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